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.Murray's 'National
Scouting Museum
launched its seventh
season March 1 with a
mixture of both new
attractions as well as
old favorites. page 5

Topeye Jones and Scott
Adams went out Winning during their final
regular-season game as
the MSU Racers
defeated- Eastern Illinois 86-74. Page 8

March 2
WORLD
RIYADH, Sandia Arabia — In
a first step toward giving Saudis
a voice' in government, King
Fahd has promised historic
changes including creation of
national and local advisory
councils and spelling out some
basic civil rights. Page 2

STATE
FRANKFORT — Monthly payroll has increased by two-thirds
in the personal office of Kentucky's secretary of state since
January 1991, when Bremer.
Ehrler was entering his final
year in office. Page 3

SPORTS
MURFREESBORO, Tenn.-Murray State won both team
titles in the OVC Indoor Track
Champsionship Friday and
Saturday with the Lady Racers
coming frofn 14 points behind in
the - last three events to beat
Middle Tennessee. Page 8

FORECAST
..Tonight:. Partly cloudy. Low
around 50: Southwest wind Ito,
10 mph. Tuesday: Mostly
c1Sudy and continued warm with
scattered showers. High in the
lower 70s. Chance of rain, 30
percenL

POLLEN/MOLD
1-800-756-4AIR
Allergy-Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
356.2, 0.0; below 312.8, +1.0
BARKLEY LAKE
356.0, -0.2; below 318.5, +0.8
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Tina by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
I. Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30-6
p.m. Monday-Friday or 3:30-4
p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
Regular office boors are 8
am.-S p.m. Monday-Friday; II
a.m.-noon Saturday.
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Jones pledges support
for Ky. National Guard
FORT MITCHELL, Ky.(AP) —
Gov. Brercton Jones acknowledged
the economic - importance of the
xernteky Araii; and-Air National
GUard as one of the state's largest
employers during a speech to the
group Saturday. •
Jones was the keynote speaker at
the 61st Annual Conference of the
National Guard Association of
Kentucky, which was attended by
almost 750 officers from the Kentucky Army and Air National
Guard.
"Your efforts contribute and
ensure that we have adequate forces available to our state and our
nation in times of need," Jones
said.
Even though • guard units
throughout the nation are undergoing cutbacks, Jones said lawmakers
need to study how cutbacks would
affect -Kentucky.
"I believe that we deserve fair
consideration before withdrawing
any units from the troop structure
of Kentucky...and I will do my
utmost to see that we receive that
consideration," he said.

,
The U.S. warships, supportea oy
in Dubai, .the southern gulf, said
the fleet has no orders against Iraq France and other members of the
at the moment, but. -we could get coalition that waged the Gulf War,
=still monitor the blockade of Iraq.
(them) ... at any time."
The admiral would not make They are concentrated on the Red
predictions of allied military action Sea near the Jordanian port of Aqaagainst Iraq in the face of Bagh- ba because goods can be shipped
dad's refusal to destroy missile- by land from Jordan to Iraq.
Taylor said a multinational force
production facilities. The U.N. Security Council has told Iraq it faces in the gulf also chocks about 300
"serious consequences" by refus- vessels a month.
The admiral said the navy is
mg to comply.
The U.S. naval presence includes conducting joint exercises with
the' aircraft carrier USS America each gulf country to make them
and her battle group, currently in more "self-sufficient" and fesisthe Red Sea, and an amphibious int to neighbors' threats.
force of five vessels on patrol in
(Cont'd on page 2)
the gulf.

in historical and biographical
accounts of Stubblefield," Albert
said. "Rather than_add to the confus:on, we deciOed to t ,iild the repli:
cas so the academic community
and the public at large could make
up their own minds."
The demonstration is sponsored
in part by the Wrather West Kentucky Nluseum and the Murray
State chapter of Alpha Epsilon Rho
national broadcasting society.
which also provided funding for
research.

Futee demonstrations are scheduled for Louisville, Washington,
D.C., New Orleans and Sunderland
Polytechnic in Sunderland,
England.
Lochte said the difference in
opinion about how much credit to
give Stubblefield for what is
known today as radio is
understandable.
"Current research and development of telecommunications tech.

(Coni'd on page 2)

Tractor of the past, farmer of the future

The governor also expressed profound sympathy for those affected
by the tragic crash of the Kentucky
Air National Guard C-130 military
transport in Evansville, Ind., earlier
tThis month. Sixteen people, including the five-member crew abroad
the plane, were
Also expressing condolences
about the recent air tragedy was
U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford, DKentucky, a former member of.the
Kentucky Army National Guard.
U. Gen. John B. Conaway, chief
of the National Guard Bureau in
Washington and former air commander of the Kentucky Air
National guard, also addressed the
officers.
Conaway, who commands more
than-5,000 men and women across
the nation and around the world,
told the group that "we are at a
turning point."
The external, threat is going
down while the internal threat is on
the increase, Conaway said. The
Army National Guard will know
this coming Thursday of future cuts
in its defense posture.

Sexual misconduct charges
lodged against Sen. Adams
unwanted kissing and fondling,
sometimes repeatedly, at various
times over the past two decades.
Most of the women had worked as
an aide or secretary for Adams, or
knew,the senator through tics with
the Democratic Party, the newspaper said.
One woman, described as a
Democratic activist, said that in the
early 1970s Adams drugged and
raped her, leaving $200 as he left.
None of the women ever took
her allegations to police.
Because of an earlier sexual misconduct allegation, the former congressman and U.S. transportation
secretary already was considered
vulnerable.

SEATTLE (AP) — U.S. Sen.
Brock Adams dropped his bid for a
second term but rejected a suggestion from his own party that he resign after eight women quoted
anonymously in a newspaper
accused him of sexual misconduct.
"I care for people and I have
never harmed anyone. But I find
now that it is not worth it to continue this campaign," the 65-yearold liberal Democrat said Sunday.
He hugged his wife of 40 years,
Betty, after the announcemeni
"This is the saddest day of my
life," he said.
The Seattle Times earlier Sunday
reported claims by eight women
who said Adams subjected them to
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and Radio/1'V have built authentic to his friend Rainey Wells across
working replicas of two wireless an orchard in 1892. His experiment
devices Stubblefield used for his preceded Marconi by about three
Fe:ser Jen by at least 10.
experiments that some people ),7r.
Albert, chief engiqcer of MSU
argue were the first radio
TV-11 and Lochte, director of
broadcasts.
Their demonstration is scheduled MSU TV-11 and an assistant proat 2 p.m. on the soccer field next to fessor, used original documents,
the Curtis Center. It will be resche- -Parchival photographs, scientific
duled for the same time and place journals and newspaper accounts to
on the following day in the event replicate the Stubblefield
inventions.
of rain.
"Our initial research two years
Stubblefield used the technology
ago
indicated many factual errors
Rainey"
to speak the words "Hello

Two researchers at Murray State
University will conduct a public
demonstration on the campus Wednesday, March 4, in an effort- to
resolve renewed debate about
Nathan B. Stubblefield's place in
the history of radio.
They will explain the technology
developed by the eccentric Murray
_inventor to transmit his voice electronically without wires 100 years
ago.
Larry Albert and Dr. Bob Lochte
of the Department of Journalism
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Researchers to demonstrate Stubblefield technology
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DUBAI, United Arab Emirates
(AP) — The commander of the
25-ship U.S. Navy fleet stationed
in the Persian Gulf said his forces
are ready for new orders if military
action is taken to enforce U.N.
demands that Iraq destroy its
weapons.
"We're not bluffing — we're
flying planes up and down the gulf
every day to maintain our readiness," Rear Adm. Raynor A.K.
Taylor, commander of U.S. Naval
Forces Central Command, said in
an interview Saturday with The
Associated Press.
CANDY KATHERS/Ledger & Times photo
Taylor, whose command vessel,
Alan Jackson sings one of his hit country songs during his concert
with Dianumd Rio at Murray State's Racer Arena Sunday night. the USS LaSalle, was on port call
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Gulf fleet: 'We're not bluffing

MONDAY

1

arnas

NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) — which calls for the elimination of converted to civilian uses.
Aziz, who served as foreign
Deputy Prime Minister Tariq Aziz Iraq's chemical, biological and
during the gulf war, was
minister
longas
well
as
weapons
nuclear
of Iraq says he plans to travel to
in March 1991.
demoted
New York to answer charges that range missiles.
Sunday, INA reported
Earlier
destroy
to
assigned
team
A U.N.
Baghdad is trying to prevent U.N.
met Saturday with
that
Saddam
on
Iraq
left
equipment
missile
stores
Iraq's
teams from destroying
and
leaders to
military
government
by
blocked
Saturday, saying it was
of unconventional weapons.
the
latest
developments.
discuss
Iraqis.
the
Iraq is seeking to avoid a potenIn a report Sunday, The New
The official Iraqi News Agency,
tially serious confrontation over
Aziz
York
Times said French and Britquoted
Nicosia,
in
Saddam Hussein's defiance of the monitored
were discussing
its
ish
diplomats
all
out
carried
has
Iraq
saying
as
the
ended
cease-fire accords that
commitments under the resolution. sending a special envoy to report
Persian Gulf war.
Aziz, speaking on Iraq's state- He proposed the Security Council on Baghdad's treatment of Kurds
run television on Sunday, did not send a delegation to Iraq made up and Shiite Muslims.
The goal would be to end Sadsay when the delegation would of neutral members "who have no
economic blockade of the
dam's
Iraq."
against
bias
malicious
arrive in New York.
Iraq has told the Security Coun- Kurds in northern Iraq and galvanThe Security Council statement
last week warned Iraq of "serious cil they would not destroy their ize internal opposition to his govconsequences" unless it complies equipment for building long-range ernment; diplomats were quoted as
with the cease-fire resolution — Scud missiles because_ it could be _sayiag..
9
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Iraq ready to talk to U.N.

Sunday singer
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CANDY MATIIIRS/Lmlisr & Times photo

Matthew Ray, 3, played on an old tractor Saturday afternoon at the antique tractor pull,a1 the West
Kentucky Exposition Center.
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Businesses want more highway signs

News of the World
SETTING THEIR SIGHTS ON TSON GAS

COLLEGE PARK, Md — Paul Tsongas• pro-business economic views are
the target of unending barrages from his Democratic presidential rivals as
the candidates face a series of make-or-break contests in the next eight
days. The former Massachusetts senator endured the most hits in a
weekend debate triple-header, his rivals painting Tsongas as a thinly veiled
Republican supporter of business at the expense of the middle class. Tsonas repined that his ideas were best for the economy and would attract
Repiiblicans to vote Democratic in the fall. -There are lots of Republicans
out there wWo -iiirgive-Them a ltdrise,--rit-sal-d.
v come
us it

s.

SOUTHERNERS SEEK SPECIFICS
Recassion has not savaged the Sunbelt as fiercely as it has New Hampshire
and other regions of the country, but as the South prepares to host seven
presidential primaries over the next week the mood is a long way from
upbeat_ In towns like Hickory, N.C., where layoffs have hit some furniture
plants and money is tighter, the pain has left many with a deep skepticism
toward Washington. "There's a feeling that Washngeon is just throwing
money down a hole," says Al Garrick, 44, who works in a Hickory clothing
store. In interviews with Associated Press reporters in five states, Southerners from all walks of life told personal stories of the economic downturn.
And they wanted more specifics from the candidates — about health care.
crime and racial problems.

VUCHANAN COURTS CONSERVATIVE DEMOS

HOME, Ga — A small, hand-lettered placard stood out among the proles
sionally printed red, white and blue Buchanan signs at a recent rally here It
said "Democrats for Pat Buchanan." "It you are a conservative Democrat,
he is the best candidate," said Calvin Grimes. 18, the Berry College student
holding the sign.- Buchanan, the upstart Republican challenging President
Bush, is pleading with Democrats to vote for him Tuesday in Georgials'Open
primary He's talking not about the kind he calls Teddy Kennedy Democrats,
but those once called Reagan Democrats — the kind found in countless
quiet. rural towns across Georgia and other Southern states holding primaries a week later

COLLEGE LOAN PLAN CUT DRASTICALLY

•••

•E•

WASHINGTON — What began in Congress as a grandiose plan to help millions of midde-:ncome students get college loans is being cut drastically, a
victim of skepticism and heavy lobbying by banks Thfe idea was simple.
Colleges and universit-es would act as lender, bypassing banks and other
financial institutions The student's pay-back schedule would be based on
income, with the internal Revenue Service collecting the payments. Banks
and other players in the $4.8 billion student loan gam § stand to lose significantly, despite the rising default rates on college loans. Also, some college
administrators are wary of excessive governmental 'intrusion. even if IRS
involvement would be peripheral And, in this election year, members of
Congress_ are showing litlie.patrence for time-consuming debate over an
urip.roven- program — even if it is al-alternative to a student loan system
that's been described as bureaucratic and frustrat!ng i-The Senate refused to
consider the idea during debate on reauthorizaton of the Higher Education
Act. Still, the main proponents of the plan — Sens. Paul Simon. DAL, and
Dave Durenberger. R-Minn. — rerra:n optimistic that -siametFling will get
passed- this year The original plan has been scaled down to a test by 300
colleges and universities. Proponents. want to offer the new version to the
Senate Finance Committee when it beg,ns a review of a tax bil. "I want to
make sure that this thing becomes a reality," Simon said

SOME CHANGE IN SAUDI ARABIA
RIYADH, Saudi Arabia — In a first step toward giving Saudis a voice in government, King Fahd has promised histerFc changes — including creation of
national and local advisory councils and spelling out some basic civil rights
But the measures, announced by the king on Sunday, have dsappointed
some liberals who hoped the pressures for reform unleashed by the experience of the Persian Gulf war would have forced greater changes in the
family-run kingdom The decrees do not diminish the power of the al-Saud
family, which has ruled the oil-rich nation of 12:. million people since its
founding in 1932. The councils wi have no ability to make laws, and Fahd
said Islamic law will remain the conservative,' male-dominated country's
overriding authority. Yet the decrees are the closest thing the kingdom has
had to a written constitution. Fahd emphasized, for example, that the government will not condone illegal searches and .harassment by religious
authorities. The royal family has promised reforms for three decades, but as
citizens prospered they remained politically powerless. Demands for change
increased after Iraq invaded Kuwait in August 1990 and hundreds of thousands of Western troops arrived in this traditionally closed society.
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GILBERTSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Business owners in the southwestern corner of Kentucky say they
could do even better if they could
tell the thousands of motorists on
Interstate 24 about nearby
attractions.
They say signs would alert
travelers to the Museum of the
American Quilters Society in Paducah, the National Boy Scout
Museum in Murray, the Victorian
mansion Adsmore in Princeton, or
the hunting, fishing and boating
opportunities.

Consumer qpending
inches up .2 percent
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
manufacturing sector of the
nation's economy was propelled
upward in February by a big
-increase in factory orders, as the
government reported the best
increase in construction spending
in nine months and a modest
advance in consumer purchases.
The rash of reports gave economists hope that better days were
ahead for the struggling U.S.
economy.
"This is additional evidence that
the economy sluggishly is turning
around and starting to grow," said
economist David Berson of the
Federal National Mortgage Association. "It's not a full-blown expansion at this point, but the numbers
seem to indicate that we're starting
to get the beginnings of an
cxpandsion."
The National Association of Purchasing Management's monthly._
index jumped to 52.4 percent in

(Cont'd from page 1)
"Exercise Eager 'Mace," the
navy's fourth joint naval and
amphibious exercise with Kuwaiti
forces since the end of the war,
was to begin 'Sunday.
An amphibious force of at least
1,500 was going ashore in Kuwait
for the 11 -day exercises.
The joint exercises are the only
times sailors and Marines go
ashore in Kuwait because of the

Kentucky's highways, blighting
scenic countryside and turning
away the tourists they are meant to
attract.
Tourists spent more than $247
million in the 15 westernmost
counties in Kentucky_ in 1990,

"We're hurting bad," said Mary
"You can get on 1-24 in Paducah
and travel all the way to Tennessee Ann Jeffries, the manager of the
and not sec any billboard siggs at Ramada Inn at Gilbertsville. "We
all," said Bob Qualls, the president have a lot of people stop here and
and chief executive officer of the say, 'What is wrong with this
Marshall County Chamber of state? It doesn't tell you what's in
this area."'
Commerce.___
Qualls recently testified before a ---The 5ilboard proposal would
House committee on behalf of a force Kentucky to repay almost $3
bill that would allow more bill- million from the U.S. government
boards on the state's interstate over the years for meeting incenhighways. The bill, proposed by tives to discourage the signs along
Rep. Rex Smith, D-Grand Rivers, the interstates.
is 'expected to be voted on by the
But opponents say that.if it is
House this week.
passed, billboards would deface

according to -ihe state Tourism

Cabinet. Much of it went to
businesses that have sprouted in the
counties surrounding the Land
Between the Lakes, the Tennessee
Valle,' Authority park sandwiched
between Lake Barkley and Kentucky Lake.

Local News Roundup
PASSENGER INJURED IN ACCIDENT

February from a 47.4 percent a
month earlier. The widely fsllowed
survey suggested the manfacturing sector of the economy had
resumed growing.
Consumer spending, a vital element to a sustained economic
recovery, inched up 0.2 percent in
January for the third straight
monthly increase, the Commerce
Department said.
At the same time, personal
incomes dtopped 0.1 percent, the
first decline since November,
according to the report.
The difference between spending
and incomes contributed to a 5.3
percent saving.S.-fitelifliniliFy-,
down from 5.5 percent in December but up from the 4.9 percent rate
a month earlier.
In a second report, the department said construction spending
rose 1.3 percent in January. was
the First increase since October and
the largest in nine months.

A passenger was injured in an accident Saturday after the vehicle she was
riding in was struck in the rear Vehicles driven by Orvis Hendrick of Route
5, Murray and Charles Sturgell, 518 S. Sixth:Murray, were traveling east on
Sycamore at 6:08 p.m. Saturday. According to reports, Sturgell indicated he
had slowed down to make a left turn when his vehicle was struck in the rear
by Hendrick's vehicle. Jareta Sturgell, 31, a passenger in the Sturgell vehicle, was slightly injured in the accident.

MURRAY FIREMEN RESPOND TO FOUR CALLS
The Murray Fire Department's rescue vehicle responded to a accident
Saturday at 11:16 a.m, involving a 1985 Chevrolet Blazer on Highway 94
East at Burkeen's Grocery. Firefighters assisted the Murray-Calloway County Hospital ambulance personnel in loading the driver of the vehicle into the
ambulance and assisted with traffic control. At 2:37 p.m. Saturday, two firefighters were dispatched to an accident involving a 1988 Pontiac approximately one mile north of Stella. Firefighters assisted the ambulance personnel in loading the driver and a second person. At 6:09 p.m. five firefighters,
one pumper and the rescue vehicle responded to a vehicle accident at the
insection of Sycamore and Sixth Streets involving a Mercury Topaz and a
Chevrolet S-10. Firemen assisted ambulance personnel. At 8.37 p.m. three
firefighters and the rescue vehicle were dispatched to a vehicle accident on
Edinborough Drive at Johnny Robertson Road involving a Chevrolet pickup
that had run off the road into a diton. The driver was not in the vehicle.
Firemen assisted in an area search, but found nothing.

CALLOWAY FIREMEN RESPOND TO FIRES

The Calloway County Fire and Rescue responded to several calls this past
weekend, according to CCFR Information Officer Mike Sykes. At 3:39 p.m.
Friday, firemen..extinguished a small field fire on Rattlin Bridge Road. At
4:17 p.m., a field fire, located six miles from Murray on Highway 94 East,
burned about one-half an .acre before being extinguished. Three units and
19 men responded to the fire_ On Saturday at 2:21 p.m., firemen responded
to a field fire off Highway 1346. A trash fire left unattended caused a blaze
which burned about one acre. Four units and 22 men responded and were
on the scene for one hour. At 4:17 p.m. Saturday, firemen responded to a
field fire on Poor Farm Road which was quickly extinguished before spreading. At 5:33 p.m., firemen responded to a field fire on the Les Todd Road off
number of leftover mines in Highway 280. Four units and 19 men. responded to the fire which was
caused by a burning brush pile being left unattended, Sykes said. About two
Kuwait's waters, Taylor said.
acres were burned in the fire. At 5:38 p.m., firemen were called to another
The allied minesweeping effort fire on Highway 280 which was extinguished before spreading. Firemen
recovered and destroyed 1,286....were on standby Sunday to fight wind-fueled fires, but no incidents were
mines after the war.
reported. The CCFR would like to remind everyone that March 1 begins
Taylor took command of U.S. spring fire season in Kentucky and it is unlawful to burn before 4:30 p.m.
Naval Forces Central Command until April 15. All fires must be extinguished before midnight.
and assumed command of the CCFR COMPLETES TRAINING
Middle East Force in February Volunteers from the Calloway County Fire and Rescue held a training ses1991, before the Gulf War ended. sion Feb. 22. Nineteen volunteers trained for approximately seven hours
He is a native of New Bedford, working on techniques used in drownings and searches. Two boats and the
hovercraft were used. On Saturday, Feb 22, 22 volunteer firemen trained
Mass.
for about seven hours on an abandoned house that was donated to the
CCFR for training purposes. Firemen first smoked the house to enable the
use'of airpacks and to practice making search and rescue attempts in poor
visibility. Firemen then burned the house and used different techniques to
extinguish the blaze.
(Cont'd from page 1)
nology may have some of the same KIRKSEY MAN INJURED IN WRECK
kind of uncertainty 100- years from Three people were injured after a two-car collision on Old Mayfield Road
now," he said. "Things we think Sunday five miles south of Paducah. According to reports, Jimmy Trees, 32,
of RI. 1 Kirksey, was southbound at 5:39 p.m. Sunday when he turned into
arc exotic now will seem rather the path of a car driven by Louis Brookshire, 91, of Boaz Rt. 1, according to
simplistic at that point in the a McCracken County Sheriff's spokesman. Brookshire was treated and
-future." released from Western Baptist Hospital. But a passenger in his car, Lonnie
"For instance, six different high- Smith, 71, also of Boaz, was listed in stable condition at Western Baptist
definition television systems are Sunday night. Vicki Mason, 31, of Mayfield, a passenger in Trees' vehicle,
was treated and released from Western Baptist. Treas was not injured.
no' being tCsted, and one will be
adopted as the standard by the FCC KSP ISSUES WEEKLY ACTIVITY REPORT
next year. Of those that arc The Kentucky State Police Post I in Mayfield opened 32 criminal cases and
rejected, 1 doubt that anyone will made 14 criminal arrests for the week of Feb. 23 to 29. Troopers worked 12
auto accidents, answered 87 complaint calls and made 13 DUI arrests-.
recall the inventors in 2092."
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Hopkins could keep $664,548 in PAC donations
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
Rep. Larry Hopkins, who could
keep $664,548 in campaign contributions when he leaves office this
year, has the largest such fund of
any outgoing member of the 102nd
Congress.
Most of the money is from political action committees. The PACs
that were Hopkins' biggest bene-

mittee for Political Action.
This is the last time lawmakers,
elected before 1980 will be allowed
to keep the campaign money
because of a 1989 law that bans the
practice after this year.
Lawmakers have several options,
such as returning the money to
contributors, donating it to a politit-._
cal party or charity, keeping the

factors during his 13 years in Congress say they aren't too worried
about what Hopkins, a Republican
from Kentucky's 6th District, does
with the money.
"He's done us a lot of favors,
and he can do whatever he warns
with the money," said 'Claude
Newman of Philpot, treasurer of
the Dairymen Inc.-Kentucky Com-

money lor their personal use, m using it for a future political race..
Hopkins has refused several
times through a spokesman to discuss his plans for the money, and
he declined to be interviewed.
Two weeks ago, Public Citizen,
a consumer group formed by acfivIsLRalph_Nader. called Oft,.1C111k18
members to donate their ecintribu-

Wilkinson voices support for Lloyd Bentsen
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Former Gov. Wallace Wilkinson says
he has volunteered to raise money
for a presidential campaign by Texas Sen. Lloyd Bentsen and has
asked the senator to enter the
Democratic race.
But in the interview with The
Courier Journal, the former governor declined to say what Bentsen's
response was.
Before Wilkinson left office in
December, he said he wanted to be
active in the race and would choose
between Clinton and New York.
Gov. Mario Cuomo.

tor, who as the vice presidential
nominee in 1988 ended the campaign as the most popular of the
four national candidate's.
Wilkinson said he spoke with
Bentsen within the last two weeks.
U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford of Kentucky said before the New Hampshire vote that he was ready to help
draft a late entry and spoke highly
of his friend Bentsen, but _he
backed off after Bill Clinron's
strong second-place showing. The
longer a draft waits, Ford said, the
less likely it is.
He said the "basic political

Now that Cuomo has called off
his tacitly endorsed write-in campaign, which fell flat in New
Hampshire, "Cuomo's no longer a
topic of discussion," Wilkinson
said.
The senator has said he is not
planning to run but has not ruled it
out.
He said the time for Bentsen-to
move is after the March 17 votes in
Illinois and Michiganr,
"I'd like to see him get in
because I think he would add an
element of excitement," Wilkinson
said of the 71-year-old Texas sena-

futtire—..- of the Democratic field
will be discernible by next Saturday. March 7, the date of the primary in SouttraMlina and caucuses
in some Western states.
Kentucky's May 26 primary is
one of the last in the nation.
March 19 is the filing deadline
for the California primary, the
nation's largest. California votes on
June 2.
President Bush will be the only
Republican in the Kentucky primary unless--Pat Buchanan wins a
lawsuit that is expected to be heard
in Franklin Circuit Court this week.

Dough is rising
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Payroll up 66 percent in some offices
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — their campaigns to run their offices.
Monthly payroll has increased by But this is a critical time for state
two-thirds in the personal office of government, which has a tight
Kentucky's secretary of state since budget. Gov. Brereton Jones' admiJanuary 1991, when Bremer Ehrler nistration — which does not conwas entering his final year in trol hiring in the constitutional
offices liJce secretary of state —
office.
The payroll on Feb. 1, about a
Here is a comparison of some
month after Bob Babbage took the
of the payrolls of some elected
job, was $32,741 a month, up from
officials on Jan. 1, 1991, and
$19,617 in January 1991, according
1, 1992:
Feb.
Department
to state Personnel
*The payroll at the state Board
records.
of Elections, which Secretary of
Since Ehrler left office, the payState Bob Babbage oversees,
roll at the state Board of Elections,
NS almost doubled. In January
which Babbage oversees, has
1991, the figure was $26,105 a
almost doubled. In January 1991,
month; last month it was
$46,415.
the figure was $26,105 a month;
*The payroll in Babbage's perlast month it was $46,415.
The payroll has increased in
sonal office as secretary of state
some other state offices during the
has increased by two-thirds,
from $19,617 to $32,741 a
past year, but on a percentage
month.
basis, the payroll rose most sharply.
in Babbage's Board of Elections
*Agriculture Commissioner Ed
office.
Logsdon has fewer people and a
Babbage said employment in his
smaller payroll in his personal
office than former Commissionoffice was artificially high on Feb.
1 because some employees are
er Ward "Butch" Barnette had
on Jan. 1, 1991. But the spendthere temporarily. He also said he
is developing new programs in
ing on personnel for the entire.
both offices that will require more
agency remains about the same.
staff.
*Attorney General Chris Gorman has about the same payroll
Babbage said he increased the
in his personal office as Fred
number of employees at the Board
Cowan did in early 1991, but
of a new
••• of Elections because
the whole agency's overall payprogram to raise private money to
roll is much higher.
promote voter registration and turnCowan's payroll, however,
out Babbage also said that one
increased substantially durhad
longtime board employees has left
1991, so the difference
ing
and will not be replaced.
the two was not as
between
Babbage said that overall, his
13-month comparithe
as
great
offices will "increase services, ...
it seem, Gorman
makes
son
come in under budget, and register
Ed Lynch said.
spokesman
a record number of new voters with
*Auditor Ben Chandler has a
private-sector support."
slightly lower payroll in his personal office than Babbage did,
The payroll in the Board of Elecbut the monthly payroll for the
tions will drop because the legislaentire agency is S341,900, comture intends to combine it with the
pared with $328,000 on Jan. 1,
Registry of Election Finance later
1991.
this year, said Babbage, who won
*Treasurer Frances Jones Mills
his first elective office in 1987 as a
has five people making a monthwaste-fighting state auditor.
total of $16,800 in her perly
On Feb. 1, at least eight of the
office, compared with
sonal
personal
Babbage's
10 people in
for eight people in
$24,700
office had worked for him either in
CPA's office in
Mead
Robert
camthe auditor's office or in his
Her overall pay1991.
January
paign, or both.
is just slightly
however,
roll,
Elected officials often hire forMead's.
than
'lower
from
mer employees or loyalists

it

‘9
atS1;

has imposed a limited hiring freeze
in the executive branch.
Frank Lassiter, assistant secretary of state and a Babbage campaign consultant, makes $67,000 a
year. Babbage, who makes
$67,378, justifies Lassiter's salary
as an "investment in an MBA-type
administrator."
Babbage also added staff at the
Board of Elections, including two
principal assistants who worked for
him in the auditor's office.
Jones has promised to cut the
number of principal assistants —
top aides in state executive agencies — in half because of the
budget squeeze. And some cabinets
expect to lay off merit-system
employees because of reductions in
their budgets.
In the governor's immediate
office and the office of his Cabinet
secretary, the payrolls are less than
they were on Jan. 1, 1991, a year
before former Gov. Wallace Wilkinson left office. The difference is
about $185,500 a year.
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Quality you can see...
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• New Mulching System "recycles" clippings, leaves!
•Tight, 22" turning radius cuts down on trim work!
• Also with foot-controlled hydrostatic drive!
• Built to be the last tractor you'll ever buy!

COUPON

EVERY MON., TUES. & WED. i
; Buy the 1st Dinner at Regular
Price & Get the 2nd Dinner
WITH
COUPON
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Remember the 10th
For City Newspaper Carriers
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.
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The 10th of each month is a very important day to your city
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay'
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets
to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month. They depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection lime can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier.
So. paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
monthly' collection.

Mi'.ierray Ledger & Times

St.
Hrs: 7:30-5:30 M-F

753-2571 or 753-4110'
730-5:00 Sat.
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Hi, I'm
Dr.Dennis L.
Heskett,D.C.
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Did you know that becoming certified as a chiropractor
requires a minimum of six years of highly specialized
college training?
Today's Doctor ofChiropractic mustcomplete 4,485 hours
of classroom instruction and pass a rigid chiropractic
board examination before earning a license. In most
states, continuing educational,seminars must be completed for annual license ,renewal.
PERSONAL BACKGROUND
I have completed courses in Nutrition and
addition,
In
Physicalmodulities and Adjunctive Care, and hold a
bachelor degree in Nutrition from Life Chiropractic
University in GeOrgia; and hold an Associate of Science
degree from W.C.C.C. in Michigan. Postgraduate studies
included Pediatric Adjusting and Sports Injury. While in
college, I received National Dean's List Award of Merit,
Achievement of Excellance,Award, Who's Who Among
College Students Award, and in 1989 was named Senior
Intern at Life University and graduated with honors. To
further my continuing education, I have received special
training since college in Pediatric Adjusting from Dr.
Larry Webster,Thompson Adjusting Technique from Dr.
J. Clay Thompson, Chiropractic Philosophy from Dr. Sid
Williams, President of Life University.
Additionally,I devote three days every month attending a
nation-wide seminar in Atlanta and Chicago.
This is the kind of training and professionalism I offer
you. If you have hesitated visiting a chiropractor, perhaps
you didn't know that chiropractors go to such great
lengths to continue their education and provide you with
the latest techniques and the most qualified service. So,
you see, what you don't know, can't help you. Call me
today and let me help you.
Did you know that the symptoms most commonly treated
by chiropractors are:
`..3 Painful Joints
[_1 Headaches
U Back Pain
J Shoulder Pain
J Arthritis
J Neck Pain
U
Arm/Leg Pain
J Bursitis
Stiffness
•Cold Hands/Feet
J Hip Pain
J Numbness

•

•

To introduce you to the healing world of chiropractic, please
accept my special offer:
FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
THIS MONTH ONLY

FREE

FREE

This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. I will include
test, a
a chiropractic orthopedic testilthiropractic neurological
on
examinati
an
check,
blood pressure test, a spinal alignment
strengthmuscle
a
spine,
the
in
motion
for restricted or excess
ness test., and a private consultation to discuss the results.
and
DISCLAIMER:Our office policy protects you:'The patient
refuse
any other person responsible for payment has a right tofor
any
to pay, cancel payment or be reimbursed for payment
as
performed
is
which
treatment
or
on
other services,examinati
a result of and within 72 hours of responding to the advertisement for the free service examination or treatment".
755-1111,
Dr. Dennis I., Maskatt
Chiropractor
Heskett Chiropractic Center
N. 12th St., University Square Suite H
Hours: 8 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday-Friday
Saturday 8 a.m.-Noon
For Accidents or Personal Injury
After Hours or Weekends, Call 753-4304
•••••

•

(Hopkins') election campaign and
not as a special interest pension
fund. ... I think voters are justifiably outraged when a member of
Congress takes advantage of a
loophole."
Hopkins repeatedly said when he
ran for governor last year that he
would not keep the money for himself.

The Won, 1•••• • Tomo (UN 101100)

The Marray Ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4,
Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day and New
Year's Day by Murray Newspapers Inc , 1001
Whanell Dr. Murray, Ky 42071 Second Class
Postage Paid at Murray, Ky 42071
• • • •
SUBS TR vrioN RATES In 'areas already
serval ly carriers S5(10 per month, payable in
advani. c By mail in Calloway Co and to Beaton, liardin. Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington.
Ky and to Paris. Buchanan and Purycar.
Tam. 557(X) per year By mail to other dabnations $64 50 per year
• • • •
To reach all departments of the newspaper,
phone 753-1916

GREAT PRICE
UPER VALUE

Fa!nri 21

bons to the taxpayer-financed presidential campaign fund. Hopkins
had no comment.
"There is a perception that
members are benefiting from being
in office, and this fuels that perception," said Michael McCauley,
research director at Public Citizen's Congress Watch. "This
money was contributed to his

:••
'

•
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What message?

DANIEL T.PARKER _
mailaging Edir(

George Wallace had a mystic
slogan. In the primary elections of
A CONSERVATIVE VIEW
'1972, the governor of Alabama rallied his supporters with a ringing
cry:
"Send 'em a message!"
peris1L:_
1111.."per)!)11,
/1()
li:11C11;
Two weeks ago in New HampY.•! \PERS: INC
11•131JSHEI)
shire. Pat Buchanan took the WalJames Kilpatrick
lace slogan and ran down the field.
Syndicated columnist
By winning 37 percent of the vote,
he sent a message to George Bush.
The trouble is, it's not easy to
or write, or handle figures, or think
define exactly what the message National Review, the conservative
was.
fortnightly, urged a "tactical" vote -through simple problems.'
This is not George Bush's doing.
This was the case with Wallace. for Buchanan.
Education overwhelmingly is the
The feisty- governor was a conveEd Feulner, president of the connient vessel. into which the soters servative Heritage Foundation, responsibility of the states and localities. Bush has defined national
could pour their discontent. finds that "conservatives today are
Nobody ever took Wallace serious- virtually unanimous in their disap- 'goals; he has pleaded with ConBy MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press News Analysis
gress for support of needed
ly as a real-life president of the proval of the Bush administration."
reforms, and Congress has rejected
United States. NonetheRs,. he In a stinging line, Feulner says that
FRANKFORT. Ky.. — Getting something done in the Kentucky Generhis overtures. Back in the localiclaimed an astounding 68 percent conservatives "supported George
al Assembly is sort of like making chili.
of the vote in Tennessee, 51 per- Bush and they got Mike Dukakis." ties, voters complain about the
Individual ingredients only make a difference it they add to the final
schools, and then vote down meacent in Michigan. 50 perec•nt in The president is "rightly blamed
product. In fact, sometimes it's best for the stomach — to say nothing of
North Carolina.
sures to improve them.
for the economic mess."
peace of mind — not to know all of the component parts.
Eventually, of course, the !),,bble
Crime also is a maddening,
My guess is that many areas of
The strange stew of government reform that is simmering in the legislaburst. It will burst for Pat Bucha- discontent subtly figured in Bucha- infuriating problem, but the fight
ture is a good example.
nan also. Barring some disaster -- nan's vote. The people are angry against violent crime is only
This recipe includes a pinch of good intentions, a dollop of political • a heart attack, a disabling stroke — about all sorts of'things. Concealed tangentially a federal fight. The
practicality, a whole bag of incumbent protectionism and a sliver of-charGeorge Bush *ill win ale Republi- in the 37 percent are frustrations abuse of drugs continues to plagtie
itable
can nomination. Against any one of and resentments for which Bush the nation. People resent the high
It is one -of the miracles of the -political culinary arts that gubernatorial
the Feeble Five he will go. on to cannot plausibly be blamed.
costs of medical care. They resent
succession, public financing of elections and longer terms for senators
win re-election in November.
Public education, for one thing. programs of reverse discrimination.
and representatives can wind up in the same caldron with legalized bingo.
Meanwhile we can try to mea- American high schools are produc- They are sore about cars that come
Mixing all these ingredients at- the Capi:o! is relativels easy. Determin- sure the anger expressed in New ing some excellent- graduates, but from Japan and jobs that go to
ing whether this concoction ever makes it out of the kitchen is another
Hampshire that Tuesday. Part of it. their number is disappointingly Mexico. They are mad at lawyers
matter.
•
surely. undeniably, was aimed at few. In international competitions and mad at TV. Dammit, they
The formula goes §omething like this:
Bush himself. The president has our 9-y-ear-olds and 13-year-olds won't take it any more.
Senators want publi7 financing of gubernatorial elections as a part of a
sorely disappointed many of his fare miserably. Employers across
It was Bush's misfortune to run
election reform bill. Representatives don't like that idea. Neither senators conservative supporters. Human the nation complain incessantly into this wasps' nest of antagonism
nor representatives are wild about the idea of succession for governors. Events, the conservative weekly. that young people, products of the in New Hampshire. As the counOffering four-year terms to representatives instead of their current two has been on his back for months. public school systems. cannot read, try's economy improves and the
eliminates the objections to succession and public finarcing. Senators
swallow hard and accept a provision for six-year terms because they don't
want representatives running against them all the time
But there is a beautiful symmetry to all of this for aid senators who
started it. Succession and longer terms are contained in a separate constitutional amendment that the voters Aill have to approve_ And there is a
quiet belieflamong my senators that they won't. have to worry about
succession or longer terms because the voters will reject them.
Thus, senators, will be left with what they originally wanted — public
'financing — and not have Co wor'y about the objectionable stuff.
That's where the bingo issue comes in for House members.
A flurry of legal opinions have dribbled out that bingo is simply unconstitutional. There hav.e been numerous attempts to put statutory icing on
it. but most observers agree the constitution simply outlaws bingo. even if
it is staged for the benefit of a charity like a legitimate church. A Simpson
Circuit Court judge has begun stripping away the statutory protection and
Attorney General Chris Gorman says he's not going to defend the law
because -he too believes it to be unconstitutional.
Some legislators. especially some northern Kentucky representatisls
sensitive to the significant financial role bingo plays in the operation of
parochial schools, want an amendment placed on the ballot this November
to remove the question 'once and for all and make bingo legal. The effort
is endorsed by Catholic Church groups, plus the host of other charities
that stage bingo as 'a fund-raiser —, from volunteer fire departments to
Amencan Legion posts.
House Speaker Don Blandford has been listening lie's also been
talking.
. Blandford acknowledged last week he has tied support for a bingo
amendment to support for the constitutional amendment on succession
•and longer legislative terms.
In the legislative kitchen. there are never enough cook*.
• • • •
(Mark
P
Chellgren is the Frankfort correspondent for The Associated

campaign moves on- to other states,
Bush's fortunes will pick yp.
Buchanan is an attractive messenger, but he lacks both the funds and
the organization to campaign effectively in primaries that lie just
ahead. The president got stung on
Tuesday. He will recover.
Nothing Of much interest can be
said of the Democratic vote. Paul
Tscmgas won by three lengths over
Bill Clinton, who finished comfortably ahead of Bob Kerrey. Tom
Harkin and Jerry Brown also ran.
Tsongas will fade, for the same
reasons that Buchanan will fade.
He hasn't the resouves to sustain a
long and fearfully expensive campaign. Clinton's candidacy is still
alive, but Clinton` has real
problems.

TED DELANEY
General Managyr

Capitol Ideas

Recipe for legislative stew

Kentucky editorial re lndup

On the Republican side, Buchanan's protest vote ought to be kept
in perspective. It chastened Bush,
who had a chastening coming, but
conservatives -now should ask
themselves if any good purpose is
served by continuing the assault.
The president's Republican critics
are delivering gunpowder to the
Democrats. I know my right-wing
brothers and sisters are unhappy.
I'm often unhappy myself.
But an ancient fable still has
meaning. A citizen of Athens, it is
said, once asked Socrates about his
shrewish wife. How is Xanthippe?
To which the philosopher replied,
"Compared to what?" Good
question.

1992. CANDIDATES PRACTICAL EXAMS: T14E PRE-BREAKFAST CHARACTER TEST,

Would Buchanan punch up his background?

The Gleaner, Henderson:
Its a numbers game that backfired a bit on Gov. Brereton Jones, but he
should still hold a winning combination.
Th city- of Washington s crawlFollowing the passage of a college boards bill that he sought and suping
th reporters. After 1awyers,
ported. allegedly- to make trustee selection less political. Jones said he
bur
ats and crack dealers, jourwill keep Using the old appointments system until deadline time.
nalism is robably the most comSpokesman Bill Griffin said that .pressing issues.make it_wiser not to
mon • trade n our capital.
•wait.
Many of them are investigative
1:'s not the pressing issues that interest Jones; it's an opportunity toreporters, who know how .to dig
4ad the dice, or at least keep the dice from being loaded against him:
through thusly heaps of governBefore June 1. when all 81 university trustees will be removed and
mental records in search of an
replaced. Jones will be able to make 19 appointments, a sizable portion of
amazing fact.
the total base which by law will be included in the "pool- for the new
So I'm surprised that none have
selections, and half of which, also by law. will have to be..reappotnted-.-- —150thered to look into one of the the bar stool in any shot-and-beer
The irony is that Jones will have to retain 22 of former Gov. Wallace
most intriguing incidents in :he life joint to take on guys with bottle
Wilkinson's appointments since Wilkinson chose all of the current direcand times of Pat Buchanan, who scars on their faces and skull tattors (including himself for the most prestigious board. the University of
has temporarily given up the loud- toos on their arms.
Kentucky.)
opinion business to become a presHe grew up in a wealthy houseIn approving a new system for making board appointments, legislators
idential candidate.
hold 'in a suburb of Washington
gave Jones what he wanted — a one-time purge of existing boards, but
In interviews, Buchanan has said and went to schools that aren't
they spoiled the gift by attaching strings. They added a provision that the
he used to be quite the two-fisted known for the ferocity of their stunew nominating -commission, which will submit three names for each posbrawler. And hc sounds pro.,1 of it. dent bodies. In some Chicago
ition. must include all sitting board members among their nominees.
This has been confirm:d by schools, young men tote guns. If
That means that one third of each "slate," except for the 19 positions
some of his old college ,.hums, Buchanan's schoolmates were fast
Jones can fill before the deadline, will be a Wilkinson holdover.
who said Buchanan was ready and cin the draw, it was with credit
The new law also states that half of the sitting directors must be reapeager to duke it out with .nyone cards.
pointed. Half of 81 is 40.5. Forty-one minus 19, or 22 Wilkinson appoinwho dared to give him some lip, or
The military is a good testing
tees, will have to be retained on the new boards.
even those who didn't.
ground for brawlers. Many a tooth
if Jones chooses to spread the "keepers" over all seven boards (UK
This tough guy side of BuLhanan has been dislodged out behind the
probably impresses some people. barracks or enlisted men's club.
has 16 directors, U of L 17 and each of the six regional universities,
eight), they certainly need not compromise majorities, but he must be
But it might make others smirk. It
But Buchanan, as much as he
wondering about the net effect of the bill he wanted.
would depend on who they are.
loathed the Viet Cong and thought
To the Woody Allen types, the we should wipe them out, was
- Uhlike his predecessor. Jones won't get a real choice in all of the
appointments. More than one-fourth will be forcibly inherited.
big-shouldered, steely-eyed Bucha- afflicted with an aching knee, so he
nan might seem like an intimidat- sat out that war. (Fortunately, his
Guess which single appointment will not be part of that fourth.
ing figure. To the Woody Allen knee has recovered) and he can
types. even Danny DeVito would now jog the equivalent distance of
be scary.
a dozen rice fields. Better late than
But to a steelworker, let's say, or never, I. always say.)
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
a fireman, or a furniture mover, the
So artcr college, he alternated
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
thought of Pat Buchanan as a toe- between careers as a pundit, a
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the folto-toe slugger could be amusing. White House aide, a pundit, a
lowing guidelines: all letters must be siped by the writer, with the
That's the variable in being a White House aide, a pundit and
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
two-fisted brawler. It all depends now a candidate.
necessary(telephone numbers will not be published.) The Murray Ltdon where you do your brawling and
Washington journalism and
gerci ;mes reserves the right to condense or reject any -Ww.
White House speech writing: Those
with whom.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
Considering Buchanan's back- are environments known for broken
et Times, P.O... Box 1040, Murray, KY .42071.
ground. I doubt that he jumped Off noses, cracked knuckles, fat lips or
I
.
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chewed-off ears. The weapon of
choice is a verbal stilletn in the
back.
So I've always wondered about
Buchanan's record as a brawler.
Who's he fought? My goodness,
his regular TV adversary was the
squeaky-voiced Michael Kinsley.
Although Kinsley admits to lifting
weights, he doesn't seem the type
who would swagger into Stash and
Stella's Polka Saloon and say:
"Hey, beer belly, you're sitting on
my favorite stool." Stella might
deck him.
Which brings me back to the
question about Washington's investigative reporters.
Buchanan, in boasting about his
tough-guy exploits, says he once
was arrested for picking a fight
with two cops. That's right-, not one
cop, but two.
On the face of it, that's impressive. However, Buchanan, to the
best of my knowledge, has never
provided any specifics or details.
When he was simply a TV shouter, this omission didn't matter. But
now that he's a presidential candidate, the public has a right to know
more.
The first question that comes lo
mind is, what kind of cops were
they?

`

•

Having been around Chicago
cops all my life, I know that picking a fight with two of them might
not be something you'd want to
talk about, except maybe to the
nurse who sticks the tubes in your
arms. Anyone who chooses to
engage in fisticuffs with two Chicago cops would go through life
wincing and groping at the
memory.
So somewhere there must be
records, police reports, court documents, that could give us insights
into Buchanan's ferocity or lack of
same, when he engaged in this
memorable brawl. At least it is
memorable to Buchanan, since he's
mentioned it so many times. The
two cops might still be around. Or
if they're retired, they can be
tracked down.
It would help us judge the candidate's character. The report Might
say something like: "The subject
was restrained by the riot squad
after knocking two officers uncoilscious for having failed to salute a
passing flag." Then we would
know OS he's a genuine hard case.
On the other hand, it could say:
"The subject tried to pull the hair
of Officer Jones and was put weeping into the back of the squad car,
where he promptly fell asleep and
remained so until his father arrived
with bond money." And we would
know that he's more of a hardship
case.
If Buchanan campaigns in Chicago, maybe I'll ask him for specifics. I hope the question doesn't
make him mad enough to fight.
Just in case, I'll bring along a
couple of pillows.
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Barlow announces meeting schedule
Tom Barlow, Democratic candidate for U.S. House of RepresentaLives today proposed "issue sessions"
in every county in the first congressional district over the next 8 weeks
leading up to the May 26 primary.
"There are many critical needs in
our region which our congressional
office needs to be addressing," Said
Barlow. "Foremost among these is
affordable medical care.coverage for
our families."
Barlow invited congressional candidates from both parties - Hubbard,
Banken and Hamrick - to join him in
these listening sessions. "These are
not debates," said Barlow. "The debate format, while important, is just
ngt as well suited to hearing people's
opinions and views and that is what
we need to be doing more of in these
critical limes." Barlow said he has
scheduled Monday meetings so that

pressure on our citizens are the providing of affordable emergency ambulance services in our counties and
helping with jail and prison budgets,"

Hubbard can be in attendance when
'Congress is not in session.
- Barlow pointed out that a major
stumbling block facing the Bush
administration and Congress in helping the American people with health
care costs is the $600 billion increase
in our nation's debt from covering the
losses Oh bankrupt Savings-and Loans
and youbled banks over the past 10
years — that's $5000 paid out for
every taxpayer plus $500 a year per
taxpayer for interest costs until these
losses are repaid.
"Since we are going to be paying in
the 1990's and beyond for the congressional negligence of the 1980's,
we will need very imaginative and
carefully crafted legislative solutions
if doctor, hospital and prescription
bills are not going to wipe out people's
livelihoods and savings."
"Other needs which are putting

Schetluk of Meetings

Scouting museum
begins new season
•

providing more adventure and chalThe National Scouting Museum
obstacles than ever. Museum
lenging
seaopened March 1 for the 1992
will also be greeted, as usual'',
patrons
until
open
remain
will
and
son
by Murray,The Robot, upon entering
Nov. 30.
Located on the campus of Murray the museum.
Also available at the museum are
State University, in Murray, KY, the
museum is getting ready to launch its various educational programs. School
seventh season with several new groups can tour the museum and
area
attractions as well as old favorites. receive instruction in a particular
Programs
staff.
museum's
The museum, which houses 53 by the
original Norman Rockwell paintings offered include Childhood Choices,
and charcoal sketches, will be rotating Taping theIlist, Pathfinders, Storyits exhibits to display some of the art crafting, Storytelling through Art,
that has previously been unseen in the Collecting, Museum Detectives and
museum. In June, a new Norman What a Museum.
Rockwell painting will be unveiled
The museum will be open Tuesday
and displayed in the museum in June.
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 4:30
through
profesmuseum's
the
!,
SPINNERS
sional storytelling troupe, is adding p.m., and Sundays from 12:30 p.m. to
- some new culturally diverse tale's to 4:30 p.m. The museum will be closed
their existing collection of folklore on Mondays.
Gateway Park will be open on
guaranteed to entertain both the
and Sundays only during
Saturdays
young and the young at heart.
For those interested in the historical the months of April, May,September,
past of the Scouting movement, the , ,and October. The Park will follow
museum has also added new exhibits regular museum hours from June 1
that display newly acquired memor- through Labor Day, Sept. 7. Groups
must make reservations.
abilia.
For more information please con,
•
attractions
thtkew
In addition to
the museum still contains most of the tact the National Scouting Museum,
old favorites, that everyone enjoys. Murray State University, Murray,
Gateway Park is still in operation KY, 42071, or call (502)762-3383.

Thursday

Mar. 5

McCracken Co.

Ballard Co.

Monday
Thursday

Mar. 9
Mar. 12

Hopkins Co.
Graves Co.

Henderson Co.
Calloway Co.

Monday
Thursday

Mar. 16
Mar. 19

Christian Co.
Marshall Co.

Muhlenberg Co.
Trigg Co.

Monday
Thursday

Mar. 23
Mar. 26

Logan Co.
Ohio Co.

Todd Co.
McLean Co.

The event is sponsored by the
Black Issues in Higher Education
organization and by the Office of
Minority Student Affairs at Murray
State. Following a discussion by a
national panel,the local audience will
be encouraged to ask questions and
discuss the themes.
MSU students, facu'Ity and staff are
invited .to attend the teleconference.

„re

* Friday Night Special&
Fish All Day - 11 a.m.-9 p.m.
* Saturday Night
Prime Rib Dinner - 8 oz.
Baked Potato & Salad
81095
* Plate Lunches Served Daily

$3.25
* Carry Out Orders Anytime

Monday
Thursday

Mar. 30
Apr. 2

Adair Co.
'Union Co.

Russell Co.
Webster Co.

Monday
Thursday

Apr. 6
Apr. 9

Simpson Co.
Fulton Co.

Butler Co.
Hickman Co.

Monday
Thursday

Apr. 13
Apr. 16

Allen Co.
Caldwell Co.

Monroe Co.
Crittenden Co.

Monday
Thursday

Apr. 20
Apr. 23

Clinton Co.
Livingston Co.

Cumberland Co.
Lyon Co. •

Monday

Apr. 27

Carlisle. Co.

de.•

4ill

•

RUDY'S

Court Square • Murray • 763-1632
lg..
Moo.-Thurs. 5:30 cm.,-2 p.m. & Fri. 5:30 am.4 p.m

8

p..11

Read the classified ads daily

SENIOR SAVINGS WEDNESDAY... 10% OFF EVERYTHING* YOU BUY ,;,t,.:1 7,1Z.110111.711=1.70,7,.

ALL C. E PRODUCTS

LITER
ANGEL SOFT 2
COKE;
BATH TISSUE
PRICES AND COUPONS IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SUNDAY, MARCH 8, 1992

83 79
ROLLS
11)111Ey

imiT 2

L:_c_uunt;Lau&

SEE PHARMACIST FOR DETAILS
=====================

Min9rity retention workshop
MSU
h 4 at
d for Marc
schedule
the MSU
n,
call
informatio
more
For
g
titled "Recruitin
A teleconference
and Retaining Minority Students, Faculty and Administrator" will be held
Wednesday, March 4,from noon to 2
p.m. in the Barkley Room of Murray
State University's Curris Center.

2:30 P.M.

,r7

PAGE 5

Beginning
Saturday, March 7."
We Will Be Open
3 p.m.-9 p.m.
on Saturdays!

said Barlow. "We don't need to be
sending federal dollars abroad. We
need to be bringing them home to
lower taxes and to help our people."

10:00 A.M.
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DRtGS

DESIGNER OR WHITE

$51"- OffPrescription

Office of Minority Student Affairs at
(502)762-6831.

BOUNTY

program or
• Good on any nest or transferred prescription. • Not valid for any insurance
preso-iptions transferred from any other
• If prescription is under $5.00,it's FREE,
Reliable Drug Story.
• One coupon per person per visit.
•Valid thru 4, tt,
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BUY ONE AT 1.99, GET ONE

FREE
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No Apponirment Necessary
Or Call 739-9811
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MURRAY TODAY
CALENDAR
Monday, March 2
Murray-Calloway Camera Clubi7
p.m./Callow.iy Public Library.
•

Calloway County Athletic
Boosters -7 30 p.m./Calloway
Board

•

JO'S DATEBOOK

Monday, March 2
Choral Union rehearsal/7
p.m./Room 241, Fine Arts Center.
Murray State University.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
The Kirksey United Methodist Church will host a county-wide Ash
Wednesday service on Wednesday; March 4, at 7 p.m. "Ash Wednesday
is a time when we can gather as a Christian Community and focus our
attention on our own mortality as well as confess our sins, all of which is
done in the light of God's redeeming Love," said the Rev. Dan Leslie,
pastor, who invites the public to attend. County-ride services will be held
during Holy Wekk, April 12-18, at the followini churches: Palm Sunday,
April 12, at Independence UMC; Maundy Thursday, April 16, South
Pleasant Grove UMC; Good Friday, April 17, at Mason's Chapel UMC.

Tuesday, March 3
Senior actiyities/9:30 a.m./Dexter
Center.

AA and Al-Anon closed discussion mceting18 p.m./Amencan Legion Building. South Sixth and
Maple Streets. In1o/753-8136 or
43543;4

Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

Murray lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Nlasonsi7:30 p.m fledge

Calloway County Public Library
events. include Parents and
Twos/9:30 r.m. and Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.

.4
•
a

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

Service at St. John's
The Liturgy for Ash Wednesday will begin at 6 p.m. on Wednesday,
March 4, at St. John's Episcopal Church. This observance takes its, name
from the tradition of marking the foreheads of the faithful with ashes as a
reminder of mortality and a call to penitence and self-denial during the 40
days of Lent. Bishop Joseph Dadson of the Anglican Diocese of Sunyani
and Tamale in Ghana, will be celebrant. A supper of vegetable soup and
bread will follow. The public is invited to attend, according to Fr. Andre Trevathan, vicar of St. John's church, located at 1620 West Main St., Murray.

Prepared Childbirth Class/7
-CalloA ay County
p.m

Boy

Community Improvement
Volunteers/.4 : 3 0
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Scout Troop 77/6:30 'Chamber of Comerce.

e:.::-.tA:er Fire
3. ;?.m."1Val,:r

AA and A-lon open meeting/8
p.m./American Legion Hall. South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.

Asseinbly of God Joy
p.m./Shoney-S.

Calloway Count) GenealogicalSociety/4 p m./Annex` of Callow ay
Cotint Public Library.

Bingo,Wz.,•7

First

Christian and Missionary
Alliance Bible Siudy/7 p.m./Weaks
Comm,..nily Center.
N a r co t i cs. Anonymous/7
C- r.:er. St. Leo Cathol.:
4

12:r,t t. niter] Methodist Church
Senior Adult
•
k. •
......Adult Exercise/5

First Baptist Church events
neic Sa;:. ..s Alive/10 a.m.:
p.m., Week of
D
Puppets
Memorial Baptist
C;-..-ch,'S p.m.
Adults Belong in College
,'- ksbop.b-9, p.m/small ballrciom
State
C...77S Cnter, Murray
•

Murray TOPS will not meet
TOPS *Kentucky 34 of Murray, local chapter of TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club, Inc., will no longer be meeting at Southside Manor on Tuesdays at 7 p.m. We are presently seeking a new location for our Tuesday
be notified of our new location through this colnight meetings, and you
umn," said Lois M. Wilcox, leader. TOPS is an international, nonprofit
weight-control organization. its program is based on a combination of group
dynamics, competition, recognition and obesity research. For more information call Lois Wilcox at 759-9964.

Free blood pressure checks/12
noon:2 p.m./Murra Seventh-Day
Adventist Church.

Alpha Mu meeting cancelled

Kentucky Barkley Bass n'.,Gals/7
p.m./Louie's Restaurant.
•
Ladies' Bible Class/9:30
a.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ.

"BEAR" Day Party on Sunday, Feb. 9. Her guests were her parents,
Dasid and Regina Williams; her brother, Michael WiHiams; her
grandparents, Bobby and June Cunningham and Glenn and Jeanet*
Williams; her uncl and aunt, Ricky and Celisa Cunningham; and
Kalista Cunninftá, Kory Cunningham, Deanna Sheppard and Ben
Mathis. She also ce ebrated with her friends at Apple Tree School on
Friday. Feb. 7.

Ladies' Bible Class/9:30
a.m./University Chur,h of Chrisi
First Baptist Church events
include general WAIU Week of
Prayer program and Mothers' Day
Outz9:30 a.m. and Praise/6 p.m.

First United Methodist Church
events include Mothers' Morning
Out/9 a.m.; UMW Executive
meeting/9 a.m.; UMW General
meeting/10:15 a.m.: Trustees at
Pagliai's/12 noon.
Murray Optimist Club/6:30
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.
Health Express of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital/Piggly
Wiggly, Murray/8-11:30 a.m. and
12:30-3 p.m.
Cancer Support Group/3
p.m./private din-ing room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
(Cont'd 'on page 7)

Tax Consultation
By Appointment Only

Page Bookkeeping
and Tax Service
Call Tony Page at 753-8107

SPRING BREAK
SPECIAL

cancellations call Terry Shertzer, 436-.5400.

Kappas will hear Judy Stahler
The Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club-will meet Tuesday.
March 3, at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Judy Stahler will present a program
on "Low Fat — Low Calorie Cooking.* Hostesses will be Debbie Shapla,
Roseanne Gibson, Pam Shay and Gail Hendon.

FORT WORTH, Texas — Tandy Technology Scholars, a program to
recognize academic excellence, especially in the areas of mathematics,
science and computer science, has announced special awards.
Calloway County High School persons named include the following:
Dorothy Ann Assad,. certificate only, as Outstanding Math/Science/
Computer Science Teacher School Nominee;
Jason. Le; Carson,. certificate only, as Outstanding Math/Science/
Computer Science Student School Nominee;
Seth D. Arant, Darn A. Mitchell and Holly D. Walston, certificate
only. for top 2 perant academic nominees.
. This is the third year that the program has made awards to teachers and
graduating seniors in American high schools._

North Site meeting tonight
The North Site Based Council will meet tonight (Monday) at 7 p.m. at

North Calloway Elementary School. The agepds will include council elections, budget and .annual report. All interested persons are invited and urged
to attend, according to Ronnie Walker, North Calloway Principal.

MHS Class of 1982 will meet
The Murray High School Class of 1982 will hold a 10-year calss reunion
meeting on Tuesday, March 3, at 6 p.m. at Pagliai's Restaurant, 502 Main
St., Murray. Anyone interested in helping plan the reunion should attend.

Harris Grove Club4neets
The Harris,. Grove Homemakers
Club met Wednesday. Feb. 12, at
10 a.m. at Ellis Community Center.
Katherine Ray presented the
Major lesson on "Let Us Keep Our
Records in Order." She said each
business document and record
should have a safe place, organized
properly, and indexed for the next
of kin _to have available at the
proper time.
. "Mixing Foods and Drugs: How
the Two Interact" was the lesson
presented by Agnes Watson. She
said "we should ask our doctor or
pharmacist what food or drink
Should be used with what medicines." She gave examples of what
foods - interfer with a drug's
effectiveness.
Margaret Taylor :gave a special
newsletter on "The Family Tree,"
by exhibiting her family records of
the Eslingers from Oregon and the
Hills from Kentucky. She stressed
keeping family records in Bibles

Clovis Brown opened her home
for the meeting of South Pleasant
Grove Homemakers Club held on
Wednesday, Feb. 12.
"What Every Spouse Should
Know" was the lesson presented by
luta Hutson. She discussed the
importance of keeping records of
business concerning the family.
Mrs. Brown read the nev.sletter
on "Your Family Tree." She also
gave the devotion.
Mrs. Hutson, president, presided.
Club members voted to go to the
Adsmore House, Princeton, for the

4 week program

Just $49.00
Expires 3-7-92

Paula Vargo lost 18 lbs. in
Just 4 weeks!
roaly ervoyoer the pawl* shot
wore al the clinic Thorn &for GI fun
and mak•Wing rho megtor easy •

Benefit singing on Friday

for the children.
The inspirational on "I'm Just A
Woman" was also given by Mrs.
Taylor. She stressed all the activities and characteristics of today's
woman.
Katherine Ray president. She
gave announcements on the progress of the club's quilt to be pieced
and quilted as a fundraising project. Reports were given by Molina
Armstrong and Myrtle Parks.
Hostesses were Katherine Ray
and Elizabeth Parks.
Others present were Lynda
Cooper, Sherry Edwards, Hattie
Lee Galloway, Obena Hale, Quava
Honchul, Anna Lou Jones, Lurlinc
Wilkerson, Martha Wrablik and
Gene Wrather.
The club's next meeting will be
Wednesday, March 11, at 10 a.m.
at Ellis Center with Margaret Taylor and Agnes Watson as hostesses.
Visitors are welcome.

A benefit gospel singing for Doris Keel, cancer patient at Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville, Tenn., will be Friday, March 6, at 7 p.m. at Dexter Pentecostal Church, located on Church Street in Dexter. Featured singers will include
The Deliverance of Camden, Tenn., The Palestine Singers and other local
singers. If unable to attend, persons may send donations to Radford Connor, Rt. 1, Hardin, Ky. 42048, or Nida Puckett, Dexter, Ky. 42036. The Rev.
Elijah Balenfine, pastor, invites the public to attend.

Singles will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society will meet Tuesday, March 3, at 7 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce building. This will be dues
night.'Funny News Clippings & Historical Events' will be theme of the program by Dru Covert, once a stand up comic. This will be a discussion of current and not so current events by Covert. This is a nonprofit support and
social group for single adults. All singles are invited. For more information
call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne, 753-0224, Rebekah, 1-247-5765, or Shirley, 1-527-9748.

Food Coop meeting Thursday
The Murray Food Coop will have an order meeting on Thursday, March 5,
at 6:30 p.m. in the main meeting room of Calloway County Public Library.
The Coop is is a natural foods' buying club. Food ordered by March 5 will be
distributed Wednesday morning, March 18, at St. Leo's Catholic Church. For
more information call 759-1625.

Arts and Crafts Show planned
Paduc,ah Arts and Crafts Show will be March 19 to 22 at Kentucky Oaks

Mall Handcrafted items of all types will be shown. Spaces are still available.

May meeting.
Thirteen members answered the
roll call by recalling their most
memorable Valentine's Day.

For

Visitors were Lisa McDougal
and Glenda Hill.
Refreshments were served by the
hostesses, Mrs. Brown and
Imogene Paschall.

Hollywood

The club's next meeting will be
Wednesday, March 11, at 10 a.m.
it the home of Inez Butterworth.
This will bc a work day and a potluck lunch ill be servedt.

Special evening on March 19
A Research Evening will be Thursday, March 19, at 5:30 p.m. at Seven
Seas Restaurant, Murray. This will be sponsored by Sigma Theta Tau, Delta
Epsilon Chapter, Murray State University. Presenters will be Dr. Betty Powell on 'Maternal Identity: Satisfaction and Employment Among First Time
Mothers;' and Dr. Nancey France on 'A Phenomenological Inquiry of the
Child's Perception of the Human Energy Field Using Therapeutic Touch.'

MWC cookbooks available
The Murray Woman's Club Cookbook i made up of the best recipes from
previous books, plus new ones for 1991. The 450-page, extra large printed
book, contains also pictures of historical buildings and events of Murray and
Calloway County. The book is $15_per copy which includes tales tax. Oets
are available at Calloway County Public Lbrary, Owien's Food Marker, Lace
and Ivy, Tress Do-It Center, The Treasure House, Pier 1 Imports, Bank of
Murray downtown, Peoples Bank downtown and north branch, and MurrayCalloway County Chamber of Commerce.

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy.

204 & 5th SL, Murray
Mon.-Crl. 9 a.m.4 p.m., Sat. 9 a.m.-1 p.m.
Nk,d,r.., aim.•••••.t. No!'
i"
^c"
d

753-4173
Glendale at WhItn811
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Set. 9-5:30
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inforrpation call 1-443-4463 after 6 p.m. and on weekends.

A Flower Gardening Sarinar, 'Bursting-N-Bloom,' for members of The
Leisure Life of Bank of Murray will be Tuesday, March 17, at 2 p.m. at the
University Branch of the Bank of Murray. Rob Stanfa from Rolling Hills
Nursery will be the speaker. Persons may call Martha Covey at 753-1893 to
reserve a spot at the seminar.

"Where the price and service
makes the pill easier to swallow.'

I

more

Gardening seminar on March 17

ezi4f.41.444.(Az

Call 753-1044=
(,'N
T I( )

Ladies of Murray Country Club will play bridge on Wednesday, March 4,

at 9:30 a.m. No luncheon will be served this week. For reservations and

Club meets at Brown home

Lose up to 20 lbs.

•As Seen On TV..
On* of the nation's fastest
growing weight loss clinits
-Medically Reviewed.

Ladies' _bridge play Wednesday

CCTISstudents named

First Baptist Church WMU
Groups will meet as follows: Dorothy Group/11:30 a.m. at Holiday
Inn; Bea Walker Group/7 p.m. with
Naomi Rogers.

Boar Sa1C- :::."West Kentucky
,k Sh. .•. and Exposition
L
- - free.

Alpha Mu Chapter *4760 of Epsilon Sigma Alpha International has
cancelled its meeting for Tuesday, March 3, according to Helen Steffen,
public relations director for the chapter.

Kelsey LeDawn Williams celebrated her second birthday with a
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DAR
CALEN
(Con!'d from page 6)
Tuesday, March 3

Tuesday, March 3

Murrai Civic Music Association
presents Meranl, a Soviet Georgia
national children's folk dance.
ensemble/8 p.m./Lovett Auditorium, Murray .State University.
Info/753-3257.
_
_
_

Recovery/7 p.m./Red Cross Office,
Mayfield. Info/1-247-5469.

Bingo/Knights of Columbus
building/7 p.m.
Coffee Break/9:30 a.m./Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
First Christian Church events
include CWF Group II and Friend-ly Hands potluck lura/10:30 a.m.
and YoUth Activities Advisory
Council/6:30 p.m.

by Murray Lions Club. Pictured at left
Betty H. Lowry, center, was presented a Melvin Jones Fellowship
club president.
Hopkins,
is her husband, Dr. C.C. Lowry, and at right is Warren

National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.

11

4,

Id

at
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past president of the Kentucky
Betty H. Lowry was honored
Federation.
Club
Lions
Murray
recently by the
She is a member of Council of
at the annual Valentine party held
Education; served as state
Higher
Tuesday, Feb. 11, at Good Sheof March of Dimes when
chairman
Church.
Methodist
United
pherd
Arnold Palmer was national chairShe was presented a Melvin
man; named as Citizen of the Year
Jones Fellowship, the most prestiby Chamber of Commerce;
gious form of recognition offered
by Lions Clubs International involvement in Arts and Crafts;
early proponent of United Way
Foundation (LCIF).
The fellowship is presented to effort in Murray; and an avid
individuals in whose name a contri- golfer.
Mrs. Lowry and her husband, Dr.
bution of $1,000 has been made.
The contribution was the Murray C.C. (Crit) Lowry, reside on WestLions Club's first contribution gate Drive, Murray.
Others previously recognized as
designated for Campaign SightFirst
which was established to raise at Melvin Jones Fellows by the Murleast USS130 million for the pur- ray Lions Club are PID Yancey
pose of supporting SightFirst Watkins, Jean Watkins, Past District Governors Joe Pat James, Dr.
projects.
A major goal of all Lions Clubs C.C. Lowry, Codie L. Caldwell,
Arvin D. Crafton Sr., and Past
is to make their community a better
-James A. Rogers.
President
place in which to live.
Warren Hopkins, president, presFamily members and fellow
Lions contributed funds to honor ided at the Valentine meeting. Speand convey their appreciation to cial entertainment was presented by
Mrs. Lowry for her untiring effort Margie Shown, vocalist, and
to make Murray a better communi- Richard Jones, accompanist_
International Presidents' Certifity in which to live.
Mrs. Lowry is a past president of cates of Appreciation were preMurray Woman's Club, past gover- sented to James L. Harmon, Robert
nor of First District of Kentucky Hendon, Joe Pat Ward and Budl E.
Federation of Women's Clubs, and Stalls Jr. for dedicated and devoted

Celebrate Women Conference/1
p.m./Curris Center, Murray State
University. Info/762-3040. -

SERVICE NOTES

Eva Wall Mission Group/1
p.m./Memorial Baptist Church.

Music De artment meets

service.
Attendance pins were presented
as follows:
Joe Pat Ward, 36 years; Joe Pat
James, 35 years w/Chevron; Dr.
C.C. Lowry, 34 years; George Lilly, 32 years; James Harmon, 29
years; James Rogers, 28 years;
Johnny McDougal, 25 years w/
Chevron; Robert Hendon, 24 years;
Richard Jones and Yancey Watkins, 20 years w/Chevron; Marvin
Harris, 18 years; Alvis Jones, 13
years; Howard Koenen, 12 years;
Charlie Lassiter, 11 years; Willie
Jackson, seven years; Doug Crafton, six years;
Fred Cain, Charles Homra, Tom
Kind, Bailey Gore, Warren Hopkins, Steve Sexton, Bud l Stalls, Terry Hart, George Karnavas and
Shashi Tandon; four years; David.
Hill and Tom Tompkins, three
years; Codie Caldwell, Fred Clark,
Edward Pavlick, E.J. Carmichael,
Terry Isaacs, Tommy Reid, Al
Choate and Ronnie Pool, two
years; James Deboer, Ricky
Rogers, Z.C. Enix, James Taylor
and Ronnie Guthrie, one year.
The ladies of Good Shepherd
Church provided the food for the
dinner.
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Kentucky School Councils."
This program will be shown on
Thursday, March 5, from 7 to 8:30
p.m., central standard time, on
KET Star Channel.
This will look at the roles of
teachers, parents, and principals

Spelling Bee Wcdnesday
The Murray Education Association will hold its annual Spelling Bee on
Wednesday, Mrch 4, at 3:34 p.m. in the Murray Middle School Library,
801 Main St.
The contestants are: Sarah Grace Strickland, fourth grade; Ann Pickens,
fifth grade; David Crouch, sixth grade; Stephanie Hill, seventh grade; and
Karen Caldwell, eighth grade.
Parents, family members, friends and teachers are invited to attend,
according to Sheila Henry, MEA president-elect.

5,
y.

MIAMI INDIAN
O
BINGMayfield

The local site will be at the Calloway County Board Office on
College Farm Road. Facilitators
will be Ronnie Walker and Joan
Weber. For information call
753-9776.

Every Thursday-Friday-Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

247-8537.
11?

S
0.

INSURANCE
Same Rate Available On
I.R.A. ($50 minimum)
Rated: A+ (SUPERIOR)

Bob Cornelison

753-4703

•

•

There's /a basement full of bargainsodds 'n ends galore!

Discontinued Dishes, Flatware
and Crystal

10,3 17511/0 off

Current Styles in
Inside, Outside
and Post Lights

19
19
I•

FARM
BUREAU

ONE WEEK ONLY
March 3-7

Yellow Tagged at Cost & Below
in
La
V.

TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE CUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR. Early surrender
charges apply.
(65,000 minimum)

CLEAN SWEEP

Light Up Your Life... For Less
First Come...
First Served.

EARN
6.70%

•

Lighting
Markdown

19
Dr

Is
Is

that make_ up school councils
across the state of Kentucky.
Panel membek will discuss ways
that non-council member teachers
and parents can have an active and
important function in this process.
There will be viewing sites
located across the state of Kentucky that will have facilitators who
will lead discussions and assist participants in placing calls to the
broadcast panel members. The
facilitators will be a parents and a
school administrator.

•

ARMY NATIONAL GUARD
PFC MELINDA A. ALDRIDGE
has completed basic training at Fort
Jackson, S.C.During her training, she received
and ceremonies,
instruction
weapons, map reading, tactics, military courtesy, military justice, first
aid, and Army history and
traditif.
Sh s the daughter of Peggy
Aldri ge of 1026 Reynolds, Paris,
Tenn., and former ward of Geraldine Martin of Hazel.
Pfc. Aldridge is a 1985-graduate
of Henry County High School, Par.is, and a 1991 graduate of Bethel
•
College; McKenzie, Tenn.

715 E. Broadway

The Kentucky Forum for Chairpersons of School Councils in conjunction with The Kentucky Parent
Teacher Association and The Center for Excellence for School
Reform at Western Kentucky University, will present "A Look at

•••

ARMY SPEC. JONATHAN
DuFRIEND, a cannon crewman,
has arrived for duty at Camp
Casey, South Korea.
He is the son of Jim and Diana
DuFriend of 1155 E. Maple. St.,
Globe, Ariz.
His wife, Rhonda, is the daughter of Cliff Hunt and Valorie
Thompson-Hunt of 615 Mayfield
Highway, Benton.
Dufiriend is a 1988 graduate of
Globe High School.

Margie Shown, director of Woman's CJub Chorus, directed a sing.
along at the February meeting of Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club. Members enjoyed a session of spirituals, rounds and
camp songs before an evening of planning for the Style Shows, sponsored by the department and scheduled for Tuesday, March 17. "All
That Glitters" will be theme for the shows at 12 noon and 7 p.m. at
the Woman's Club House, 704 Vine St. Tickets for the noon show
which includes luncheon and door prizes, are $7 each. The evening
show tickets are $4 and include dosert and door prizes. Proceeds
from the shows provide music shcolarships and performance awards
for local music students. Tickets may be obtained from any department member or from Annie Nance at downtown Peoples Bank.

Kentucky Forum on KET Thursday
in
in
d.

Single Parents/12:30 p.m./Room
201, Ordway Hall, Murray State
University. Info/762-6851 or
762-3016.
Assertiveness Training Group/4
p.m./Room 201, Ordway Till,
Murray State University.
1nfo/762-6851 or 762-3016.

Murray State University 'Breds
baseball team play TennesseeMartin at. Reagan. Field/2:30 p.m.

•-•••

Tuesday, March 3

Barrow Show!It a.m./West Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center.

Lowry is honored with fellowship
by Lions Club; awards presented
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Look closely - your pattern
from years ago may be there!
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SUPPLY COMPANY

121 By Pass, Murray
753-4541

SUPPLY

Inc.
208 E. Main 753-3361
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'Mash' scores 34
in Kentucky win

Jones, Adams'farewell
to Racer fans a success
as Racers post 86-74 win
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor

•

Has anyone seen Popeye Jones?
• The 6-8 senior was last seen
amidst hundreds of adoring kids
after scoring 28 points and pulling
down 12 rebounds in Saturday's
86-74 win over Eastern Illinois.
There is good reason to believe he
is still signing autographs.
Jones' signature, which has been
penned on T-shirts, trading cards,
basketbails and other items, was
even- in more demand Saturday
night as he was making his final
appearance in Racer Arena.
A sellout crowd of more than
5,550 came to give their final
applause to Jones and fellow senior
Scott Adams. The evening included
the awarding of basketballs to both
Adams .and Jones, who had an
entire section of his hometown fins
from Dresden, Tenn. behind him.
Before the game, the first 400
fans were given free posters of
Jones. During the game, fans were
tossed free miniature basketballs.
And. at the end of the game, fans
were treated to free throws.
Eastern Illinois, in fifth place in
the Mfd-Continent Conference at
8-7 (13-13 overall), took their first
leai of the game, 69-68, with six
two seconds remaining.
Marray State then connected on 12
of 15 free throws in the final five
minutes to regain the lead and wrap
up their 15th win of the season.
"You look throughout the course
of our success and the difference is
v.e've made free throws down the
s:retch," Racer head coach Scott
Edgar said after finishing the regutar season 15-12, 11-3 in the OVC.

behind Mashburn's 14 points to
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)
build a 32-16 advantage at 4:35.
MashSophomore forward Jamal
Mashburn sank a 3'-pointer from
burn made five of six 3-point shots
corner three seconds before the
the
in scoring a career-high 34 points
half
to give Kentucky a 39-23
Kentucky
No.•11
-Sunday, powering
advantage.
past Vanderbilt 80-56 in a Southopened the secAfter
Mashburn
eastern Conference game.
,ond half with a layup, Vanderbilt
Kentucky (22-5, 11-3) clinched
scored seven straight points to
the SEC Eastern Division title with •CIOSC40 within 41-30 -with 17:17 to
its seventh straight victory and kept go.
pace with Arkansas and LSU for
.Richie Farmer, who finished
the overall best record in the
with 17 pgints, countered with a
league.
driving lryiip and 8-footer from the
Kentucky played a near-flawless
baseline to push Kentucky's lead to
game, turning the ball over only
15 points less than a minute later.
five times in beating Vanderbilt
Vanderbilt's Dan Hall slipped
(13-12, 5-.9) for the 16th time with-' inside for a basket before Kentuckout a loss in Rupp Arena.
y's Gimel Martinez scOred on a tipKentucky, which never trailed, in and layup for a 49-32 lead at
jumped out to an 8-1 (dad on Sean 14:48.
Mashburn then dealt Vanderbilt
Woods' three-point play with 15:58
remaining in the half. Vanderbilt the knockout blows, connecting on
missed its first four shots and never three 3-pointers and two layups in
recovered as it shot only 38 percent the next five minutes as Kentucky
(18 of 48) from the held and 50 built a commanding 65-39
percent (18 of 36) from the free- advantage.
throw line.
Vanderbilt, which had a twogame
winning streak, could draw
Vanderbilt's Bruce Eiger hit a
no
than. 65-46 on. Kevin
closer
five
to
10-footer to cut the lead
with 7:28 to go:
3-pointer
Anglin's
points, but that would be the clos'
,
with 101
led
Vanderbilt
Anglin
est the ComModores would get as
points.
run
24-11
a
on
went
Kentucky

MURRAY IT. 1116, E. 11,1110911 74
%um 2411-14 15. Mina 5-12 22 IS, Johroon
7-21 3-4 17 La#141441 04 0-0 0. J0,04111 2-6 0-0 4.
Olson 24 0-0 5 wee 1•3 1-2 3. T • 0-1 0-00.
2446 21-27
Ka* 0.1 0-00 Lab 54 4-5 14
74
OURFIAT $T (16.12)
2.
Gomm 2-7 3-3 7 Gba 0.1 0-00. Villon 1-2 0-0
11.1440110-1 0.00,
Err.0-0 0-0 0 Gnowe 4-11 1-414.
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16 ICannom Si Taal biaslc ,litarlai 4).
E Ian** 22. aaJoay Si 22 Tecanicaft-E Moor
atiozn 4-6.550
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Edgar, quoting a recent article
on parity in college basketball and
the importance of free throws,
noted the team's difficulties at the
line to start the season. The Racers
were hovering around the 60 percent mark in the first handful of
games.
"After Christmas, we started
shooting them well," the coach
explained. "That's why, late in the
game, I'm not afraid to spread tilt
floor."
The Racers shot 86 percent
(25-29) from the line on Saturday.
Jones was eight .of nine from the
stripe. His free throw with 4:33 to
play put the Racers up 73-69 and
his name in the record books.
Jones became only third player
in Murray State history to score
over 2,000 points, joining Jeff Martin and H-owie Crittenden.
Edgar, who has had only one
season with both Jones and Adams,
said they've both been very special
to him in the short time he's had
them.
"Before the game, I shook both
their ,hands and wished them to
play their best game ever," the.
(Cont'd on page 9)

Devils do it down stretch;
collect 75-65 win at UCLA
LOS ANGELES (AP)- Last year, Duke lost a big road intersectional
game as the regular season wound down.
The Blue Devils rebounded from that double-overtime loss to Arizona
to go on an& win the NCAA championship.
A year later the scenario has already changed as the top-ranked Blue
Devils won their late-season cross-country road test, a 75-65 victory over
No. 4 UCLA on SUnday.
"It was a good game for us because you can't simulate in practice
playing top teams from the other parts of the country," Duke coach Mike
Krzyzewski said.
The Blue Devils scored 51.. points in the second half, but the game was
still tied 61-61 with three -minutes to play.
That's when Duke took over, outscoring the Bruins 14-4 in the final
180 seconds.
Christian Laettner, who led Duke with 29 points and 13 rebounds,
started the deciding run with a 3-pointer. Antonio Lang then converted a
steal into a layup and the lead was 66-61. Don MacLean, who had 20
points and 10 rebounds, scored on a driving jumper to get UCLA within
three, but the Blue Devils scored the next six points to ensure the long
ride home would be a happy one.
"We had a very good attitude today," Lacuna. said. "We thought of it
as an NCAA game, a Sweet 16 game, possibly a Final Four game. We hit
some big shots and we were able to stop them in the last three minutes.
We're still very hungry for another championship. We've got to keep
improving and it will happen."

4b.

Murray State squads win
OVC indoor track meet

6

MIIRFREESBORO. TOIL-Murray State won both team titles in
the Ohio Valley Conference Indoor Track Championships held here
Friday and Saturday with the Lady Racers coming from 14 points
behind in the last three events to beat host Middle Tennessee, 61-57.
Eastern Kentucky (46 points) was third, followed by Southeast Missouri (29 1I2). Tennessee State (20) and Austin Pay (6). Morehead
State and Tennessee Tech failed to score.
MSU dominated the men's competition, scoring 981/2 points, compared to 73 for runnerup MTSU. Southeast Missouri placed third with
33 points, Morehead State was fourth with 12 and Austin Peay failed
to Wore.

it was a great meet." said Murray State coach Stan Narewsld."Both
of our squads competed hard. The women did everything they had to
do at the end to earn their championship."
In the women's competiton, Middle Tennessee led MSU 54-40 with
the 200-meter dash, 3,000-meter run and mile relay remaining. But the
Lady Racers got first place finishes in each and a third in the 200 to
win the meet.
Heather Samuel won the 200 in 24.35 seconds, while Felicia Upton
was third in 24.54. Heather Huhn won the 3,000 in a conference record
time of 9:55.76 as MSU tied MTSU, 57-57, enkring the final event.
Anna Cherry, Altcia Glover, Samuel and Upton then teamed to win the
mice relay in--3:43.9, as Tennessee State was' second in 3:44.8 and
MTSU a distant fourth in 315.3.
MSU's other first place finishes in the women's division came in the
55-yard dash (Samuel, 6.97), 400-meter dash (Upton, 54.57) and
800-meter run (Cherry, 2:16.4). Upton placed third in the 200 and
ffuhn was third in the 5,000-meter run. The Lady Racers also placed
second in the two-mile relay.
Seibert Straughn of MSU tied the conference record in winning the
men's 400-meter dash in 46.50 and teamed with Trevor Hamilton, Terry Harewood and Stevon Roberts as the Racers won the mile relay in
3:12.3. Straughn was second in the 200-meter dash with a schoolrecord 21.23 and Harewood third in 2.1.49.
Roberts won the 800-meter run in 1:50.3. MSU's other individual
winners were Carl Dillard in the mile run (4:18.14). Chris Barrigar in
the 5,000-meter run (15:14:84), Chris Barber in the high jump (6-6)
and Brian Church in the shot put (50-2). Dillard also placed second in
the 3.000-meter run (8:44) and Barber was second in the triple jump
(49-0 I12).
MSU's two-mile relay team of John Ackerman, Dillard, Neil Kiernan and Roberts won in 7:47.66.

CANDY MATHERS/Ledger 111 Times photo
Racers Jerry Wilson, right, and Popeye Jones battle for a rebound in
the first half of Saturday's regular season-ending sictory o%er Eastern Illinois.

Peay unable to ruin
Lady Racers' finale
Lady Governors, who finished the
year in the OVC basement with a
4-23 and 1-13 league mark.
"It's good in that I'm going to be
graduating, but it's going to be
hard to leave," said Pinson, who
scored her 1,000th career point in
the first half.
Trailing 13-12 midway through
the opening half, Iwo Pinson free
throws, coupled with a Pinson layup and Waldon jumper gave Murray the 18-13 lead; a lead they
wouldn't relinquish.
In the next 4 minutes, the Lady
Racers would go on a 12-6 run to
lead .30-19 with 5:57 left in the
half. A number of the points came
on Austin Peay turnovers and MSU
lay-ups.
"We thought we could run at
them and posh the ball up and
down the court. Once we were able
to get things going, then we were
able to pull away from them," Pin-son said of the Murray run.
The Lady Racers were able to
take a double-digit lead into the
lockcrroom, 44-31, by hitting 9 of
(Cont'd on page 9)

By MICHAEL

BANKS
Murray Ledger & Times Stan Writer

Austin Peay tried to crash Murray State's farewll party for its
three outgoing seniors Saturday
evening at Racer Arena, but the
Lady Racers would have none of it.
Using an oppoptunistic defense
and a patient .offense, Murray State
closed out the 1991-92 season on a
winning note by pounding the Lady
Governors 84-72 in front of 2,450
fans.
"It was a real emotional win,"
said Lady Racer Head Coach Kelly
Breazeale, who saw her team end
the season at 12-15 and 6-8 in the
OVC."We got an outstanding performance'from three girls who
were playing their last game in a
Lady Racer uniform...it was a- good
win."
With senior guard Julie Pinson
pacing the Lady Racers with 23
points and a team-high 5 a.sists
and fellow geniors Angie V.'aldon
and Fondeolyn Garner combining
for 26 points, Murray State had
more than enough points fy the

RACER CLUB
MEETING

•
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CANDY MATRERS/Ledger & flaws photo

BURGERS ,

Austin Peay's Stephanie Rogers, 20, hounds Murray State senior Julie
Pinson during the Lady Racers' 84-72 win Saturday.
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CHICAGO (AP) - It was a
competitive flop.
"I don't think that's what NBC
had in mind when it scheduled the
game," Chicago coach Phil Jackson said Sunday after the Bulls
romped to a 111-91 victory over
the Portland Trail Blazers in a
game between two of the- NBA's
best teams.
"Our defense was terrific and
their shooting was poor. We just

RACER TENNIS
The Murray State Racers, defending Ohio Valley Conference tennis
champions, opened their 1992 spring season by losing 7-2 to AlabamaBirmingham of the Sun Belt Conference. The win was the fifth for the
unbeaten Blazers.
Here are the results of the match, played at the Brook Highland Racquet Club in Birmingham:
, (Singles) Frank Schaffner (UAB) def. Jimmy Brooks, 6-1, 6-1. Karl Stet-len(.WS)-c144.-Doug Hawthorne, 6-7, 6-2, 7=6-Axel,Freytag (UAB)dat.
Martin Jansson, 6-1, 6-3. Jan Frederickson (MSU) def. Henrik Eriksson,
6-7, 6-3, 6-4. Paul Rosner (UAB) def. Mike Hall, 6-1, 6-2. Scott Yarborough (MSU) def. Brad Summers, 7-6, 6-4. (Doubles) Schaffner-Steffen
(UAB) def. Hawthorne-Yarborough, 6-7, 6-4, 7-6. Freytag-Rosner (UAB)
def. Jansson-Frederickson, 6-1, 6-2. Ericksson-Steffan Ericson (UAB) def.
Brooks-Andy Pore, 6-1, 1-6, 6-4.
MSU returns to action next Saturday with a roacl-match against Indiana.
The MSU Lady Racers open their home season Friday at home against
Arkansas State.

caught them on an oil day."
Michael Jordan with 31 points
and Scottie Pippen with 20 led the
fOUL

"They contributed to our success by turning over the ball," Jordan said of Portland's 23 turnovers.
"You guys made it like it was the
_NBAlinals_and _ that gave_ us_ more
incentive. We were very
aggressive."
"It was very discouraging the

way we played," said Clyde Drex- there. We took advantage of the
ler, who led Portland with 26 turnovers and that was the
points. "It's very disappointing to difference."
go on national TV with a possible
Portland coich Rick Adelman
championship matchup and not said thinge,44uld be different in
play better than we did."
'the playoffs.A)
Were the Bulls sending a message to the rest of the league? - "We wanted to come hcre and
Aiope.fully_ it was a italerneJt" play weil," Adelman said. "I'm
Pippen said. "But it wasn't that disappointed we didn't do better
easy. We took an early lead and but come April and May, it's a totthey cariAback. The intensity was ally new and different situation."

UL sees NCAA hopes fade in loss to Southern Miss
HATTIESBURG, Miss. (AP)Clarence Weatlierspoon scored 24
points, including eight straight during a two-minute stretch in the second half, as Southern Mississippi
defeated Louisville 82-70 in a Metro Conference game Saturday.

PRO BASKETBALL
INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP)- Hall of Fame center Wilt Chamberlain was
released from the hospital Saturday, three days after checking in with a
slightly irregular heart beat, his doctor said. Chamberlain, 55, left Centinela Hospital Medical Center, wearing a heart monitoring device, said Dr.
Ellen Goudlock, his personal physician.

Greathouse
leads EKU
past Goys

The Golden Eagles (12-13 over- lead on a Weatherspoon layup five
all, 5-5 Metro) won their second minutes into the game.
But the Cards came back with a
straight game. The Cardinals (17-9,
6-5) broke a three-game winning 4-0 run to trail 22-20 with nine
streak.
.minutes to play in the first. SouthSouthern Miss never trailed in ern Miss led 36-29 at halftime.
Joe Courtney and Bernard
the first 'half after taking an 8-4

Haslet( each scored 14 points for
Southern Miss, while Newton
Mealer added 10.
Louisville was led by Sullivan
with 14 points, followed by Brewer
with I) points. Kip Stone and Troy
Smith added 10, each.

SCOREBOARD

Peay...

-See me for all your fartuly trIsuran,
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)

(Cont'd from page 8)

Stale Farm Insurance companies
10 free throws in the final 5
Horne Office: Bloomington, Illinois
minutes and getting good play from
its bench.
Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There
"All year long, our bench has
showed a lot of maturity and we've
gotten good play. Tonight, we ,
needed our bench to show that we
can replace those seniors we'll be OVC FINAL STANDINGS
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Sunday's Games
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"1 was really pleased with our
Misraukee 109. Atlanta 106. Or
Phoenix 114, Utah 109
help-side defense. We knew comNew Jersey 90. New York 75
ing in we'd have to get good off- NBA SCORES
Boston 101. Dallas 91
LA Clippers 101, Orlando 96
side help inside and keep the presSeattle 113. Cleveland 107
Houston 105 LA Loiters 97
sure on their- guards," Breazeale
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Atlantic Division
said of her defense, which forced
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35 23 .903 New York
.16 turnovers. "We had better board
32 26 552 3
Boston
COLLEGE SCORES
27 31 466 6
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control, took the offense to them
27 31 466 8
New Jersey
27 31 466 8
and played them tough Philade014
18 39 .316 16.4
Washington
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defensively."
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La Sale 75, Fantieid 60
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Massachusetts 82, Duquesne 61
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Atlanta
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Maryland
82.
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Governors, narrowed the Lady litesukee
Wake Forest 83. Tingle 75
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Indiana
MIDWEST
21 36 .368 26
Racer lead to 70-60 with 4:07 left. Ctorkitle
76, Ilnois 70
Indiana
WESTEFIN CONFERENCE
•
Marquette 12. 1.1errgNs St 67
Mdwest Division
However; Pinson answered with
klo -Kansas City 82, NE Hanoi. 68
W L Pct GB
SOUTHWEST
a put-back basket with Garner Utah
38 21 .644 New Orleans 69, Texas-Pan ArnerIcan 57
34 23 .596 3
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adding a tip-in to push MSU to a San
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27
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Houston
Arizona St 56, Oregon 48
20 37 .351 17
Denver
14-point lead with 2:56 remaining. -Degas
75,
65
UCLA
Duke
,20
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40
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Stanton) 115, Washington St 70
11 45 196 256
"We wanted to win-, this.was the kinnesota
play
to
going
last time we were
together. We didn't want to have
any regrets," said Garner, who fin305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627
ished the night with 12 rebounds
and 12 points.
Again, Austin Peay fought back
as two Carrie Thompson free
throws made it 76-66 with 1:50
left.
Michelle Shelton's jumper
GOLD, DIAMONDS,
increased the Murray lead to 12
Turquoise, Sterling Silver, Black Hills''Geld,
and two free throws by Melissa
Shelton with 1:07 left put the game
HATS, TACK, WESTERN WEAR, BOOTS,
away for the Lady Racers.
get
could
we
if,
"We knew that
Belts, Billfolds, Dusters, Handbags, Prints & other gifts.
than in foul trouble, then we'd be
Over 500 Buckles to choose from
able to get past them," Breazeale
Bel-Air Shopping Center (Behind Sirloin Siockadc)
said of Austin Peay, who had three
So. 12th St. • 759-1616 • Mon.-Fri. 10-6 • Sat. 10-5
Lady Governors foul out. "Thai's
why our offensive .game plan was
to take the game to them and either
have them foul us or we get the lay
up."
Melissa Shelton added 14 points
'to the Lady Racer totals.

Jane Rogers 7534627

CANDY MATBERS/Ledger & Times photo

Murray State's Scott Adams (at left) and Popeye Jones were the two
top attractions during the Racers' Senior Night Saturday. Both rose
to the occassion as Jones had 28 and Adams 14 for MSU.

Couples putts Jones, Adams'...
interview.
(Cont'd from page 8)
past Love to
The Racers held the Panthers to
coach said. "I hoped I've touched five points in the final ix minutes,
win LA Open their lives in some way." have but couldn't put them away after
•

Edgar's hand shake must
something in Adams, who
stirred
LOS ANGELES (AP)- Davis
14 points.
carcer-high
a
had
Love III didn't feel that the whole
have him one
could
I
wish
"I
world was against him - only
of Adams,
said
Edgar
year,"
more
at
most of the 52,200 in the gallery
rebounds
six
down
pulled
also
who
Riviera Country Club.
than a
less
with
out
fouling
before
A duel between Fred Couples
recruited a
"We've
play.
to
minute
since
tied
been
had
who
and Love,
don't know if
the 14th hole orThe final round, lot of kids, but I
us up like
pick
to
able
be
they'll
went to two playoff holes Sunday
force."
a
He's
him.
before Couples knocked in a
Adams only played at Murray
10-foot birdie putt to win the Los
for two years after transferState
Angeles Open for the second time
from Louisburg College.
ring
in three years.
Jones, the shy senior avoidUnlike
Couples was clearly the gallery
of autograph seekhundreds
the
ed
favorite.
the back door to
finding
by
ers
Love said the crowd can be
Arena.
Racer
expected to show some favoritism,
"I was pretty nervous (before the
but not to the point of harassing the
said Adams, who went into
game),"
other golfer.
averaging 3.6 points and
game
the
"... Not people telling you that
"I don't have rainy
rebounds.
you missed a_ shot or coughing 3.4
Popeye.
like
fans
big
when you're getting ready to hit,
started (last
could've
wish.-[
"I
people
to
Love said. "I'm used
who
Adams,
said
this,"
like
season)
yelling. I played with John Daly
Steve
under
role
limited
a
played
the first two days and it was the
Newton as a junior. "I think it's all
same thing.
to coach (Edgar) though. He's
due
"The noise didn't bother me.
a
The only thing that did were the got. lot of faith in me.
"We're going to shave his head,
people who were verbally pulling
against me. It didn't make me play change his name and bring him
bad, but it is upsetting to have peo- back next year," Edgar joked as he
ple come to a golf tournament and walked by Adams during the
outwardly pull against somebody,
especially in a playoff.
"There were guys yelling, 'Nice
12th hole,' to me,'# Love said,
alluding to his triple bogey the preEVERYDAY
vious day. 'It was obvious even
4
LOW
they
before I got here (Sunday) that
PAK
RAKE
would be pulling for Freddie. He's
like Wayne Gretzky; the fans don't
know a lot about golf, but they
know who he is.
"Frcddie's a good friend of
mine and it's great that people like
him that much. I can't be mad at
Freddie because the people like
CORONA
him. But it got out of control.
"The last five or six years, the
549
fans have gotten a littich rowdy,"
HEINKEN'S
Love added, "even at +Augusta."
599
Said Couples: "I think the fans
BECKS
were for me, but I don't think they
were against Davis at all. The last
two or three years, I've done well
MOOSE HEAD.599
here and I've gotten a good
599
following."
AMSTEL
The two matched stroke for
stroke for the final five holes of
cegulation and one playoff hole
(All 6•Pak Bottles)
before Couples hit a 6-iron on the
par-3 No. 14 to within good birdie
range. Love rimmed his try for birdie from 35 feet away on the hole
to open the door for Couples.
•

going out to a 13-point lead in the
first half and 15 in the second.
"Eastern Illinois - fought hard,"
Edgar said. "We had a tough game
with them up there and there was
no reason it wouldn't be tough
down here."
Frank Allen, who hit a clutch
three-pointer and a pair of free
throws to give the Racers a 77-73
win at Charleston, Ill., scored 20
on Saturday.
Eastern's top scorer, Barry Johnson, had 17 while three others
reached double figures.
"Midsize teams like that scare
me," the Racer coach explained of
the Panthers, whose tallest player
was Johnson at 6-7. "They have
quick 'capers and good athletes."
Edgar was bothered by the fact
that Eastern finished with 17 offensive boards. The Racers held Austin Peay to just five on Monday
night.

Jane Rogers Insurance
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PAGE 9

Bulls coast to an easy win over Portland

Actions & Reactions

CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP)Kirk Greathouse scored 24 points,
including five 3-pointers, to help
Eastern Kentucky defeat Austin
Peay 87-69 in Ohio Valley Conference play Saturday.
• Austin Peay (11-16 overall, 6-8
OVC) pulled to 55-52 with 11:56
to go when Geoff Herman hit a
3-pointer. But Eastern Kentucky
(17-13, 9-5) went on a 10-0 run
capped by a Greathouse 3-pointer
with 10:16 left to go up 65-52.
The Colonels controlled the first
half and took their biggest lead at
41-26 with 2:21 left as Greathouse
scored 10 and Arlando Johnson had
11. Greg Franklin hit two free
throws with 16 seconds remaining
to pull Austin Peay to 41-30 at
halftime.
John Allen scored 19 for Eastern
Kentucky, Jamie Ross had 16 and
Johnson finished with 12.
Rick Yudt led Austin Peay with
18 points, Herman had 15, Franklin
added 13 and Regg_Dupree made
10.
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Local young farmers
honored at meeting
_

Calloway County Young Farmers

FARM
SCENE
New corn will
give farmers
fungus help

•

S.

Twenty members, wives and
guests of the Calloway County
Young Farmer Association
attended the Kentucky Young Farmer Assoication State Convention
Feb. 21-22 at the Executive Inn in
Paducah.
The convention was designed to
recognize ...out,stand.411,.._ y.gons farmer accomplishments across the
state. This is done through various
production contests, leadership
contests and a "member of the
ear" contest.
Larry Tucker, of Kirksey, won
first place in the White Qorn Production contest. He received 3
plaque and a cash award from the
Hopkinsville Milling Company.
Mitchell and Marck Paschall
were regional winners in the Double Crop disision of the Soybean
Production Contest. Their awards
were sponsored by the Kentucky
Soybean Association.
Tripp Furches was a participant
in the YFA Rural Leadership Contest. which is sponsored by. the
Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation.
Mickey Overbey was the Calloway County winner in the Dark

Fired Tobacto Producing( contest.
This contest was sponsored by the
United States Tobacco Company.
The Calloway County Yellow
Corn winner was Marty Carraway.
The sponsor for this contest is
Dekalb-Pfiier Genetics.
Approximately 250 YFA members toured the facilities at Seaboard—Fir:Ms...and 'General TireTractor Division in Mayfield Friday afternoon:
*
The highlight of the convention
was the recognition of the Kentucky YFA "Member of the Year
as George Pic.-kerell, of the LaRue
County chapter. was honored as
this year's winner at the Saturday
night banquet. Pickerell, a past
Kentucky YFA president. live in
Hodgenville and operate an
1.800-acre farm.

By MARGARET SCHERF
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON — Seed companies are working with a new corn
that repels the aflatoxin fungus,
and it is expected to give farmers a
major defense against the potential
carcinogen "right in their corn
fields."
"This is only the second strain
of publicly released corn able to
resist infection by the aflatoxin
fungus," said Gene E. Scott of the
Agriculture Department's Agricultural Research Service.
"When breeders can put this
resistance into new, high-quality
The Calloway County Young
commercial varieties, farmers will
County Young Farmers Association who attented the
Farmer Association meets for clas- Pictured abuse are the members of the Calloway
Cunnihgfor the first time get a major
Judy
are Danny Cunnigham, Rick Murdock,
ses at the Calloway County High recent comention in Paducah. From left to right
Nancy
and
defense against aflatoxin right in
Mickey
Paschall,
Mitchell
and
(herby, Jana
School Agriculture Department. ham, Sheila and Larry Tucker, Judy and Donnie
their corn fields," said Scott, an
Stockdale.
Johnnie
and
Furches
Tripp
Anyone interested in joining the (herby, Eddie and Linda Workman,
agronomist at the Crop Science
program ,may contact Johnnie
Research Laboratory in Starkville,
Stockdale. YEA advisor, or Donnie
Miss.
O‘erby, chapter president. •
The new Agriculture Department
corn, officially called Mp420, was
developed by Scott and his colWheat leagues by crossing two varieties,
WASHINGTON (AP)
Yellow Mosby and Hill Yellow
prices climbed for the seventh
straight month in February, helping
Dent.
to boost the prices farmers are paid
In field tests of the new variety,
for raw products by 2.9 percent "we found the fungus in only 9
from January, the Agriculture
percent of the kernels tested,"
C neon& t Laneacapl ne
reports.
said in USDA's announceDepartment
Scott
407 N. 12th. • 753-1725
USDA said increases in the
ment this week. "That's very low
considering we exposed the corn
prices of cattle, hogs, tomatoes and
wheat were partially offset by lowears to infection levels many times
er prices for milk, eggs, cotton and
higher than what you'd normally
strawberries.
sec in a field."
But it said the overall commodiCommercial varieties of the
ty index for February was down 1.4
resistant- corn are at least five years
percent from a year ago, with lowaway, Scott said.
er prices for hogs, cattle and cotton
A potential carcinogen, aflatoxin
Production
the
decline.
most
of
Farmer
for
responsible
Young
produced naturally by the fungus
is
Kentucky
the
in
Local award winners
winstate
Tucker,
strengthprices
and
cattle
flavus. High heat,
Larry
Hog
are
Aspergillis
right
to
left
From
pictured.
are
Contest
winened in February from a month eardrought and humidity are chief facner White Corn Production Contest: Mitchell Paschall, regional
conlier, while all feed - grains except
tors increasing the chance that the
ner Double Crop Soybean Contest; Tripp Furches, YFA Rural
barley also increased.
fungus can infect and spread in
test; and Mickey Overby, Dark Fired Tobacco contest.
crops. Peanuts, cottonseed, and
some tree nuts are among the other
crops susceptible to it.
Under federal rules, raw grains
Installation
or finished products cannot be sold
across state lines for consumption
and Service
by humans or animals if they contain at least 20 parts per billion of
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) — Like many across the country, Kentucky
aflatoxin.
and
fall
prices
farmers suffered through the 1980s, watching land
Area farmers will have -an oppor"We Also Do Window Tinting."
growth slow to a trickle.
tunity to hear several respected
WASHINGTON (AP) — North
But Kentucky's agricultural leaders think the 1990s will be much
researchers in the no-till and soil
congressman is urging
Dakota's
devebegin
to
Friday
better. About 100 of them gathered in Lexington
management field this Tuesday,
e Secretary Edward
Agricultur
percent
50
by
income
farm
annual
state's
the
loping a plan to increase
March 3. The meeting will be held
consider trading U.S.
to
Madigan
to 60 percent by the year 2000.
at the Calloway County High
and other minerals in
oil
for
grain
1990
in
made
we
billion
"Frankly, I think we can double the S3.1
School Agriculture Department
512 S. 12th St., Murray
Union and EastSoviet
the former
within the next eight or nine years, but I'm going be more realistic and
beginning at 6:30 p.m.
Europe.
ern
University
a
say it will increase at least 50 percent," said Larry Jones,
John Bradley, Superintendent of
Democratic Rep. Byron L. DorIIII II NM UN IN IN•II
of Kentucky agricultural economist.
the University of Tennessee experigan said the use of barter could be
If Jones is correct: the total farm income in Kentucky at the turn of
ment station at Milan, will be one
•
less expense than the Export
century will be about $4.7 billion.
TN ALL-BREED SWINE SALE
I. of the featured speakers. Dr. Brad- theFalling
Enhancementrogram in providing
out
•
farmers
many
t
practices.pu
financial
poor
land prices and
ley oversees the No-Till Field Day
I Ierd Boars, "1.4-1"Cross
incentives to other nations to buy
of business in the 1980s and nearly brought growth in the nation's
held each July at Milan.
U.S. farm products.
and Purebred CH's
•
farm economy to a stop.
Dr. Lloyd Murdock, soil speCialUnder EEP, grain traders receive
totaled
state
the
in
income
farm
1989
In
exception.
no
was
Kentucky
•
1st with the University of Kentucky
bonuses which allow them to
cash
$2.9 billion, a dismal 7.4 percent gain from 1980.
at Princeton, will also be present.
Saturday , March 7, 1992
•
wheat and other farm proU.S.
sell
the
Bureau,
Farm
Kentucky
Friday's meeting was sponsored by the
Dr. Murdock has conducted many
ducts at a lOWCT world price.
•
Kentucky Department of Agriculture, the Kentucky Agriculture
projects that have helped to perfect
110:11-s
Dorgan said an oil-for-grain barAll
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Figiires
ColResource Development Authority and the University of Kentucky
• Loin-fat and ‘k eight per Day
soil management in the no-till
with Russia and other countries
ter
lege of Agriculture.
„system.
could hold great .potential for
"We're the No. I industry in Kentucky in terms of investment, and
'Cary Lester, a farmer from Graet IN l'as ilion, NI:irt in, •I 1
enhancing U.S. grain exports.
the
Little,
Oran
C.
we're dealing with a renewable resource," said
cey. will present a farmers perspec"I believe you have the authoriindusthis
reason
no
"There's
Agriculture.
of
College
dean of the UK
tive on .no-till. The Lesters operate
to use EEP in creative ways that
ty
Silos% -I I".%1
try has to slow down."
approximately 5,000 acres in
support an exchange of U.S.
would
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Ed
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The state's new agriculture commissione
Christian County.
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political
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that
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The meeting is sponsored by the
IL
Russian oil,"
for
s
commoditie
help
to
more
think of agriculture as an economic industry and to do
Calloway County Soil Conservain a letter
Madigan
told
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farmers develop export markets.
tion Service and the Calloway
Thursday.
William Sprague, president of the Kentucky Farm Bureau, said those
County Young and Adult Farmer
Dorgan said the use of barter is
the members of
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information
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take
will
meeting
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attending
Program. Anyone needing forther
to guaranteeing credit
superior
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how
planning
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to repay loans.
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1990s: Decade promises growth,

improvement for Kentucky farmers
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Order Dates
April 6, 13, 20,
27 & May 4

Meet Speedling's Plug
and Transfer System
I

Speedling Economics for the busy tobacco grower
f you are managing a busy, diversified operation,
growing tobacco transplants can be as simple as plug
and transfer. Plug and transfer lets you ELIMINATE plant bed labor. And, Speedling's Plug and
Transfer System allows you to manage your time effectively.
You can make more profit!

I

14/
#
498-8142
Hazel

f

TurfCare

your lawn care professionals

FERTILIZING - WEED CONTROL • INSECT CONTROL

753-1320
Customer Service
Direct Line

Pt
763-1933
Murray

437-4102
Hardin

Your Lawn Is E&E Business. Guaranteed.

WASHINGTON (AP) — There
were 36.2 million pounds of farmraised catfish processed during
January, up 12 percent from the
same month a year ago.
Processed fish sold during January totaled 18.7 million pounds, an
increase of 18 percent from the
comparable month in 1991.
Sales of whole fish represented
34 percent of the total and fillets
accounted for 46 percent, the Agri
culture Department said. The
remaining 20 percent was mostly
steaks, nuggets and value-added
products.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Milk
production in the 21 major dairying
states during January totaled 10.7
billion pounds, almost the same as
production in the same states in
January 1991.
December revised production at
10.4 billion pounds was slightly
bet* December 1990, the Agriculture Department said

'
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Obit uaries
Guy E. Blakney

Mrs. Essie Lee Jones
Mrs. Essie Lee Jones, 91, of 322
North Seventh St., Murray, died
today at 6:30 11.M: at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Hickory
Grove Church of ChrisL
Her husband, Earl Jones, one sister, Mrs. Attie Elkins, and two
brothers, Ogle Greenfield and
Luther Greenfield, preceded her in
death.
Born March 13, 1901, in Calloway County, she was the daughter
of the late William Henry Greenfield and Elnora Thomasson
Greenfield.
Survivors include two sisters-inlaw, Mrs. Shirley Greenfield Hurt
and Mrs. Lacie Greenfield, Murray;

five nieces, Mrs. Sonia Wilson and
husband, Derrel, Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Agnes Payne and husband, Jim, Murray, Mrs. Beverly
Ray and husband, Ronnie, Mayfield, and Mrs. Eleanor Miller and
husband, Ferrell, andtMrs. Davanna
Woods and husband, Kelly, Rt. 7,
Murray; three nephews, Pat. Elkins
and wife, Jackie, Rt. 8, Murray,
Louie Greenfield and wife, Carolyn, Rt. 1, Almo, and Edwin
Greenfield and wife, Margaret, Rt.
3, Murray.
Graveside rites will be Tuesday
at 1:30 p.m. at Wadesboro Cemet...cry. Henry Hargis will officiate.
Friends may call at Miller Funeral Home of Murray after 6 p.m.
tonight (Monday).

Mrs. Bert Nance
The funeral for Mrs-. Bert Nance ceded in death,by two sons, Pascal
is today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Edward Nance and William Terrell
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. Nance, and one sister, Mrs. Estelle
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis and the Kuntz.
Born May 28, 1908, in TennesRev. RI Burpoe are officiating.
she was the daughter of the
see,
Coles
from
singers
Music is by
Camp Ground and Independence late Swept Terrel Pakchall and
United Methodist Churches will Susanna Jane McClure Paschall.
Survivors include one daughter,
Patricia Lassiter as pianist.
Pallbearers are Bill Miller, Mrs. Dean Stephenson and husByron Miller, Shirley Nance, band, Charles, Murray; one
brother, Hubert Paschall and wife,
James Nance, Max Nance and
Berline, Mayfield; 12 grandchilof
nephews
all
Wayne Lawrence,
dren; 15 great-grandchildren; one
Mrs. Nance.
great-great-grandchild.
Burial will follow in Story's
Cemetery.
Chapel
Mrs. Nance, 83, Murray, died
Saturday at 2:12 a.m. at MurrayCalloway_County Hospital.
A member of Bell City Baptist
Mrs. Irene Nabors, 90, formerly
Church, she was retired from Merit
lof Fulton, died Saturday at Mills
Clothing Company, Mayfield.
Her husband, Edley Nance, died Manor Nursing Home, Mayfield.
A retired nurse's aid, she was a
Oct. 31, 1991. She also was premember of Walnut Grove United
Methodist Church, Fulton. She was
lineaments Since 1854
a former member of American Legion Auxiliary and One and All
Homemakers Club.
Her parents, James Newt Smith
and Maggie Qualls Smith, three
Prices as of 9 AM' sisters and two brothers preceded
her in death.
Survivors include one daughter,
Chg
Company
Price
Mrs. Obera Johnson, Hardin; one
sister, Mrs. Helen Perkins, San
Diego, Calif.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2
Dow Jones Ind. Avg..............-.90
in the chapel of Hombeak
p.m.
DJIA Previous Close........3267.67
Funeral Home, Fulton. The Rev.
Air Products-...........843/4 + 1/4
Richard King will officiate.
A.T.C. Class A.-.... 577/111 581/aA
Burial will follow in Obion
Memorial Gardens, Union
County
I/8
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton..---50s/s unc
City, Tenn.
Friends may call at the funeral
Dean Foods.....—...--.257/8 + 1/4
home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).
5654 • 'Is
Fisher PrIce.-.—.-...-.-._36 1/1
Ford Motor...................371/1 + 'Is
unc
General
General
unc
+
Goodyear
.633/. - I
Federal-Stale Market News Service Mara 2, 11062

Guy E. Blakney, 90, Sharpe,
died Saturday at 10:20 a.m. at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
The deceased was a retired _
farmer.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Mauie Lewis Blakney; one daughter, Mrs. Phyllis Ringstaff, Murray:
two sisters, Mrs. Reba Phillips and
Mrs. Norma Koerner, Benton; two

Otto Mueller

Stock Market
Report

HOG MARKET

W al-Mart...--.......

Kentucky ?Wettest Ares Hog Market Report Iodation 3
Buying Station' Kenelpts: Act. 336, Let. 355 Barran &
CHM .75 lower Sown unevenly steady
US 1-2 2311-2S6 lb..
$36.23-34.75
LS 1.2 21b-236 tbs.
$33.2.5-35.75
US 2-3 23s255 lb..
535.75-36.23
US 14 2411-7711 lb..
B34.75-35.75
Sows
LS 1-2 7711.361
524.16-211.55
IS 1-3 301-406 lb..
S36.IMb-29••
US 1.3 4410.32.5
US 1.3 525 sad up
SMOS-11.54
US 2.3 3111.511 lb..
lt23.011.25IMI
Boars $23.1111.24.1111

unc

Court Square,
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available

Upon Request.

Friends may call from 5 to 93
p.m. tonight (Monday) at Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rosary
will be said at 7 p.m. tonight at the
funeral home.

Princes Burl Fulton
Funeral rites for Princes Burl
Fulton of Warren, Mich., were
Wednesday, Feb. 26, at 1 p.m. at
Central Freewill Baptist Church,
2005 Rochester Rd., Royal Oak,
Mich.
Burial was in White Chapel
Memorial Cemetery, Troy, Mich.
Expressions of sympathy may
take the form of donations to Central Church.
Mr. Fulton, 83, died Monday,
Feb. 24, at St. Joseph Memorial
Hospital, Warren.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.

Opal Hanley Fulton, to whom he
was married on Feb. 6, 1926, at
Kirksey; one daughter, Mrs. Martha Youngblood, Royal Oak, Mich.;three sons, Edwin E. Fulton, Sterling Heights, Mich., Darrell Fulton,
Carol Stream, Ill., and Dwayne
Fulton, Shelby Township, Mich.;
one sister, Mrs. Theo Marine,
Scottsdale, Ariz.; two sisters-inlaw, Mrs. Grace Cook, Murray, and
Mrs. Ola Feezor, Paducah; a
brother-in-law, Crawford Hanley,
Murray; 13 grandAldren; 19
great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Nell Stroup Holley

•
A 17-day study tour of Russia
which had been planned by Murray
State University for M ay-andluneitas
been tentatively rescheduled for the
spring of 1993.
Dr. Viola Miller,gean of the Center
for Continuing Education/Academic
Outreach, one of the sponsors, said
the decision to postpone the trip is the
result of the unrest and uncertainty
that exist now in Russia.,
"When our tour group from Murray
State goes to Russia, we want the
social and political climate to brsuch
that it will be the best -possible
experience for all participants," she
explained.
She added that Dr. Ronald J. Kurth,
Murray State president, and his wife
Charlene will serve as tour leaders
whenever it is rescheduled. He earned
the Ph.D. in political science at Harvard University with a specialty in the
SoviGt Union.
Kurth, a retired rear admiral,
peaks-Russian (lumpy. He taughl the
language at the U.S. Naval Altademy
and served two tours at the American
Embassy in Moscow, as Naval Attache 1975-77 and as Defense Attache
1985-87.
Information about new dates for the
tour will be made avajlable later as
details are worked out, according to
Ms, Miller. NOTICE
VIE

HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT
Mechanically Removed
24- Deep. Free Estimates

Treated Cross Ties
435-4343 Bob Kemp
or
435-4319

Bob

—

Ask yourself these
questions:
Do you feel like people
are mumbling or not
speaking clearly?
Do friends and loved ones
comment on your
inability to understand
clearly?

•

-

IF YOU ANSWERED
YES...
Call
or
Visit
Our
Office
LEARN HOW THE NEW
OUALITONE K-AM P
MAY HELP YOU...
HEAR CLEARLY AGAIN!
--WITH THIS COUPON-FREE HEARING TEST
-FREE CONSULTATION
4100.00 OFF K-AMP
-30 DAY TRIAL
OFFER VOID AFTER 4-30-92
-FOR APPOINTMENTCALL (502)753-8055

STONELANG
HEARING AID CENTER
206 SOUTH 4TH, MURRAY, KY.

Kemp Jr.

.15

1990 Pontiac
Grand Am

TVA designates land for celebrations
TVA's Land Between The Lakes'
(LBL) national recreation area has
designated Saturdays, March.7 and
14, and Saturdays, April 4 and 11 for
Arbor Day celebrations.
"Each year,LBL extends an invitation to people in the region to come
out, roll up their sleeves, and help
plant trees at LBL," said Larry Doyle,
Land Stewardship Manager. "It's a
chance for people to get actively
involved in a conservation effort. The
trees they plant will protect wildlife,
add beauty, and be living symbols of
our conservation ethic."
LBL forestry personnel will provide tools, trees, and instruction and
guide participants to planting sites.
Opportunities will range frotn corn-

batting erosion with fast-growing
pine trees to planting a variety of
hardwoods for i3zIscaping and wildlife benefits-. Each‘S-viturclay program
will be held from 10 am until 2 p.m
LBL asks groups and individuals to
prercgister bytalIing(502)924-1238,
from 7 a.m. to 3:30 rm., Monday
through Friday.
--LBL is a 170,000-atre national
recreation and environmental education area managed by the Tennessee
Valley Authority. LBL is located
between Lake Barkley and Kentucky
Lake in Western Kentucky and,Ten!lessee. For more information on
Arbor Day call (502) 924-1238 or
write: TVA-LBL Van Morgan Drive,
Golden Pond, Kentucky 42211-9001.

•

•.f‘lit
s

Buy Any Large Pizza,

N

Pay The Medium Price

HIWARD
LYONS

'Original Crust
'Not Good With Any Other Special
'Special Good Thru 3/5/92

Our Best Investment Is Vou.
W L Lvov, Inc • tAtonbt• NYSE rd Sr(

1,11

test

K&K STUMP REMOVAL

al Oak, Mich., Connie P. Stroup,
Cuba, and Roy W. Stroup and R.B.
Stroup, Paducah; one sister, Mrs.
Stella Flood, Farmington; one
brother, Carl Alexander, West
Palm Beach, Fla.; 11 grandchildren; 18 great-grandchildren; six
great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
10 a.m. in the chapel of Brown
Funeral Home, Mayfield. Hilton
Royster and James Shockley will
officiate.
Burial will follow in Cuba
Church of Christ Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

Mrs. Nell Stroup Holley, 94,
Mayfield, died Sunday at 4:19 a.m.
at Community Hospital there.
A beautician, she was also the
first female tax commissioner in
Graves County. She was a member
of Seventh and College Church of
Christ, Mayfield.
She was preceded in death by
her first husband, Roy Bryant
Stroup, and her second husband,
J.R. Holley. She was the daughter
of the late late David W. Alexander
and JoAnna England Alexander.
, Survivors include one daughter,
Mrs. Norma Lee Driver, Mayfield;
four sons, Hermon B. Stroup, Roy-

FREE,
hearing

'Did you know you can choose the exact
funeral arrangements you want?"

•14dtard Lyons a trnd4ng agent lot this Ooze
"1-40Iard Lyons it a medial molter In this stock

i

Mueller, Harvard, Ill.; three grandchildren; five- Sisters and brother,
living in Germany.
The funeral mass will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. at St. Henry Catholic Church, Aurora. Fr. Hancock
will officiate.
Burial will follow in St. Henry
Cemetery in Marshall County.

Otto Mueller, 85, RL 4, Box 319,
Benton, died Saturday at 12:35
p.m. at Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.
A maintenance worker, he was a
member of St. Henry Catholic
Church at Aurora.
Born in Germany, he came to the
United States on March 1, 1952,
isd moved to Kentucky on March
3, 1972.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Gertrude Mueller; one daughter,
Mrs. Apna Marie Thompson,
Wheaton, Ill.; one son, Christian

Mrs. Irene
Nabors

Ingersoll Rand..........• I
unc
K U Energy.................... 24/s unc
+ 1/4
Kroger
• V.
LG&
+ 1/4
McDonalds
J.C. Penney.....---.-.60 • 11/2
Peoples FIrst••.-....—.-.26B 27A
Quaker Oats...—.----63'11 + V:
- 1/1
Sears
433/1 unc
Texaco............................58V2
Time Warner..--.-.-102'h + 3/1

•
grandchildren, Tommy Ringstaff,
Murray, and Monilewis Hill, Benton; four great-grandchildren.
Funeral rites are today at 1 p.m.
in the Chapel- otFilbeck-Cann Funeral Home, Benton. Elder Arlie
Larimer and Robert Chandler are
officiating.
Burial will follow in Fooks
Cemetery.

Russia tour
rescheduled for
Spring of 1993
because of'unrest'
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Miiiray Ledger & Times

2 All-You-Can-Eat
2 All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & SpaGatti Buffets Pizza & SpaGatti Buffets

To subscribe to the Murray Ledger & Times,
fill in the blank below and mail it with your
check to:

In

ts

Keith York, Kelvin York and James Coleman
When you "Pre-arrange your funeral, all the details are
up to you.
We'll explain your choices to you,and give you the costs. You
make the decisions, so your family won't have to :ater during a
naturally stressful time.
Then, to make sure they don't inherit a bill, you can pre-pay
your arrangements through the Family Considerations program.
Call or come by today. We'll be happy to help you plan the
arrangements you choose.

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Attn. Circulation Dept.

le
ly
led

ta All Home Delivery in Murray and Calloway
and adjoining Counties $57.00 per year.

lk

1.7
as
in

$M99
Only

wal'°

Lunch Only
'
112 Daily 12 500 Sunday
Special Good thru
'
3/5/92
'Not good with any
other special
•

Inc,•

Efficient, Dedicated .
8 vice
713 South Fourth St.
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Address
City
Zip
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753-6800
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DINE-IN, PICK-UP FREE DELIVERY
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-Coleman
Funeral yome,

0 All other subscribers $64.50 per year.

Only

•Dtriner Only
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'Special Good thru
3/5/92
'Not good vdth any
other spectal
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MONDAY, MARCH 2, 1992

4 TIMES

Classified -

DEADLINES

.

Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:

ANNOCNCENIEN IS
1.J
Legal Notice
Notice • I io
1.
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found
T•
EMPLOYMENT

010
t..25

38U
7t: Equipment
I.o.estisck & S.is
& Sup;
P.

Sealed bids will be
received by the Department of High-ways in the Division
of Contract Procurement and'or the Auditorium located on
the 1st Floor of th:,
State Office Building, Frankfort, Kentucky, until 10:00
EASTERN
A.M.,
STANDARD TIME
on the 20 day of
MARCH, 1992, at
which time bids will
be publicly opened
and read for the improvement of: •
CALLO WAY
COUNTY, SSP 018'
0094 009-010: West
Main Street(KY 941.
of
Reconstruction
the KY 94-822 Intersection in Murray, a distance of
).132 mile. Grade,
Drain, Bituminous
Surface and Signal ization.
Bid proposals for all
be
will
projects
available until 9:00
EASTERN
AM,
STANDARD TIME,
FRIDAY, MARCH
20, 1992, at the Division of Contract Procurement. Bid proposals for all projects
will be available at a
cost of $8 each and
remittance payable
to the State Treasurer of Kentucky
must accompany request for Proposals
(NON-REFUNDABLE). BID PROPARE
OSALS
ISSUED ONLY TO
PREQUALIFIED
CONTRACTORS.

•

Specimen proposals
for all projects will
be available to all
interested parties at
a cost of $8 each
i NON-REFUNDSpecimen
ABLE).
proposals cannot be
used for bidding.

L050

Deaver! WIII Bs
F
March 13
ale Folk/wing
Location
Southern Stales Co-op
Moray, XV
.502 753- 1423
Tana 3O-4pm.
Car f0.1, OM loon, lo

WANTED FULL
OR PART TIME

WOO Weekly possible!
Working at Home! 37
Different opportunrties
Rush $1 and selfaddressed stamped envelope to. Lewis 8 Lewis
Assoc 3663 Woodruff
Ave , Louisville, Ky.
40215
HIRING Dancers Flexible
hours (full-time and parttime), excellent tips Must
be 18 Call 502-527-2353
for more information

cocky or calf
Ps
'oil Free 1-.64s43Ø

Fish Wagon, Inc.
Flcut,i 3 Box 337-C
Harrisburg Arkansas 72332
i930

CANCER
INSURANCE
NO age limit to apply I+
your present policy is
over 10 years old it
may riot cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemother
apy For free intorma
non call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
oat" sainira•

AURORA Pizza Magic
Open all year at 5pm
Closed Mon and Tues.
8 1 1 9
4 7 4
1 800-649 3804

LOST Black, male Lab, 6
months old, bright orange
collar In vicinity of Butterworth Road in Lynn Grove
435-4481 after 6pm

VCR Service
\11
Ward•Elkins

If you are under age 65 and qualify-for
Medicare due to disability we offer an
excellent Medicare Supplement Policy. It

753-1713

month.

PROFESSIONAL Magi
can now available for beth
day parties. children -s
shows. banquets. etc
Make your next event a
magical success For more
information on rates and
booking, call John at Illusions
Unlimited.
901-642 8669

For more information call

McConnell
Insurance Agency

JOBS In Kuwait Tax Free
Construction Workers,
$75,000 Engineering,
$200,000 Oil field workers,
Call
$ 1 0 0 , 00 0
LOST Saturday 2/22. 1 800 279-8555, ext 1027
Prince tennis racket with
blue cover 94 West, 1 mile
arid
Days. LAWN Care mowing
from Murray
wanted
753-2225 Alter 6pm, landscape workers
Good positions for the night
759 1509
people Forever Green
Lawn Service, 753-3362 for
060
appointment

tisip
Wanted

Sub'
MBE'WBE
Contractors Reidland
sewer extension Contact
Wahl's Excavating and
Underground Incorporated
502 442-7581

BABYSITTER
Housekeeper Monday
4am 8am
Friday
753-5211
CLEANING Housekeepers
cam to ,11+S(lissk. All shifts,
pan time, full,- time.
1-800- ni-§zrn.

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NEED a job? A
GED/ Hope for the future?
You may qualify if 'You do
not have your CEO or high
EXPERIEtsCAD clean-up School diploma 'You are
man and experienced between the ages of 16 A.
Rent-A-Car
bodyman Apply in person, 21 We are an E 0 E This
515 S. 12th M. 753-2255
Oakley Used Cars N 4th, pro;ect is fun%ed by the
Murray 8am-5pm. Sat
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council. JTPA
LOOKINCi Fri,R COLLEGE 8am noon
MONEY' The problem EXPERIENCED backhoe Call JTPA Out Ot School
The rising o.s3St of college operator or helper for septic 7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8
educator The solution tank installation 759-1515 8a m -11 30a rn
Over 4 000,000,000 (4 billion) dollarsin financial aid
availatie to students who
•
qualify For more information ca or write AM
Academic Services, P
Box 630, Murray, KY
42071 759-9988

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
pays the $652 Part-A deductible as well as
100% of Medicare's Part B copayrnent
amount. This benefit is based on 20% of the
Medicare Allowable Charge. Part B benefits
include doctor office calls as*well as in
hospital charges. The 1992 rate is $62 43 per

HIRING Entertainers Flexible hours (full-time and
part-time), excellent tips
Call
Must be 21
502-527-2353 for more
information

_1

Nodes

COUNTRY Music Dance
Woodmen of the World
Bldg 3rd and Maple, Murray Starting March 6 every
Friday night For more information,call 527 8452 or
527 1084

Every Tuesday Night
ilaoors open

753-4199

LOST - Grey cat, tiger
stripe -adult male. no collar
3 miles west of town
753 2793

Hopkinaville Federal Savings Building
"Free lneal claim service

at

UTILITY Company Jobs
Start $7 80-515 75/hr
your area Men and women
needed -No experience
necessary For information,
call 1-900-370-4561, ext
3482, 6am-8pm, 7 days,
$1295 fee
WAITRESS and kitchen
help wanted for Cypress
Springs Resort Call for interview, 436-5496
WELDERS needed Vegan
Metals, 328 8980

90.00 168.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 640.00

KY IM west to Johnny Robertson Road.
S.3 Hike Road
south to So Has Road NOW
IDS GO TO
1,10466 P0 Box 1033

APpLiiktics REPAIR

Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Bro%n
'Ali Repairs Are Guaranteed

160

CAREGIVER needs work
For sick or elderly person
References Call Debbie,
901247.5516
EXPERIENCED mother
will babysit in my home
753 4459

753-5341

Ham
Fumistings

WANTED Alterations to do
in my homes-753-1379
LADY, with 11yrs expenence as a sitter in private
homes hospitals, and
nursing homes, looking for
work References availCall Mary at
able
753-1086

RJR HOME REPAIRS

MATCHING couch and
chair, tan and blue Coffee
and end table 8 months
$200 759-4994

MURRAY Taxi Cab business for sale Established
customers Call 753-8787,
ask for Mark
140

Want
To Buy
2 OR 3br house, well maintained, in vicinity Cif Olive
St • for our mother
753 8351
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home
tires 57-51 2 each
527-2932
COMPLETE set of twin
beds 753 4418 after 3pm
TOP dollar for pink cars and
trucks 759-4836 or
436-5322

General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement iffindows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Rooting and Welding

Robert J.
Rutherford

Antiques
OLD ORIENTAL RUGS
Wanted, any size or condition Call 1-800 143 7740

(502) 753-0468

AUCTION
Saturday, March 7, 1992 • 10 A.M.
Regardless Of Weather
behind
Mr and Mrs Walton Tate have moved from the Jones 1.411 Community leaving
opportunities for you
All Personal Property Selling Under Absolute Terms
half mile
L(XATION Jones WAIT TN Community. 7 mdes west of Puryear TN sale we oneHWY 140.
on
off TN HWY 140(second blacktop from Puryear) From HWY 69 proceed east
turn left onto first blacktop - proceed to sale site
Many Antique and Collectible items Await Bidders Al This Quality Salef rolldiagonal,
Treadle sewing machine, square oat table. ceiling mount wide-screen tv 5)(5'
away bed.occaaionai air, old telegraph key,several pieces of cobalt glass, several crocks,
many boxes of dishes and cookware brass cuspidor, dolls. microwave stand, small coffee
cherry
grinder, electric food dryer, round oak(46-)table with 4 adder-back chairs, bar stools,
rack leaded
wood hutch and buffet, spoon holders, stone tugs. ladder-back chlirs, brass coat dresser, on
lamps. chifferobe. Quilt rack. Hot* nail paces, wardrobe, oak bed with ornate
decorations, iron
larnps, wooded rocker. school desk sea back with ink well.'Time Christmas
bike,
bed, iron base coffee table. Easter baskets, luggage, caddy-type golf cart. exerose
lowing wooden chair, pie sate, linens, blankets. sheets. well buckets , cider press. corn shelter.
trailer.
old hand tools, 65 HP rear tine Troybilt slier used only two seasons. IH two-wheel
kerosene
sausage grinder. Coleman camp stove.5 pieces blue granite, KY Derby glasses.?
heaters, tires and wheels, old grits millstone, gas cans. post driver, weed eater, shelving.
set, porch
Aquatic Lit tub chair, wash kettle and stands, old feed scaies, nail kegs, croquetCraftsman
swing meta patio furniture. Keivelator refrigerator, piprothreader and bender.
roil
one-third HP grinder, Irmo:her with bench. old one-half HP roperipull Mercury outboard,
Olds 98
barbed wire, roll woven Wire, electric fence transformer. 150 gallon oil tank 1000
4 dOCO and 1979 Chevy Cheyenne pickup with tool box
•

USED, and antique furniture, glass, tools, quilts
901-642 6290

mole

WORLD Book Encyclopedias Basketball goal and
753-9212 or
pole
753-7743

cHAin t
morr

Articles
For Sale
2 PROM dresses, tun
length 753-2309

The Time Has Never Been Better
To Join Our Family
Sonic Is The Fastest Growing Drive In
Restaurant Chain In America

5HP Gilson rotary tiller wt
reverse Looks like new
753-6006 or 753-2500
BIG screen, RCA Color
Trax, 48*, cable ready, atereo surround. oak cabinet,
remote, $1000 firm Kenwood 558 series stereo,
CD dual cassette, turntable. tuner 100 watt amp
4 150 watt speakers, $800
753 8040. ask tor Fred be
tore 6pm

good people for

Assistant Manager • Manager in Training

The Opportunities Are Endless!
Cell Lewis For An Appointment

759-9885

TAT
-REAL
Offered For Sale At 12 Noon SHARP!
A Country Minded Paradise, New Water System, New Septic System,
New Roof, 6 8 Acres of Unique Real Estate with Partial Fence, Good
Pond. A Deer Hunters Dream. Located on Blacktop in Cottage Grove
School District. Heat it with gas, wood or electric. Many outbuildings
You're
suitable for storage of all sorts of items from hay to automobiles
going to want to see this.
TERMS 10% down day of sale. Balance within 30. days
For More Information Contact FARRIS AUCTION CO
(502)4924714

FARRIS AUCTION
Perris, Auctioneer
Listing Broker Jennie R. Cash Real Estate
All announcements by lha Aucborew the day of the sale take precedence oven printed
material Not responsible for so:Wants
TN Firm 112121 • TN Lk 112431
W.

tlf

•
•

•

•
•

or 753-1270

Steele-Allbritten, Inc.

2 CLUB chairs flame de
sign upholstery, blue and
rust Excellent condition
759-1922
560/ea
evenings

ISO

a tr,w

Firewood

Antiques

A FIREWOOD for sale
Nellie's at Oration- 437-4667
SWEET
EMBER Hearth fireplace
wile.. Solid cherry Willett FIREWOOD green or seainsert w/blower Reasondining room suite Walnut. soned 753 5476
able offer 436-2638
Victorian bed and butlers
'FISHING boat, 4 riding desk Berkley Gay dressing OAK. and hickory $27 50
delivered or $22 50 pickmoWers, several push table. Oak yilly cubbard
Primative pie safe Bron- up 436-2778
mowers 753-8649
zes. H-aviland,' more
KENMORE washer and Winter Hours Thursday. OAK. no bark $20 pichedup $25 delivered Murray
dryer-, 753 9274
Saturday, 10-5, Sunday, 436-5560
MILLIONAIRES %Ill- 1-5 527-1018
LIONAIRES, PANG.
220
BURN'S CANDY IS RACK
IN MURRAY. Charlie's
Idusical
Safc-T Pharmacy.
Farm
PIANO tuning and repair
Equipment
NEW 12x14 storage build759 9661
stand
ing or consession
1980 ALLIS Chalmer 5020
alumiInsulated, paneled,
tractor, 25hp, diesel with SOUNDDESIGNS James
num siding Can be seen at added equipment Good C Gallimore Electric Pro
Murray Vocational School condition 753-5094 after Logic Theater systems and
Whole House stereo sys
$2100 759-1354
5pm
terns 759-1E135
SUNTAN Beds (Wolff)
Sundash, Montego Bay, 1990 KUBOTA L2250 tracSCA Commercial and tor. 24hp, 167 hours, like
home units We buy, senor new $6900 753-8673
trade Also, we have all
B FARMALL tractor, tricytanning supplies
cle front end, wide rear end
753-9274
$700 435-4351,
TRAILER, heavy steel
frame. 7x12 wood bed with
rails and lights Heavy axle
and new 13 car tires Asking, $650 or trade for table
Sers ice on all brands: window air conditioners
saw or other wood shop
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
tools. 753 0611
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges
WASHER and dryer for
FactQry Authorized Repairs For:
sale. 5200 753-1514

Situation
Wonted

at 6 001

135.00 150.00

25e per word $5.00 minimum 1st day.
Si per word per day for each additional consecouve day.
II 75 extra for shopper (Tues. Classineds go into Shopping Guide.),
$2 00 extra for blind box ads.

090

7:00

90.00 100.00

210

PART-Time position for
gymnastics instruction
753-6705

Knights of Columbus Hall

Sonic is now looking for
positions as follows
LOST Black and white female cat New Concord
area 436-5590

20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 ' 100.00 120.00 140.90 160.00 180.00 200.06

Articles
For Silo

ROUTE SALF-S. Pepsi Cola NEEDED. dependable
has opportunities to enter on babysitter. day-shift Penny
the yob traming program to _Hwy, Kirksey Stella area
learn to ope:rate tractor/trailer. 437 4255
1 raining at no cost, and yll'ou ONE experienced cook,
will be paid as you team. No full time One experienced
expcbcnte required. After
waitress, full-time Also,
successful ,ompletion of
part-time cook and waittraining, candidates %sill he
ress 474-8095 or come by
responsible for loe,J delivery
Kentucky Lake Lodge Reruns and safe operation of
Hwy 68, Aurora,
staurant,
pocamink
vehicle. Excellent
KY
tential (S20,0(Xl) arid benefits
No overnight traYeT To apfily, PARK RANGERS, Game
come- to Pepsi Cola, IT.sy .Warden, Security, Mainte641N, Benton, on Tuesday. nance, etc. No exp. necessary.
March 3, 931n-3pm.
For information, call
219,769 6649, ext. 7159,
9am 9pm, 7 days.

Lost
And Found

I -800-USA-1221
X2909

6

72.00 80.00

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:

Vans
.....Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

1-0981
Notice

FINANCIAL
AID FOR
COLLEGE

18.00 36.00 54.00 72.00

Used Cars

51u
52.!

45.00 50.00

5

3

IiMp
Wonted

PFC Bank, Inc.
Murray, Kentucky

Its TIrnc For Stociona
CHANNEL CATFISH
BP ID BLUE GIL. cg
minnow,* tape moor
as Bela Gappe and
Trplod Gram Carp Ow
Pone Weed Corilloo,
ixytina B..Ga 'each a
sews 210 21 2 pounds

.....

10"

4

2

Motorcycles
Auto Services
....Auto Parts

9"

40.00
23.00 30.00 35.00
_
1
8.00 16.00 24.00 32.00 40.00 48.00 56.00 64.00
..
10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 50.00 60.00 -70.00 80.00
•
15.00 30.09 45.00 60.00 75.00 9060 105.00 120.00
20.00

5.00 10

I

'

40', Discount 2nd Hun, 60: Discount 3rd Run
(All 3 Ada Must Bun Within 6 Day Penod
$I7& per column inch extra for Tuesday.
1
14"
7"
6"
5"
4"
"
I"

060

Botta

op< .
Fish Day

471i
480
48.5
490

010

NOTICE OF PROPOSED BANK MERGER
Notice is hereby given that the Bank of Murray,
Murray,Kentucky, has made application to the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation, Washington, D.C.
20429, for its written consent to merge with PFC Bank,
Inc., Murray,'Kentucky. It is contemplated that all of
the offices ofthe above-named banks willtontinue to be
operated after the merger.
This notice is published pursuant to Section 18(c ) of
the Federal Deposit Insurance Act.
Any person-wishing to comment on this application
may.file his/her comments in writing with the Regional
Director of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
at its Regional Offict, 5100 Poplar Avenue,Suite 1900,
Memphis, Tennessee 38137. If any person desires to
protest. the granting of this application,such person has
a right to do so if the protest is filed with the Regional
Director by March 4, 1992.The nonconfidential portions
of the application are on file in the Regional Office as
part of tk public file maintained by the Corporation.
This file is Callable for public inspection during regular
business hours.
Bank of Murray
February 3, 1992
Murray, Kentucky

'ntio oral

too

41'.

010
L.
Notice

C INET
DEPARTMENT
OF HIGHWAYS
NOTICE T.0
CONTRACitRS

Sa4es
N1,1,•'ae, I lonYeA . For
Fer Sale Or Le.iseo
Home Lo.i• s
Real Estate.
. . Lots For Sit'
. Farms For S,I:e
...I lo'rees- For Sa:e

M:scellane,

010

COMMONWEALTH
OF KENTUCKY
TRA.NS ORTATION

'

Public Sale
For Trade
Free Col ,..-

410
40

Feed & Seed

Legal
Notice

Days
Rental
Insure n Ce
120
0:It. Homes For Rent
Exterminating
230
i• flione Lots For Rent
Business Services
250
ll isiness Renta;
Heating And Cooling
• 290
Want To Rent
Services Offered
530
nents For Rent
Rooms For Rent. . Huuses For VT3
TRANSPORTA'F1ON
Fer Rent or Lease

MISCELLANEot's

FARMERS MARKET

EfTectii, Jan 2. 1991

Display- Ads

SERVICIES

REAL ESTATE

For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appharces
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
• -Sewing- Machmes
Sports Equipment
Fireeokid
Musical
T.V. & Radlo
Pets & Supplies

In s r uc ti on

Classified Ad Rates

OFTI( E HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

MERCIIAN1)IS

.'... Help Wanted
Wanted
eess Opportunity

010

753-1916

. Friday 3 p.m.
Saturdpv 10 a.m.'
Monday 3--p.m.
_Tuesday_3 p.m:
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Thur-day 3 p m

Monday Edition
Tuesday Edition
Wednesday Edition .
Thurday Edition
Friday Edition ..
Saturday Edition

ADJUSTMENTS

Achertisers are requested to chock the first insertion of their ads for any error The
Murray Ledger &Times sbijI k kespunsible for only one incorrect insertion Any error
made
Should be reported immelistely so corrections can be

TO PLACE AN AD ('AL!
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CLASSIFIEDS
271

BEAUTIFUL White Pines. CUMk4ING
S Meter Poles
to 6' RA yeti dtg. easy Specializing in- .mobile
digging soil. $1.50 Per 11- home
electric services. 200
753-5421
amp. $375 100 amp $325
COINS and stamps make 435-4027
wonderful presents, investSAVE $1000's Almost new
ments and hobbies We
mobile home. 21x, central
also feature proof sets,
H/A $2500 down and take
silver dollars, coin and
over payments. 759-9450
stamp supplies, foreign
coins and paper money.
20
See our fine selection today
lAobils
'in Murray at Book Rack
Homes For Rent
(Dixieland Shopping- Center) and Treasure House 2-3BR No pets_ wadable
(Southside Manor), also at now /53-7947
Toonerville Trolly Antique
Store, (in Hazel, formerly 2BR with central H/A in
the Ox-Yoke), Mercantile Pirates Cove Recreational
(Aurora) and Cissy's Gifts Development near Aurora,
and Antiques (Fulton). We KY. Recreational facilities
buy coins and stamps and available to renters or ownappraise estates. CHRIST- ers. For information, call
OPHER'S COINS, 753-2962, 362-9309,
753-4161.
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas. Walking dis250
tance to college. 753-5209.
Business
12x43 TRAILER in New
Services
Concord, furnished.
PRIVATE Investigato $85/mo. 436-2427.
D.B.A. Confidential Investi
peons, Southside Shop285
ping Center, Suite #102,
Mobile
Murray, 753-2641.
Home Lots For Rent
270
Mobile
Homes For Sale
10x52.- -REFRIGERATOR,
stove, a/c, 'kitchen table,
couch, chair, front porch,
and steps. $3500 OBO.
436-2285 after 5pm.
14x70 MONTEGO, 2br, 2
baths, large livingroom,
large kitchen w/center island, lots of cabinet space,
gas heat. Extra nice. Must
see to appreciate.
759-1466 after 5pm.
14x70,with or without property. 474-2702.
1981, 14x70 TOWN
House, 2br, excellent condition. Must see to appredate. Price reduced, $9,995.
436-5814 evenings.

LOT for rent in Mobile
Home Village, water furnished. $70/mo. Coleman
RE, 753-9898.
300
Business
&teals

Apertments
For Riint
2BR Duplex, nice, central
deok, epeeenestioleman RE, 753-9898.
28R Duplex on 1300 Valleywood Dr $300/mo
759-4406
3BR,2 bath duplex located
north side of town. Call
John Downs at M.T.G.,
753-4000.
HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
KY, is now renting. You
must be 62, handicapped,
or disabled. New 1 and 2bt
units. 502-527-8574 for
more information. Equal'
Housing Opportunity.
NEW 2br duplex located on
Northwood Drive. Call
753-1266 between
8:00am-5:00pm, ask for
Paulette.
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms. Apply Hilldale Apts.
Hardin, Ky. or call
502-437-4113 EHO.

BR off Hwy 121 South on
Locust Grove Road
753-2934'
4BR home,' 1005 Olive.
$450/mo. 753-2225; After
6pm, 759-1509.

LARGE 2-3 br house with
central gas heat and air
20x30' COMMERCIAL conditioning. Stove
and respace on U.S. 641 North frigerator furnished.1004
near Shoney'‘ Call John Main St. $360 plus
deposit.
!Downs at M.T.G., Available
immediately.
753-4000.
759-1265.
COMMERCIAL property,
917 Coldwater Rd. For100
merly Juanita's Florist. DeFor Rory
posit and references reOr tam
quired. Terms and lease
3BR, 2 bath condo in Murnegotiable. 753-6069.
ray for sale or lease.
753-3293.

1990, 14x56, 2br mobile
home w/central H/A, service pole, steps, underpinning, partially furnished.
437-4956 or 527-8047.

4

3hei

120

Motile
Homes For Salo

FOR LEASE
Excellent retail &
office space In
Bel-Alr Center
Call 753-4751

310
1992 FLEETWOOD 16x80.
Want
Furnished, 3br, 2 bath with
To Rent
central H/A, underpinning
and deck. Bought new in LOCAL
Murray couple
Sept. 1991. May be seen at ooking
for 2or 3br house to
219 Rivieria Courts, Murrent with yard. Preferably in
ray, KY. 437-4914,
county. Call after 5pm,
6pm-8pm.
753-7244.
ALL of our new homes are
320
insulated with more than
minimum northern insulaAgrell
en,
tion. Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc. Hwy 79-E, 1 OR 2br apts. near downParis, TN. 1-800-642-4891. town Murray. 753-4109.
Quality homes and de- 2BR,2 bath deluxe duplex,
pendable service.
garage, gas heat, apBUY 'for Less! Atlantic, pliances, Mchelle Dr. ColeChampion, Concord man RE, 753-9898.
Classic, Palm Harbor, Ca- 2BR brick duplex. Quiet
valier, or Chandelur lines of street, Westwood
Dr. W/0
fine homes. Dinkins Mobile hook-up, dishwasher, new
Homes, Inc. Hwy .79, wallpaper, central
electric.
Paris, TN 1-800-642-4891, 753-8859, 759-4979.

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's.
$20440/mo. 759-4081.
GROWERS Mini Warehouses. Space available,
753-3808.
370

Livestock
& Supplies
35 LARGE rolls of hay
timothy and orchard grass
436-5681 after 6pm.
HUDSON Company. Saddles, Bridles & Horse supplies. 753-4545, 759-1823,
753-6763

RE/MAX Properties Ltd
Bola Perna, Paul Dailey,
AKC Rottweiler puppies* Bob Haley. Bel-Air Center.
753-7077.
1 - 502 • 753 -SOLD
1-800-369-5780
AKC registered Miniature
Schnauzer puppies. Will be
410
ready March 1, pick yours
Lots
out now. 759-4476.
For Sale
BIRD dogs for sale, $60 T-RAILER Lots 75x120
OBO 759-4874
Sewer, water and electric
CHOCOLATE Labrador hook-ups. Located in Cello;
Retriever puppies, AKC, way County, 6 miles from
excellent bloodlines. Sire: Kenlake State Park,3 miles
Bear of Drummond's Game from lake. Starting price,
Preserve, Ballard Co., fam- $4,00O -527-0144
ily raised. Males $250, fe- WATERFR
ONT lake lot,
males $200. Call (502) $7500. Partial owner fi753-9382 after 5pm.
nancing possible.
CHOCOLATE Labrador 753-9586 before 5pm,
Retrievers. AKC male and 753-0292 after 5pm.
female puppies. DOB:
12/16/91,$175/ea. Also, 22
Fames
month old female, $350
For lists
OBO. All up-to-date on
shots and wormed.
53 ACRES near Aurora on 753-0815.
Hwy 1346, 3 miles from
DAISY Grooming. Satur- lake. :Asking $ki:000.
day, by appointment. House, barn and stable
502-247-3836
753-7819.
GAY'S Pet Care. Animal WANT to buy.,Good farm
lover will provide tender land up to 100 acres
loving care for your pets 759-9439.
while you are away from
160
home. Call for details.
489-2029.
Homes
For Sale
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home. 2BR or 24 acres, uppe
Classes or private lessons. $20's. Seety appointment
Serving Murray for over 753-8394.
12yrs. 436-2858.
48R home, 1005 Olive:
ONE fernalepup,6 wks old. $49,000. 753-2225. After
Half Silver Wolf and half 6pm, 759-1509.
German Shepard, $300
ALL the extras that make a
345-2263
house a home. Located in
REGISTERED Chow Southwest Murray. 3br, 2
Chow puppies $225. bath, greatroom that is
magnificient with fireplace,
759-9250.
eat-in kitchen with oodles of
cabinets, dinmgroom, huge
410
master -.Suite With walk-in
Public
closet, newly painted. Priced at $79,950 and worth
FARRIS Auclion Company. every penny. Call KopW. Dan Farris, Auctioneer, perud Realty today,
P.O. Box 149, Hazel. KY. 753-1222. MLS 3900.
(502) 492-8796/8795. We
ENERGY efficient home, 5
appraise and sell it all.
years old, FMHA approved,
.extra nice, fenced in backYard Sale
yard w/12x20 deck, priced
in the lower $40's.
Feb. 29 thru
753-6063 after 4:30pm.

March 8
8 a.m. - dark
2nd Road on right
past Hamlin Post
Office. Blue &
white trailer.
Flarniture, women
clothes,

maternity and

baby clothes, baby
toys and more.

55- L. fish aquarium with
everything needed. Great
price at $150. Call
753-4667 after 5pm.

KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range o
Real Estate services with A
wide selection of quality
AKC Cocker Spaniel pup- homes, all prices.
pies, black female. 753-1222, toll free
1-800-251-HOME Ext.
436-5447.
711L

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Gentry Painting Co.
Residential Painting
Interior - Exterior

Phone 435-4268
Vim Gentry
ni. 4 Bet IT7A. 1114.7•Yr KY. 42071

l
ke
IR %
gps ,
ia\

,),

•

Cornmerc ial
and
Re•idential

James C. Gallimore
Electric Service
Phone
15021759.1836

Calloway Counly Fire & Rescue Squad

753-6952

-\ •

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

762-1100
Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service
Septic Tanks, Sewers & Hauling
Call Itc Anytime

759-4685

YOUR AD COULD BE HERE!
Only$ow
uPer Wei*
Cairrifirrin6

OVERH
EAD DOORS & MORE
Sales, Service & Installation
Steel & Wood Doors Residential & Commercial
Free Estimates

Paris, Tn.

Used
Cars

.111.

Pits
I Supplies

Rt. S. Boa 1075
Murray, KY 42071

Real
EstMs

AKC Rottweiler puppies
436-5265.

ito

Poison Control

490

Psis
Supplies

Dial-A-Service
753-7588

Ar,

HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED, 8 room ranch
with a floor plan you will
love. Large MBR with
dressing room, bath, and
walk-in closet. 2 additional
bedrooms and bath in other
wing. Great kitchen with
extra cabinets and all the
built-ins. Sun room and 2
car garage. $79,500. Call
Kopperud Realty for details, 753-1222. MLS*
3960.
KENTUCKY Lake Waterfront, 4br, 2 bath, central
H/A, 2 car prep, covered
boat dock, year around water. $139,900. 354-6006.
WARM,cozy, red brick, 3br
home with 2 baths, one
block west of university with
quiet neighbors at 1653
Ryan Ave. Has wood burning stove in the fireplace,
that makes it the most economical in town, with back
up electric wall heaters.
NA insulated ceiling and
floors. Water and electricity
bills were below $100/mo.
Carpeted living room and
den with fireplace. Lovely
bathroom with fiberglass
bath and shower unit with
ceramic tile. Master bedroom with shower in second bath... Has hardwood
floors, garbage disposal,
ceiling fan, w/d hook-up,
eat-in kitchen with electric
stove and refrigerator negotiable. Cement patio in
back of house. Lot size is
120•x60' with one out building, Three maple trees with
easy to maintain yard. Has
automatic attic exhaust fan
and pull down ladder inside. $65,000. Appointments, call 753-6424 or
753-7356.
70
Motorcycles

901-644-9559

ALPHA BUILDERS
Remodeling, gusges,decks,porches,concrete
work, chain link fences. Home maintenance

% 489-2303
'THELMA'S BARGAIN BIN
Clean Used Furn4ure, Appliances & Misc. Items
1109 Pogue Avenue
"*.
(kound the °ocher from Toyota of Murray)
Ws Buy & Sell • 759-9940
i

1982 HONDA 900 Super
Sport. Chrome exhaust,
runs excellent, very quick.
$1100 OBO 753-8270.
480
Auto
Sink's
NEW bug shields for pickups and vans, foreign arid
domestic, clear and smoke
tint $19.50/ea. Pick-up bed
mats, $34.50/ea. Key Auto
Parts Hwy 121S. 753-5500.
A90

Used
Cars
1971 TOYOTA Landcruiser, good mechanical
condition, new OMB, runs
great. $1500 0130.
474-0115.
MUST Sell. AN Grand
Am, 511,000 melee, $8000
MO. 750-9616 after 5pm.

TOYOTAS COST LESS
P,11JRRO
CARS
Y. Sr km_ tii,N1
V Toyota Cacia_.$417
Carylf _MN
Topti Car-PDX
Menai lo a..111,481
Torn Ivo:1_031
Vat Wird LE_ $1,937
Tayon Teal 01_1087
V Tara Colia GTS.....11037
V Nu
V Top
Tara kali DX_ $1,281
NO VS _-$5,187
V WT115_081
17 Fad tang-JOT/
Cids Calis_MS7
IA *a CIA SR LIM
IS Topa Cocili
issm
IS Torn Cary
I Top Cada__31,481
Mkt Erik _4487
Tora Ccda.........V,311
Alrylka
Tvy.
TRUCKS
Tcra
L Dolgikot L Bed SESSAV
iisai 412
Toy. 414...._1$31
Ill 4.j($7
V
V D'ier. kstro
V (left Sill hi-$141
V Fty. Mama LE-$1,487
V Ford km I 40_081
V Fad Aosta 111......$1,1V
IS kph Egt_.$5,937
Fad hico ET 40..$7,11
Tapta
I Cloy S10 Pis_ $507
Aubrey Hatcher
Bit Ca:rertC,o3 BradshJ*
Tom Thurman
Chad Cochran, Oen Mgr

TOYOTA
of Murray
515 S 12th
Murray, KY

Phone
753-4961

CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music, Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, 1 block from N1SU
dorms.
MUST Sell 1974 Chevelle,
many new parts Reduced
759-4941
1978 MUSTANG, 4cyl engine. Runs good, new tires.
$800. 759-1331, ask for
Steve or nights 436-5363.
1982 CUtLASS Supreme
Brougham, V-6, all power,
tilt, cruise. Reduced,$1795
negotiable. Must Sell
759-9337
1982 IROC. New paint,
new engine, new interior.
437-4432.
1985 CAMARO, good condition. 753-6816
1985 PLYMOUTH Reliant,
loaded 489-2994
1986 BONNEVILLE, one
owner Call after 6pm,
354-6225

Used
Cars
1990 CHRYSLER LeBaron
-convertible.19,000 miles
753-4023
1990 PONTIAC Sunbird
LE 4-door, grey, ps/pb, air,
am/fm stereo, extra sharp
$5850 753-5216
1990 RED Escort 2dr LX.
automatic with air & new
tires See at Shoney's
$4250 Call 753-2079

1

Services
Offered

1M Olfsred

FREE estimates. cleaning
-anct m-o-w ing
• -y
753 9939

Painting
Paper
Hanging
Danny Robinson

- 753-0616

1991 GEO Pram, 4-door, BLOCK, brick, concrete finwhite, 7xxx miles Excellent ishing. Basements footcondition 759-1274 after ings, garages, drives
5pm
walks 30yrs experience
13yrs. in Murray area
753-5476 Charles Barnett
con
Used
CAR Clean-up. Wash, wax,
Trueki
vacuum interior, $25
1967 FORD pick-up long 759-1740 after,4pm
wide bed, 3-speed, call af- CERTIFIED
, professional
ter 3pm. 753-7833.
carpet cleaning Special
1968 CHEVY stepside, 350 $10 a room, 2 room minimum Call 753-0626 for
motor 492-8511 after 5pm
appointment
1971 CHEVY pick-up
753-9351.
1972 FORD pick-up, good CHIM Chim Chimney
condition, runs fine. $500 Sweeps has 10% senior 6,6zen discounts. We sell chim753-3445 after 5pm.
ney caps and screens.
1976 CHEVY 4x4, $1550 435-4191.
489-2697 or 492-8836 after
CLEAN-Up and light haul6pm
ing. Free estimates
1981 DATSUN pick-up- 436-2102. Closed on
Good, reliable transporta- Saturdays
tion 489-2894 after 5pm.
CONSTRUCTION
1987 MAZDA twin cab, Houses, additions,framing
$3800 080. 489-2303.
Tripp Williams, 753-0563.
1988, RED, Silverado, CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
sports side, all options. and Cooling Service_ Com753-6546,
plete installation and service. Call Gary ar
1989 RANGER XLT
759-4754.
753-0531
1991 MAZDA King Cab. DAVIDSON Roofing and
8400 miles, loaded, grey, Construction. Special
tinted windows. Real sharp. winter rates. 30 years ex$11,00Q. 080. 753-0385 perience. Written guaranbefore -3:30pm OF 'leave tee. Local references.
753-5812.
message.
1991 S-10, 20,000 miles, 4 DO you own a business or
manage your company's
cyl , air. 753-0531.
pdvertising? -West'Ken-MUST Sell. 1988 "S-10 - tucky Direct- mail offers
Blazer, 52,000 - miles, THE COUPON BOOK.
$5600 080. 759-9816 af- Consider these benefits.
ter 5prii.
No competing ads, less
than 25 per delivery, gikaranteed delivery, 1000/, sasin
turation coverage, measurable results For more inforCampers
mation - Calloway County,
28' TERRY Taurus , self call 753-3040. West Kencontained. Full awning tucky,'call 1-800-696-9
982.
plus extras. Excellen Some catagorie
s are
shape. 436-2959.
reserved.
Boats
& /Actors

DRYVOLL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings. 753-4761.

14' POLAR Craft boat.
20hp Mercury trailer, troll
ing motor and batteries
753-7252 after 4pm.

LICENSED for electric,
gas, refrigeration. Installation and repair. Free estimates. 753-7203.

520

500
Servkes
Offered

FREE SPRING CLEANING ESTIMATES Gutters,
bush and tree removals,
hauling, planting pruning,
mulching, mowing, etc Call
Jerry at 753-0611
GALLOWAY Roofing Specializing in new roofs, re
roofs, and tear -offs
Guaranteed wort
502 753-7941
GENERAL Repair: plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642.

".A

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding, painting Free estimates. 18
years experience. Local references. 489-2267
GUTTERZioti By Seers:
-Sears re
eI and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications.. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate.
HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, painting, wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering. No job too
small. 436-2052
HANDYMAN will do plumbing, electric and carpentry
Reasonable rates
753-0596.
HOME Repairs Will do car
pentry.: painting, plumbing
and electrical. 436-2575 after .5pm.
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears. TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills. Call Sear!,
753-2310 for free estimate

.:••••
"••

JAMES C. Gallimort
Electric.. Fast, efficient
courteous service
759-1835.
KITCHEN CABINET RE
CO VERY existing doors e.
frames with woodgrain for
mica, all colors. Free est
mates. Wulff's Recover,
Murray. 436-5560.

"r•

BRYON'S LAWN SER
VICE Free estimates
489-2691 after 5pm
LAWN MOWING. If you
want someone who is depend
able, reasonably priced. anr
will do the job right, please
call David at 753-69845. Refer
ences available.

•

LAWN mowing and trim
ming. 753-7041.
LITWILLER Building. Farm
and residential set-up for
large projects Our business is built on quality
382-2214.

•

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310 MOWING, Yard Work. Al
for free estimate for your fordable, reliable, efficient
Ftee estimates. 753-9100.
needs

WEST
LAWN SERVICE
Residential
Commercial

5"r
aFORRYS
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

-Free
Estimates

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
&
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

-No Job To
Small

753-6331

‘,...
S

40.2.0suroNpuabyy
9

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and sprayiN. Free
estimates. 753-0906 after
5pm; 759-9816, 753-0495.
AAA Additions. Decks,
vinyl siding, carpentry
work, house and floor leveling, drive-ways. 40+ years
experience. Free estimates. Call collect
901-247-5173.
ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance,etc. Free estimates.
489-2303.
AL'S hauling, yard work,
tree removal, mowing. Free
estimates. 759-1683.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers. Most parts
in stock, on my truck. All
work and parts warranted.
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455.
APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30+ years experience. Bobby Hopper,
436-5848

1986 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass Brougham Very low
mileage, good shape
753-2730, 753-1272, A TO Z Services General
contracting, electrical,
759-1'149
plumbing, roofing, carpen1987 FORD Taurus GL, oy, yard and house mainteV-6, air, auto, very dean, nance. Free estimates. All
68,000 miles. $3600 work guaranteed. Call
753-9761
759-9047 after 3pm.
1989 BERETTA GT.32:xxx BACKHOE Service and
miles, loaded, red. Sal or Hauling. Driveways, foundtake over payments. ations, and septic systems,
753-0385 before 3:30pm or pew or repair. Butt pridit
leave message.
and results. Call 759-1039
1989 MAZDA 323. Auto, BACKHOE Service - ROY
air, burgundy. 1987 Chevy HILL. Septic system, driveS-10, 4x4, 4-speed, red. ways, hauling, toundslions,
435-4041.
etc. 750-4664.

-

our.dBw
shounrroyosead
1.1URsneAev
6
753-5940

Smith Mowry &
Home Improvement

P,4r,

••0

Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
concrete work, sidewalks & patios covered
with brick. Remodeling, decks, additions,
garages. Fireplaces a specialty.
15 yrs. Exp. Free Estimates
Call 527-8275 or 1-800-339-4312
For a Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work.

Mathis Transmission
Service

•

-

624 N. 4th St., Murray

. .•

753-6374
.)•pecializing in front wheel drive,
overdrive, automatic Lir standard
transmissions.

•••.,
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We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12.000 Mile Warranty

S
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DAVID SMITH
Construction
New Homes
Residential • Commercial
Additions • Metal Pole Barns
15 Yrs. Experience • Free Estimates
Route 1, Box 1390
PHONE:
Benton, Ky. 42025
502-437-3025

..

"

•

•

,
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Science fair to
attract students
from 17 counties

CLASSIFIEDS

t

,

JyOUr gutters ciearied
r 637 Call 753-0834

SEWING machine repair
Kenn•th Barnhill
753-2674

, NO-interior and exOLiality work Over
.experience Ralph
y 436-5625 •

SNEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chriarnan. 492-8742.

',(i Repairs
mobile homes
urgency same489 2525

STEAM Cleaning. $800
per room,3 room minimum
436.2734 From 10-8 leave
message, ask tor Jeff

,3 repairman with
§erViCe

• 492-8816
.)NAL SIDING
; vinyl siding
trim 12yrs ex'53-9481
NG stripping,
ooderorking
I install
Certanteed
Windows Bill
8103
d refinishing Al
rniture and all
iterial and sup- ars Char can- 8714
-OLSON Home
Roofing siding
,t•iumbing conestimates Call
Serviat Mow-ing hauling
Free estimates

,6

YARDS Mowed Large or
Buildings, small, MI 10%11/n or county.
Dependable and reason,,
Decks and al types build- able Call 492-8568.
ing and remodeling
759-1039 or 474-2318, ask LEE'S Carpet Cleaning.
tor -Matt .
For all your carpet and upSUREWAY Tree I Stump holstory cleaning, call
-Removal. Insured vath Itil 753-5827. Free estimates.
kne of equipment. Free es- DUPONT CERTIFIED or
STORAGE

Call 11x10, as low as $500

Free este
.
Avordable rate
,survice Al work

High school students from a 17.
county area of West Kentucky are
eligible ta,compete in the high school
division of the 16th annual Regional
YARD landscaping w/20 Science Fair at Murray State Univeryaws aspartame Br
"
Y
bush-1—W—
and disking gardens,ea°2
Deadline for entries will be Friday.
hogging. No lobs too big or
March
13. 436-5430.
too small.
Regigratioo
will be at 8 a.m.in the
YARD mowing, trimming,
odd jobs. RIKAInG, IlltIldi, Curris Center, with judging of exhigravel, dirt sealing Mt,- bits to begin at 9:30 a.m. Sponsors of
ways Free estimates. the event are the College of Science at
436-5501
ins
y.tatives of
as
rgslt
rep
daretlen
Murray
egionaiStat
buseme

timates Day or night.
753-5484
T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Electrical- Clean:wig Sewer 121002121MM
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 alter 5pm
TENNESSEE River Insulation. Decrease your utility
bills with adequate insulation All types of insulation,
old and new homes Free
estimates, 901-642-9174
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Ucenced, insured Estimate available
759-4690
THERMALINE
ment Windows
buitt, easy clean
tizens discounts
after 3prn

ReplaceCustom
Senior ci759-4433

Among past contributors are: Air
Products & Chemicals, Bank of Marshall County, Bank of Murray, B.F.
Goodrich, General Tire & Rater,
The Hutson Company, Inc., MartinMarietta, ATO/CHEM,Peoples Bank
of Murray, Henry A. Petter Supply,
Stemmas*.
South Central Bell and Westvaco.
SEPTIC TANK:
SERVICE.
Students in the high school division
Repair, replacement new compete in nine categories —
biochinstallation, pumping, Wafemistry,
botany,
chemistry,
geosciers, tooling., basements
Back h oe-loader service ences, mathematics, medicine and
BRENT ALLEN, 759-1515. health, microbiology, physics and
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR engineering, and zoology. „
Service Center, cleaningserviang $15, most repairs
$35 all brands 3rd Street,
AI rn o Open 9-12, 1,-5,
Mon Fn 753-0530
WILL do mowing and light
hauling 753-4355
WILL do plumbing, installation and repairs All guaranteed 753-4355, -753-1134
ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand, dirt driveway rock 753-4545,
7536763

pward Bound to test students

•

After the three-hour exam,students
- I Bound will test eighth and
':rs from the eight counties • ll be treated to a picnic at the
icson Purchase for admit- National Guard Annory, located on
the- program at - 9 a.m., Highway 121 North in Murray.
For an application or more infor_ in Murray State Univermation,
call the Upward Bound office
.: 4)n Hall Auditorium.
past, we have had about 50 at I-800-877562 or (502) 762.1ents take the exam." said 4499.
Keel, director of Murray
.vard Bound program. "If
get iou;:i.the program, you
the fits! step, Which is the
This year acrosskKentucky, childBound provides academic ren will have the opportunity to
support services for celebrate the state's 200th birthday in
students with academic their own unique fashion thanks to
enhance -the likelihoost special programs in public libraries.
- sh high school and enroll
"READiscover Kentucky" is the
Students receive instruc. skills, career and per- title of a wide-ranging, statewide
eling. assistance in high effort which combines activities for
selection, tutoring and observing the bicentennial with those
which promote reading and library
cultural events.
he for Upward Bound, use. Public libraries will use combe disadvantaged eco- prehensive program manuals and colpilysically disabled or be orful posters featuring a friendly
-at:on college students, caricature of Daniel Boone to lead
. at neither parent has com- youngsters on the "READiscover" of
. .alaureate degree. Murray their state. An array of activities will
ard Bound program focus on Kentucky's literature, his.27,1.s from Ballard, Cabo-,e. Fulton, Graves, Hickand McCracken couni Bound was created by
iitgher Education Act in
L's program,begun in 1966, West dealer.
'Trst among 440 Upward North-South vulnerable
yams on campuses across
NORTH
. ,n '1989,.
•J 8 B 5 3 2
Basic Education Test is
•10
• 1073
27cd to see at what grade
•1053
• ,luderits are performing. The
EAST
WEST
be tested in the areas of
46
A K9
4
10
7
Q
..:,bernatics, English and

One project will be selected for
invitation to the 43rd International
Science and Engineering Fair in
Nashville May 10-16.
Special awards are sponsored by
the,, American Society for Microbiology, Association for Women
Geoscientists, Eastman Kodak Company, Junior Engineering Technical
Society, National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, National Association of Biology Teachers, National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics,
U.S. Marine Carps, U.S. Navy, U.S.
Metric Association and U.S. Public
Health Service.
The elementary/midcue school division
pri
ioi 2
o5
f.the competition is scheduled
Packets about the fair have been
circulated to the schools. Anyone who
nods_more in • ation should contact a local
rson or Molly
dean of the
Ross in the office o
State at
College of Science at
762-2886.

Green appointed to
prestigious Capital
Projects and Bond
Oversight Committee

I 101' )'- '01)t
TUESDAY. MARCH 3, 1992

ofii sour permtnaliied daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your ov, ii
date oi birth.call 1 -9M-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95 cent s
•
a minute.)
FRANKFORT, KY — First DisHAPPY BIRTHDAY!IN THE business success. Honesty is the best
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: policy in romance. Be open about
trict State Senator JeffGreen has been
Si. Mg iiione.e is the key to &reater armincems you may have.
appointed to the_prestigious Capital
22):
- A
-G0
-1Aug. 23-Sepi7
success and peace-of mind. Those
Projects and Bond Oversight Comis ho build.a comfortable nest egg for purchase or investment you make
mittee.
today will prove fortunate. Ibur inthemselves will greatly reduce the
The appointment was made during
everyday tension in their lives. A stincts are excellent when it comes to
meeting of the Legislative
Monday
a
subrelationship
inmotivating
people.
Encourage
meaningful personal
(LRC).
Commission
Research
tensifies in May. Make sure romantic ordinates to show initiative.
committee
is
a permanent
The
22):
Credit
(Sept.
21-Oct.
goals.
Several
LIBRA
your
shares
partner
subcommittee
Of
the
LR
. charged
important fiusiness projects reach purchases and major outlays are hest
with; overseeing the expenditure of
fruition in August. A career change is avoided now. Buy essential items
funds budgeted for capital projects;
possible next October. Do not hesi- only. You and a newcomer hit it off
allotment of funds- from- the
tate to alter couIse-if you feet-that you beaurifutty: Make plansto get to
gethel in the near future.
emergency repair, maintenance and
are on the wrong track.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
replacement account and the capital
THIS DATE: inventor Alexander Your behavior toward a relative says
consiruction and equipment purchase
Graham Bell. comedian Tim a lot about you. Show your generous
contingency 'account; the state's acKazurinsky,Olympian JackieJoyner- and affectionate side. A relationship
quisition of capital assets, including
Kersee. football's Herschel,Walker. you thought had cooled may still be
the lease of real property; and the
ARIES (March 21-April 19): going strong.
issuance of bonds by the state and the
SAGMARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
Working late and bringing business
related individual projects.
paivers home will create tenyion.Seek 21): Long-distance link-ups prove
"It's a privilege to be appointed to
today.
A
one.
rewarding
loved
Roparticularly
a compromise w ith
such an important committee anymantic ties are strengthened by your business plan is well-thought-out.
time," Green said, "but for a senator
Tell higher-ups what you have in
attitude.
like me,serving in my first legislative
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): mind. Be patient with a pal who is
Marriage will be on the minds of down in the dumps.
session, it's a double honor."
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
those Who are deeply involved. The
Green, of Mayfield, won the Jan.
less said about what a friend is doing. Sharing confidences will strengthen
30 special election to fill the unexthe better. A change in family plans a union that is important to your
pired term of former Sen. Greg Highappiness.Intimate discussions leave
works out for the beSI:
don.
Higdon resigned to join the
GEMINI(May 21-June 20): You you no doubt where a partner stands.
administration
ofGov.Brereton Jones
learn something that will have,a Give your imagination free rein.
• as Deputy Secretary of the Natural
soothing effect on what has been a , AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.
Resources and Environmental Protectroubled relationship. Friends are You find it easier to reach mutually
tion Cabinet.
privately;supportive. A new economic beneficial agreement's now.Business
Green is a candidate in the May
talks should be conducted behind*
trend will work in your favor,
primary for a full term as senator from
CANCER (June 21 -J ul y 22): closed doors. Avoid leavink anything
Work diligently to complete those to chance where child care arfangethe 1st District which includes a
tasks already under way. Teamwork ments are COncemed.
portion of Christian Co. as well as
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20):The
is favored. Your personal finances
Carlisle, Hickman, Fultbn, Graves,
A'community emphasis now is On knowing what
are- on the upsw
Trigg and Calloway counties.
group may'reward ydu for yOur efforts your property is worth. Selling your
• home could bring a tidy profit. A late
to help others.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 221: A pro- afternoon trip proves fruitful. Keep a
ductive, even bountiful, day lies date with that special person.
ahead! Timely talks ad trips leadao
TODAY'S CHILDREN are honest,affectionate rd occasionally quick tempered. A perfectionist streak makes it4ifficult for these youngsters to stay
calm when their plans go awry. Concerned parents will encourage these
children to be more flexible. Energetic and outgoing. these Pisces usually
have lots of pats aeschool. They like to organize playground games and tend
to be daredevils. The business world offers these hard-working and creative
Pisces the ideal arena for their many talents.

A&A
Auto Rental

*Daily tir Weekly Rentals
'Clean, Dependable Cars
•Call Us For Rates

110 order a re,isto:1 and updated copy ofleant Dtkon's best -selling_hook "Yesterday.Today and Forever
Ho Astrology Can Help You Find Your Moe us God's Plan.- send $8-95 plus SI postage and handling to
Dixon. c/o Andrews and McMeel, P.O. Boa 419150. Kansas-City, Mo 64141 Make checks payable 10
Andrews and Mc Moe'

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.
753-4461

Program pushes kids to read
tory, folk life, geography and environment.
Developed by the Kentucky Department for Libraries and Arhcives
as a service to the state's public
libraries, "READiscover Kentucky"
promises to reach thousands of young
readers. The effort builds on the
department's annual summer reading
program whjch is conducted through
the public libraries. More than 58,000
children participated in reading activitiesoffered in the stunmer of 1991.
Librarians are planning now for even
more 'Participants in- 1992, as the
.state's children "READiscover Kentucky" in celebration of the bicentennial.

Party Mart's Annual

Month Long
Wine Sale

Contric t Brich2,(.

Famous Wand

four spades.
This response did not sit well
with Grieve, who retreated to five
clubs. After two passes,East — with
21 high-card points including Lb,AK of trumps — doubled.This proved
to be a-grievous error when the contract turned out to be unbeatable.
Declarer won the diamond lead with
V K 43
the ace, cashed the ace of hearts,
•J 8 76
• K .1 5 2
ruffed a heart,ruffed a spade,ruffed
•Q 986 4
+A K6
another heart.on Which the king fell,
—
and gave up two trump tricks to
SOUTH
make five clubs doubled.
•—
•A Q 95 2
At the second table, the bidding
went:
•A
4l0QJ98 7 4 2
West 'North East
South
Pass
Pass
2NT
1:as
sa
family YMCA offers The bidding:
3*
Pass
3
[s
ling and beneficial prog- West North East South
•
3 NT
-- have an excellent 50+ Pass Pass 2 NT 3
-John
Swanson,
playing with Paul
Pass
5
and 50+ Fitness Program. Pass 4*
Dble
Soloway.was South at this table and
Pass
Pass
Ifer a variety of exercise
elected to pass two notrump because
lead — six of diamonds.
.-; ..for all ages. These prograrrs Opening
he also was playing the Landy conan evening Aquatics Class, This dramatic deal occurred in a vention and knew North would read
1 tness Exercise Program,Tots playoff match to determ ine the team three clubs as an artificial bid.
,.on and Self-Defense. For to represent the United States in the
When the bidding died at three
• of all ages, we provide an 1973 World Championship.
notrump,Swanson passed again —
s; rool Goodtimes program.
At the first table, Bill Grieve,. this time because he thought there
Out Fun Days, Summer Day playing with George Rapee, over- was a good chance to beat the conOvernights, Cheerleading called two notrum p with three clubs, tract with a club lead.This proved to
intending to show a genuine club be an illusion when declarer won the
.ind much more.
Y NICA is a charitable associa- suit. But Rapee thought three clubs club queen with the king. dreve out
and romped
dedicated to building helath was an artificial bid (the so-called the ace of diamonds,
convention) showing length home with nine tks to produce a
Landy
. v mind, and spirit. Part of a
in both majors, and he jumped to gain of 1,350 poin or his team.
mvoement. it puts ChristTomorrow: Thoughtful defense
in

1:„A offers many
uatics and
programs
-.:rray

r

principles into practice through
;--.,ii.rams that promote good health,
,sr ,ng families, youth leadership,
.ommunity development, and interC3` Hinal understanding. YMCAs are
of;von to men, women, and children of
alt ages. incomes, abilities, races and
rP1,gir.v'c at over 2.000 locations in 50
I or more information on the

AWAY .program, and to butane a
member. stop by the Y at 605 Poplar
.he George Weaks Cannunity
C • ,r, or call 759-YMCA (9622).

You Can Be A Member
For Only $28/month.

Prem iere

Come by and see
what our club is all
about We guarantee ••ea
t 1 Ith
you'll like it

and fitness Club

University Square • 759-9999

Thru the entire month of
March,every bottle, box andjug of wine
will be discounted 11-50% offregular price. With over
SW different wines from 14 countries, this is the biggest
and best wine sales ofthe year! Special orders are
welcome.Remember,ifyou don't buy before the end
ofMarch,you'll be an April fool

"WORLD'S GREATEST WINE VALUES
['ROMANS 1991 BIN 6$ CHARDONNAY liedthel
74/4 /44044/(44 sousowir ahrsarused es Iresdare yte4€ wiac 4.414€44.

all

Per 750 Baffle

74e
"Sea 65" e4444144.$4, Ass traogee.41 imeat 4444‘44 dad clear« ckvezer41
044~ arida ses444 ad., creme 4 delici444 steal, 44rue orsowei./

*649

LH.PRIMPS 1990 CHARDONNAY(White)
4749
*$444.44e 4 /444e444e4494.404, agse rigeir•trot 4aougexot, jat~ed

4044 4juga soidafie 40•44444,

l•e 4~me", &Ai we Anew'. 744

elsovedeaasomo
CAM FRANCESCO 1989 alum D.O.C.G.(red)
Wait
0.40•14.
&J....a

road Ike tite lort.4(44m Arseriums

ore've even Iowa'

it4 ',Wee/4404 ravera roue,
404
40.44 sat ea sees
64atiat• Ad *44 ere Arford aut et de,4*
.d. 44 locrollewive t guilty atatke real
Osast 1/4144/1/

LOUIS MARIV411987 RARBERA(red)
%sae 14.Award es tie IF444644 44 ea NO owl c4rm4v1, relate ra.tiley ildtairt
6114.14411
oriore4..

499
4799

orne 1 we" &aft. 44444,ewe 44W4414, 440a4 71(4,rttem4

4,1„„

FAMIU10 PIAIMINEZ 1968 MOJA l'AUSTINO VII(red)
ema-iodoureed Aesop Ray*. 714 darer aisruvievert marl 44.06ers4 agavos4
first 141.44e4 east eled puss arida* * yaw tar

44, titis sae 61 pout ma+.

RAILATORE GRAN SPUMANIE(oblite)
pus

44wrses(44, 4 lade dared tdas 0414ies is• 444 ralael

*44"

Paducah's Most Interesting Store

Party Mart

1114.
509 Lone Oak Rd
Hwy 45
442-0011
Hannan Plaza
Paducah, Ky Hri 8 A M • tO PM Mon -Thur., 8 A M,-il PM Fri -Sot.
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Looking Back

Today in History
Ten years ago
Today is Monday, March 2, the 62nd day of 1992. There are 304 days
Pauline Lassiter, Una Wyatt,
left in the year.
Albert Parker and Louise Alton
Today's Highlight in History:
was
PaceIli
were presented certificates of
Eugenio
Cardinal
Catholic
Roman
1939,
2,
On March
appreciation as employees of
elected Pope. He took the name Pius XII.
Senior Citizens. They are pictured
On this date:
•with Tripp Thurman, director, and
In 1836, Texas declared its independence from Mexico.
In 1877, Republican Rutherford B. Hayes was declared the winner of Bill Phillips, board chairman, of
Murray-Calloway County Senior
the 1876 presidential election over Democrat Samuel J. Tilden.
Citizens, Inc.'
In 1199; Congress estabilahed Mount Rainier Nationat Park.
Fannie Scott observed her 80th
In 1917, 75 yearstago, Puerto Ricans were granted U.S. citizenship.
birthday on Jan. 29, but celebrated
In 1923, Time magazine made its debut.
with a dinner on Jan. 31 at UniverIn 1930, author D.H. Lawrence died in Vence, France.
preWray,
Fay
starring
sity
Kong,"
Branch of the Bank of Murray.
"King
picture
motion
the
1933,
In
Births reported include a girl to
miered at New York's Radio City Music Hall and the RKO Roxy.
In 1939, the Massachusetts legislature voted to ratify the Bill of Rights, Mr. and Mrs. Nick J. Spadafino,
Feb. 6, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
the first 10 amendments to the U.S. Constitution.
In 1951, the East beat the West, 111-94, in the first NBA All-Star Rick Off, Feb. 25.
In high school basketball games,
Game.
In 1977, the U.S. House of Representatives adopted a strict code of Murray High beat Fulton County
ethics that limited outside earnings and required detailed financial disclo- and Calloway County beat Hickman County. High team scorers
sures by its members.
In 1990, more than 6,000 drivers went on strike against Greyhound were Ted Duffy for Murray, Coffey
Lines Inc. (The company, declaring an impasse in negotiations, fired the for Fulton, Keith Lovett for Calloway and Walker for Hickman.
strikers.)
Ten years ago: Secretary of State Alexander M. Haig Jr. told the House
Foreign Affairs Committee the U.S. had "overwhelming and irrefutable"
evidence that rebels in El Salyador were being controlled by outsiders.
Five years ago: President Reagan withdrew his nomination of acting
DEAR ABBY: Your reasons why
CIA Director Robert M. Gates to head the spy agency in the face of possi- a woman would sit at a bar stool
ble rejection by the Senate. (The next day, the president nominated Wil- instead ofa table show that you have
not gone out much as a single woman
liam H. Webster.)
(gym would know why women prefer
dictating
resolution
a
adopted
Council
Security
U.N.
The
ago:
year
One
the bar stool over a table.
allied demands that Iraq had to meet before a formal-cease fire was decAs a professional career woman,I
Simon
Bob
newsman
lared in the Persian Gulf War. Iraq released CBS
can tell you that most women prefer
and his crew, who had held captive for nearly six weeks.
to sit at the bar because it's easier to
Today's Birthdays: Actress Jennifer Jones is 73. Actor John Cullum is control "unwahted advances."
A table affords too riluch opportu62. The former president of the former Soviet Union, Mikhail S. Gorbachev, is 61. Author John Irving is 50. Singer Lou Reed is 48. Actress nity for someone to wander over and
sit down(uninvited), making it diffiLaraine Newman is 40. Rock singer Jon Bon Jovi is 30.
cult to extricate yourself from what
it.has
that
he
but
grief
a
master
can
one
Thought for Today: "Every
could be the embarrassment of ask- William Shakespeare (1564-1616), "Much Ado About Nothing."
ing him to leave.

Twenty years agoArlie Scott of Agriculture
Department of Murray State University was featured speaker at the
third annual pre-sale dinner of
Kentucky Lake Hereford Association held at Colonial House Smorgasbord, Murray.
Dr. Alice Koenecke, chairman of
HD= Economics Department of
Murray State University, spoke on
"Recent Trends In Foods" at a
meeting of Theta Department of
Murray Woman's Club. She was
introduced by Mrs. A.L. Hough.
The Rev. Jerrell White, pastor of
Memorial Baptist Church, talked
about "Problems of Youth" at a
meeting of Murray Kiwanis Club
held at Murray Woman's Club
House.
Elected as officers of Beta Club
of Lynn Grove School were Mike
Farris, Kathy Jackson, Kathy Calhoun, Gail Sheridan and Lisa

Forty years ago
Cpl. Joe Pat AndersNi, son of
Thirty years ago
Practically all Murray civic clubs Mr. and Mrs. Orville Anderson, is
have joined together in a mighty stationed at Camp Edwards, Mass.,
effort to give the city of Murray a where he works in pharmacy
"completely new look" through department of U.S. Army Hospital.
"Spring is coming whether the
planned beautification.
The Rev. Joe S. Whitmer, cam- weather looks like it or not. Mrs.
pus minister for Chrisyitian Church Nettie Weatherly called the other
and former .missionaily lo Congo lily to- tett-us that the tovirds- are
andJamaica, spoke al a meeting of beginning to sing around her
Murray Rotary Club held at Murray house," from cplumn, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James
Woman's Club House.
Martha Knoth and Beverly C. Williams, publisher.
Claude Cunningham was honWyatt won doubles, Maude Kennerly won all events trophy, and ored at a party on his 77th birthday
Doris Garland won singles trophy on Feb. 24 at the home of his
in Murray Woman's Bowling daughter, Mrs. Wavel Beaman and
Association's third annual city Mr. Beaman.
Rebecca Tarry who is with the
championship- tournament at
Baptist Home Mission Board
Corvette Lanes.
Ann Wrather talked about her taught a study of '`IA Crusade In
summer tour of Europe at a meet- Home Missions" for Blood River
ing of Zeta Department of Murray Baptist AsTociation WMU at First
Baptist Church on Feb. 26.
Woman's Club.
Rurs.

Dear Abby
Whereas, while sitting at the bar,
persol
you can swivel away, placingA
back to the uninvited
thus avoid conversation.
The bartender is a single woman's
best protector. If she gives a few eye
signals to the bartender, he will politely tell the offending person,
"Please don't bother the lady." A WOVAN'S VIEWPOINT
DEAR VIEWPOINT: Read on
for another point of view:
DEAR ABBY: I take issue with
your response to the Chicago man
whose wife preferred sitting at the

bar alone — or with her lady friends
— rather than it a table.
A lady sitting at a bar projects a
different imagf, than one sitting at a
table. It is understood that no i
tation is required for any individual
to occupyithe adjacent seat at;1 bar
WImplikuman is seated at
a'stfang7r will not join her thout
an in vitation.
Abby, tell that man his original
"vibes- were.correct. If his wife goes
to bars alone and does not want to be
bothered. she should sit at a table.
MRS. R.S. LICHTENBERG.
'LSBO, WASH.

Daily Comics
BLONDIE

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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DEAR ABBY:lam a single woman
and I like to sit at the bar because I
love to dance. If I were to come into
a bar And sit at a table, people may
think I am waiting for someone, and
nobody will ask me to dance. I would
rather let them think I was a pickup
because, after talking to me. they
would find out differently.
As for a married woman sitting
with her girlfriend at a bar — that is
somethingelse. Why would a happily
married woman want to go to a bar
without her husband? Either she
wants to make' birn jealous, she's
looking for someone else, or she alreadyilas someone.
I know. I was a bartender for 15
years.
LOTS OF HANKY-PANKY
IN TEXAS
DEAR LOTS:Let's hear itfrom
a woman bartender from
Bellevue, Wash.:
DEAR ABBY:Having been a happily married woman bartender with
two children. I beg to differ with "J.
in Chicago.- who says a woman who
sits at the bar, unescorted. is usually
looking for company.
When I go out without my husband. I always sit at the.bar because
I know I'll be bothered less by unwelcome company because of the
bartender's presence. A bartender
serves as a buffer or protector for
women who have stopped at a bar for
nothing more than a quiet place to
"people watch- or who just want to
relax and visit with a friend.
DINA
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Dear Frtends,
.?'ou are cordially invited to a 'commitment intfrvention'
Or ray allegedfiance, Simon.
Its like a drug intervention only. in this case - well
together to help Simon understand how much
gathering
be
happier he d be if he'6just buy me the ring, set a date for the
wedding and'get on with it.
ff you will want to come prepared with
I know that each.o
a few special words of your own...

;P
ARE YOU
OUT Of
YOUR
MIND,
CHAR-

r&000 f THAT'S THE
sir' ONLY
MORE PASSION,
AND, Of COURSE,
40111.1 8E SAYING

IT TO SIMON,
NOT ME f

"Oh, Misty always hates me showing this slide....
It's halftime at the '88 Detroit-ChicNo
,
game when we met."

Crosswords
0
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

•

GARFIELD

MOO! M000:011
arog-

I WAVE A SURPRISE FOR YOU,
CrARFIELP. HERE'S A HINT

THOU&HT
YOU CrOT
A PATE

WE'RE GOING
TO THE FARM!

13ock-ovo:
91-4K-MWr
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PEANUTS

ACROSS
1 Spigot
4 Type of pie
9 Time gone by
12 Ginger —
13 Citrus fruit
14 Headgear
• 15 Great tumult
17 Aquatic
mammals
19 Raise
21 Teutonic
deity
22 Dispatch
25 Auricle
27 Region
311n favor of
32 Scraped with
the claws
34 Negative
prefix
35 Temporary
bed
36 Negative
37 Sun god
38 Domicile
41 Obscure
42 Redact

43 Pair
44 Baker's
products
45 Spanish
article
47 The Kingston

B A el K
COP
HAND
ALOE
ABA
ALEE
NAME
SIR
MO P
ACTION
HONEST
12 BILI A
JO
49 Curtain or
screen
P E LellnE L
OE ND
53 Most unusual
MI211
SLEET
ADO
57 Guido's high
RUDE,
FOREE1ELL
note
58 Not clearly
LE
LEAS
expressed
DOWELS
STRAWS
60 Meadow
AR I L
ANE
TAUT
61 Damp
RI FO
62'Negligent
NEE
[ILSE
63 Small rug
DEO
TAP
PEER
DOWN
3-2 C) 1992 United Feature Syndicate
1 Type of cross
2 Mont Blanc,
for One
3 Through
4 Turkish
regiment
5 Made exact
6 After noon:

It was not too long
before the dog wished
he had never become

loved
me:" she said,"you'd
buy me a dog."

involved.

••••••••-••,••••-•

•••

abbr.
7 Game at
cards
8 Grafted:
heraldry
9 High card
10 Long,
slender

fish
1-1 Harvest

goddess
16 Ancient
18 Pamphlet
20 Sailor
colloq.
22 Steeple
23 Transgressed
10 11
9
8
7
6
5
4
24 Bond
3
2
1
nemesis
14
26 Full of
12
13IUU
• iff-will
28 — factor
17
29 Uncanny
1e UU
15•.
302nd
21
20
19
President
32 Turf
27 Wiliail
25
WWI24
33 Pedal digit
WI
35 Quoted
31
39 Yes: Sp
40 Hard-shelled
37
gal
,fruit
34
41 UK Princess
36UU
44 Seed
kil
38
container
II
WI
46 Volcanic
44
42
emanation
II
48 Rolnan date
47
49 Church
illil
bench
50 Rubber tree
51 Rodent
52 Cut Of meat
54 Shade tree
55 Ocean
58 Make lace
59 Enlisted man•
colloq

kill

"If you. really

Answer to Previous Puzzle

11 .U.

il
lilliillii
Milli Nil
el iii
ha hahillIl
hil
ha
NI II
dUU

DEAR DR. GOTT: I've beOri taking
GH3, an anti-aging combination, for
three months now and haven't felt any
change one way or another. Is there
any truth to the claims that are presented from this mail-order group?
DEAR READER: Nope. You:
.
ing taken for a glorious ridesoV:e
perpetual
of
rollercoaster
youthfulness.
GH3(gero-vita), superoxide dismutase and other similar quack products
do not affect the aging process, prolong youthfulness or exert any health
benefits whatsoever. The entire antiaging scam, like any other get-rich
scheme, is aimed at separating the
sucker from his (or her) buck.
I have an order form for the products offered by Vita Industries, Inc. of
Topeka, Kan.,\and the stuff is expensive. Snake-oil salesmen were as
much a part of the Old West as prairie
dogs: I think Vita is merely continuing
an American tradition.
No reputable' scientific study has
shown any benefit whatsoever from
anti-aging subnon-prescription
stances, which promise more energy
and fewer wrinkles. And, really, think
about it. Do you believe for a moment
that doctors wouldn't rush to get on
the bandwagon for any effective rejuvenation chemical? We would be using the goop ourselves, slathering it
on, while talking to our stockbrokers
about how to invest in the company.
Do you honestly believe that an obscure company in Topeka has found
the answer to youthfulness. whereas
NO ONE else has? C'mon, you need to
take a reality pill.
According to my order form, a sixmonth supply of GH3 costs "6199 plus
$3 shipping and handling. (Save
$430.10)." By my calculations, you
have wasted about $100. Take your
losses and run, wiser and more experienced, thanking your lucky stars
that you didn't get stuck for the
$629.10 full amount.
To provide further information. I
am sending you free copies of my
Health Reports "Fads I — Vitamins,
and Minerals" and 'Fads II — Herbs
and Other Supplements." Other readers who would like copies ihouldsend
$1.25 for each report plus a long,selfaddressed, stamped envelope to PO.
Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 44101-3369.
Be sure to mention the title(s).
DEAR DR. GOTT: A few years ago
I had a bilateral mastectomy and am
now having pains in the muscle of my
right arm, across my shoulders, and
in my left arm. Why would this occur?
DEAR READER: Depergling on the
amount of tissue removed at the time
of your original breapt operation,
scarring may have taken place that is
now causing pain. Return to your surgeon and review your symptoms with
him. If, indeed, you are suffering
an uncompainful scar formation
mon but recognised complication of
mastectomy — the use of anti-inflammatory pills(such as Motrin)or cortisone injections might relieve your
discomfort.
0nos ranninkret errnowurn awn
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Health Matters
`t'es knoWn /hit nigh tuh'towed dirt klit 1%

IONSTODAY FOR ITFALTHCARETOMORROW

AT DINH
Many people today
don't want to spend months
or years dependent on lifesupport machines nor do
they want to cause
unnecessary emotional or
financial stress for their loved
ones. That's why a growing
number of people are taking
action ,before they become •
seriously ill.
Kentucky low recognizes your right to make
choices about your medical
care You have the right to
request Or refuse treatment
ana to ask that treatment be
stopped
You can indicate your
choices for future healthcare
in the event you become
incapacitated or aunable to
communicate through a
legal document called on
advanced directive.
This enables you to
state your healthcare
preferences in writing while
you are Still healthy and able
to make such decisions thus
giving . you more control over
your medical care
Three types of
'advanced 'directives can be
used n Kentuc19, living wills,
healthcare surrogate
designations ana durable
Each is
powers of attorney
afferent and it-s- important
that you understand the
Specific
differences
,nforrnation on each is
•

provided in the box on this
page.
The decision to formulate an advanced directive
is a personal one. The loW
does not require you to have
one An advance directive is
one way you can let your
family or friends know your
feelings about using life
suport machines and other
treatments to prolong your
death
You should also
understand that .having an
advanced directive does not
mean that life support
machines and other
treatments will . not be used

A living will 'allows a
terminally ill person to refuse life
support equipment when-it would
only prolong death. Under
Kentucky law, a living will, only
becomes effective when two
physicians have said you are
expected to die in a short time,
when you won't get better and
can't be cured, and when
treatment will only prolong the
dying process. de
It does not allow you to
refuse intravenous or tube
feedings (called artificial nutrition
and hydration). This means that if
you are in a coma but you do not
have a terminal condition, then
under Kentucky law, a living will
would not apply.
A living will does not apply
at any time during a woman's
pregnancy.

Aktheiniert Disease Inlormolion
Educational Meeting
Tumidly,Meech 10
legal Planning Aar Alzheimer's Diagnosis"
t =Aftomay
By Sid Easley,s:
Support Grow
Tuesday. Mitch 24
430 p.m.
Hospital Bard Roan
Contact Cindy Ragsdale,(502)762-1100
or Joretta Randoiph,(502)753-5561
CardialC Support Grow
Tuesday, March 10
"Test Your Km:Wedge cCarclovasatiar Deems'
Hospital Boat Roan
10 a
Contact Shirley Iamb.(502)762-1170.
Cancer Support Group
Tuesday,larch 3
Group Succor,.
Tuesday, March 17
-s+loong Conciamsr

•

*

*
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patients if they have an
advance directive and to
give them an opportunity to
execute one if they wish. At
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital we give patients an
explanation of the law and a
question-and -answer
brochure on advance
directive forms.
Advance directives
don't have to be frightening.
Even though you may not
want to think about the
subject when you're about
to be hospitalized, it is part
of our hospital's mission of
advocacy for our patients.
If you have questions

about advanced directives,
talk with the chaplain, social
worker and/or patient
representative at the
hospital as well as your
doctor and lawyer. A sample
copy of each type of
advanced* directive is
available at the MCCH
Hospice or Nursing
Administration Office.
We want to honor your
wishes for medical care even
when you cannot tell us
what they are. The best way
you can be sure we do that
is by. giving us your directions
for that care in writing, in
advance.

Durable Power
of Attorney

Healthcare
Surrogate
Designation

Living Will

We Lend Sup•port

Hospital Privies Dining Room
Contact Nancy Rose,R.N(502)762-1389
Mueray Alliance tor Rio Montaly
Thursday, March 12
Voong ConcernsSupport
By Don BrocK LS.W
643p.m.
Hospitai Prhrale Dng Room
Contact Don 13rock, LSW,at(502)762-1107
or Melockyyrand.(502)436-2518.
Stroke Support Group
HO MARCH LIEETDIG
Contact Steve Passmore, LP T. Physical
Therapy'Director at (502)762-1137
Laryngeceornee Support Grow
Friday,libirch 13
403 p.m.
Hospital Prism's Dining Room
Contact Mn Nit RN,or Dixie Hopkins,
speed" pathoiogist (502)762-1100
Parkineort's Support Gawp
Friday, March 77
440 pin,
Hospdi Pygmies Dining Room
Call Dote Hopkins.speech pathologist or
Mn Ingle, RN,al(502)782-1100.
Companionate Monde
Thuisday,Meech 215
710pm
Hempel Mord Roorn
Catact Rebecca Chun*,Chapter',
(502)75-1274.
Doropeormert SupportSapp
Ivery%abaneuelly
11111141 am
Hougdonallos,donl Floor
ConliCt MOM RISS,Halpin MEW
(502)7024300.

in some cases For example,
if you ore rushed to the
emergency room, in most
cases, hospitals and
emergency room doctors will
make every effort to save
your life. This may include
giving you CPR to get your
heart beating again or using
machines such as ventilators
to help you breathe Of
course, these machines can
later be removed and
treatment can be stopped
at your request or the
request of your surrogate - or
attorney-in -fact.
Hospitals are now
required by law to ask

A durable power of
attorney all.pws you,to name
an adult (known as your
4
attorney-in-fact) to make
medical choices for you. It
differs from a surrogate in that
a surrogate is limited,in the
healthcare choices allowed by
law. Through a durable power
of attorney, you can give
specific directions for the
medical care you would want
your attorney-in-fact to make
on your behalf. Also, a
surrogate can only make
medical decisions; an
attorney-in-fact can be given
the power to conduct other
personal business as well, i.e.,
write checks to pay bills, file
taxes or sell property.

You are allowed to name
another adult (called a
surrogate) to make medical
decisions for you under
Kentucky's Health Care
Surrogate Act.
Any time you cannot
speak for yourself, this law
,allows your surrogate to request
or refuse any type of medical
care on your behalf.
The law also permits a
pregnant woman's surrogate to
refuse care when the baby can't
be saved or,when treatment
harms the woman or causes
her uncontrollable pain.

ADVANCED DIRECTIVES WILL BE THE TOPIC OF THE SEMINAR MONDAY, MARCH 16
See Commtnirrv Evorrs BELOW.

Community events
Fresh Start
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital s
Health Express will be offering blood
pressure, pulse, vision, and glaucoma
screenings at all of its stops during the
month of March.
For $4, you can purchase-a stool for
Occult Blood Screening Kit to detect
blood in the stool.

1

Monday, March 2
Dresden
Court Square
9-11:30 a.rn
Palms wills
Branch of Weakley Co Bank
12 30-2 30 p.m.
Tuesday, March 3
Murray Piggly Wiggly
8-11:30 a.m 8 12 30-3 p m
Wedges/ay, Marra 4
SechananPott Office
9-11 a.m.
Hamlin
Post Office
12.30-2:30 p m
Monday, March 5
Hazel
Dees Bank
8 30-12 noon
Now Providence
Church of Chnst
1-3 p.m.
lieetley. Mink 9
Tr1 CNy
Tri City Grocery
9-11:30 a.m.
Lyea Greve
Crawford's Service Stilton
12:30-3 p.m.

Tuesday, March 10
Murray
Calloway Co. Public Library
8-11:30 a.m. IS 12:30-3 p.m.
Monday, March /6
Coldwater
Coldwater Church of Christ
10-12 noon
Farmington
First National Bank
1-3 p.m.
Tuesday, March 17
Camden
Wal-Mart
9-11:30 a.m. 8 12:30-2:30 p.m.

Free Smoking Cessation Class
All smokers are invited to this free smoking cessation class
will be instructed by a dietitian, respiratory therapist and a
former smoker. Participants must attend all four sessions to
receive comprehensive instructions for kicking the smoking
habit. The four sessions are:
Monday, March 16
•-0
Wednesday, March 18
Monday, March 23
Wednesday, March 25
5:30 p.m.to 7:00 p.m.
Hospital Board Room, Second Floor
Sign up by calling Health Promotions,(502)762-1384.

Wednesday, March 18
Draftenville
Ponderosa
8-11:30 a.m. 8 1230-230 p.m.
Thursday, March 19
Murray
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
8-11 30 am & 12-30-3 p.m.
Thursday, March 26
.
Murray
Court Square
8-113O am & 12:30-3 p.m.
Friday, March 27
Purvaar
Community Ceaker
830-1130 a.m.1 12:30-3 p.m.
Monday, March 30
Burnous Mills
Farmer & Merchants Bank
9-11 a.m.

Monday, March 16
This isa free seminar is offered to help you understand the
new laws in Kentucky concerning life and death decisions.
Speakers include: Steve Sanders, attorney at law; Dr.
Richard Crouch,family practitioner, and Lynn Meurer,
director of nursing at MCCH
7:00 p.m.
Hospital Board Room, Second Floor
To Pre-regisler call MCCH Health Promotions at(502)
762-1384 by Thursday, March 12.

Advanced Directives Seminar

MURRAY
CAIIiCKVAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

Dever
Uncle Joe s Discount Store
12:30-230 p.m.
booby. Myth 31

ir 803 Poplar Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071-2432
(302) 762-1100

Merrily
Post Office
8-11:30 a.m. & 1230-3 p.m.
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